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Message from the Chief Executive Officer
Welcome to the Annual Report, from 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020, of Oxford University
Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust.
I would like to reflect on a year of great change which has included some significant
milestones as well as a number of ongoing challenges which we will continue to tackle in the
next 12 months.

Thank you to our staff
Firstly, on behalf of the Trust Board, I would like to thank all our staff for everything that
they have done to provide safe, high quality care for patients – not least during our response
to the COVID-19 pandemic which dominated the end of 2019-20 and the start of 2020-21.
The common purpose, focus and determination of all staff in this unprecedented time has
been a source of deep pride in what we have done as one team at OUH, but there have also
been moments of great sadness.
We have lost a number of staff to COVID-19 and I want to pay tribute to them. Our thoughts
are with their family, friends and close work colleagues who are deeply affected by their
loss. We are a team and every single member of our team is precious. None of us can deliver
our service to patients alone and so we stand together in honouring the memories of our
colleagues and sharing the sadness of their families and everyone else who loved them.

Operational and financial performance
In June 2018, we agreed enforcement undertakings with NHS Improvement (NHSI) which
committed the Trust Board to clear plans leading to improvements in performance on key
priorities.
Thanks to the efforts of all staff and a clear focus on these priorities, NHSI formally lifted
most of these enforcement undertakings in January 2020 and issued a compliance certificate
which recognised the ‘significant progress’ made in respect of governance, planned care,
emergency care, and workforce planning, along with the development of an Integrated
Improvement Programme to ensure delivery of plans. Concerns remained in relation to
finance.
In addition, in November 2019 the Care Quality Commission (CQC) lifted conditions placed
on the operating theatres in the main John Radcliffe Hospital building following the
completion of refresh works. The theatres were officially re-opened in September 2019 at
the end of the refresh project, which started in April, and the CQC visited in November.
The refresh project was a challenging logistical exercise but our staff rose to the challenge to
ensure that the environment they work in matches their clinical excellence and
professionalism, helping to deliver the standard of care that the Trust aspires to.
Our reduced operating theatre capacity during this time – and national guidance to
postpone elective surgery from March 2020 to prepare for COVID-19 – contributed to an
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increase in the number of elective patients on waiting lists for 52 weeks from eight patients
on 31 March 2019 to 25 patients on 31 March 2020.
We experienced a 2.7% increase in the number of patients using our Emergency
Departments at the John Radcliffe Hospital in Oxford and the Horton General Hospital in
Banbury in 2019-20 – 83% of patients were seen, treated and either discharged or admitted
to hospital within four hours.
As a result of the reduced elective activity and the increased emergencies which are
reimbursed at a lower rate, our end of year financial position was disappointing. We
reported a deficit of £12.8 million. The Trust Board recognises the need to ensure a robust
and sustainable approach to financial recovery plans and is working closely with NHS
England and NHS Improvement (NHSE&I) on a Financial Governance Review.

Significant developments
2019-20 was a year of exciting developments across the Trust.








An expansion of Sobell House Hospice on the Churchill Hospital site was completed
so that more families can benefit from this valuable expertise in palliative and end of
life care
The major project to modernise and expand the Emergency Department on the John
Radcliffe Hospital site is nearing completion
Construction of the new Ronald McDonald House Oxford (free accommodation for
families of children in hospital) was completed and we look forward to it opening
when COVID-19 restrictions are lifted
We celebrated the 10th anniversaries of both the Oncology and Haematology Centre
on the Churchill Hospital site and the Heart Centre on the John Radcliffe Hospital site
A new chemotherapy service for children is now available at the Horton General
Hospital in Banbury so that patients in the north of the county can receive treatment
closer to home

Looking ahead
It promises to be another busy and eventful year as we begin to implement our new Trust
Strategy for 2020-25. I look forward to working with our staff, patients, Foundation Trust
members and governors, health and care system partners, GPs, Healthwatch Oxfordshire,
MPs and local authority colleagues, and many others over the next 12 months.

Dr Bruno Holthof
Chief Executive Officer
23 June 2020
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Introduction
This section provides information on Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, its
main objectives, the key risks to the achievement of these objectives, and a summary of
performance in the year 2019-20.

About Us
Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust (OUH) is one of the largest NHS teaching
hospital trusts in the UK, with a national and international reputation for the excellence of
its services and its role in education and research. Clinical care is delivered by experienced
specialists. Our Trust consists of four hospitals – the Churchill Hospital, the John Radcliffe
Hospital (which also includes the Children’s Hospital, Eye Hospital, Heart Centre, West
Wing and Women’s Centre) and the Nuffield Orthopaedic Centre, all located in Oxford,
and the Horton General Hospital in Banbury.
Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust was formally established on 1 November
2011 when the Nuffield Orthopaedic Centre NHS Trust merged with the Oxford Radcliffe
Hospitals NHS Trust. On the same date a formal Joint Working Agreement between the Trust
and the University of Oxford came into effect. This agreement built on existing working
relationships between the two organisations.
The Trust has over one million patient contacts each year and, in addition to providing
general hospital services, the Trust draws patients from across the country for specialist
services and leads networks in areas including trauma and vascular.
Most services are provided in our hospitals, but over 6% are delivered from 44 other
locations. These include outpatient peripheral clinics in community settings and satellite
services in a number of surrounding hospitals.
The Trust delivers services from community hospitals in Oxfordshire, including midwifery-led
units. It is also responsible for a number of screening programmes, including those for bowel
cancer, breast cancer, diabetic retinopathy and chlamydia.

Our clinical services
We offer a wide range of local and specialist services including emergency care, trauma and
orthopaedics, maternity, obstetrics and gynaecology, newborn care, general and specialist
surgery, cardiac services, critical care, cancer, renal and transplant, neurosurgery,
maxillofacial surgery, infectious diseases, and blood disorders.
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Our hospitals
Churchill Hospital
The Churchill Hospital in Oxford is the centre for the Trust’s cancer services and a range of
other medical and surgical specialties. These include renal services and transplant, clinical
and medical oncology, dermatology, haemophilia, palliative care and sexual health. It also
incorporates the Oxford Centre for Diabetes, Endocrinology and Metabolism (OCDEM).
Maggie’s Centre Oxford and Sobell House Hospice are located on the hospital site.
The hospital, and the adjacent Old Road campus, is a major centre for healthcare research,
and hosts some of the departments of the University’s Medical Sciences Division and other
major research centres such as the Oxford Cancer Research UK Centre, a partnership
between Cancer Research UK, Oxford University Hospitals and the University of Oxford.
Horton General Hospital
The Horton General Hospital in Banbury serves the people of north Oxfordshire and
surrounding counties. Services include an Emergency Department, acute general medicine
and elective day case surgery, trauma, maternity services and gynaecology, paediatrics,
critical care, and the Brodey Centre offering treatment for cancer.
The hospital has inpatient beds and outpatient clinics, with the outpatient department
running clinics with specialist consultants from Oxford in dermatology, neurology,
ophthalmology, oral surgery, paediatric cardiology, radiotherapy, rheumatology, oncology,
pain rehabilitation, ear nose and throat (ENT) and plastic surgery.
Acute general medicine also includes a medical assessment unit, a day hospital as part of
specialised elderly care rehabilitation services, and a cardiology service. Other clinical
services include dietetics, occupational therapy, pathology, physiotherapy and radiology.
John Radcliffe Hospital
The John Radcliffe Hospital in Oxford is the largest of the Trust’s hospitals. It is the site of
the county’s main Emergency Department, the Major Trauma Centre for the Thames Valley
region, and provides acute medical and surgical services, intensive care and women’s
services. The Oxford Children’s Hospital, the Oxford Eye Hospital and the Oxford Heart
Centre are also part of the John Radcliffe Hospital. The site has a major role in teaching and
research and hosts many of the University of Oxford’s departments, including those of the
Medical Sciences Division.
Nuffield Orthopaedic Centre
The Nuffield Orthopaedic Centre in Oxford has been treating patients with bone and joint
problems for more than 80 years and has a worldwide reputation for excellence in
orthopaedics, rheumatology and rehabilitation. The hospital also undertakes specialist
services such as children’s rheumatology, the treatment of bone infection and bone
tumours, and limb reconstruction. The Oxford Centre for Enablement (OCE) is based on the
11

hospital site and provides rehabilitation to those with limb amputation or complex
neurological or neuromuscular disabilities suffered, for example, through stroke or head
injury.
The site also houses the University of Oxford’s Nuffield Department of Orthopaedics,
Rheumatology and Musculoskeletal Sciences. The Nuffield Orthopaedic Centre also hosts the
Trust’s Clinical Genetics department.
For more information on the Trust and its services visit www.ouh.nhs.uk

Our Business Plan
Outline of our objectives and key risks
Following the publication of the NHS Long Term Plan in January 2019, 2019-20 was a
transitional year for OUH, Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire and Berkshire West Integrated Care
System (BOB ICS) and the wider NHS. OUH has developed a Business Plan in the context of:



The NHS Long Term Plan, the existing commitments of the Five Year Forward View
and national strategies for cancer, mental health and maternity provision
Strategic priorities of:
o BOB ICS
o Oxfordshire Clinical Commissioning Group (OCCG)
o NHS Improvement enforcement undertakings
o Care Quality Commission (CQC) inspection findings.

2019-20 was the final year of the OUH Integrated Business Plan for 2014-15 to 2019-20 and
so we undertook a strategy refresh in collaboration with our patients, staff and key
stakeholders, which informed the development of our strategic plans for the future delivery
of national and local priorities for the next five years.
In 2019-20, our priorities were as follows.







Improve our safety culture – Embed best practice consistently in the care received
by our patients so that no patients are adversely affected by avoidable harm
Achieve the operational trajectories as submitted to NHS Improvement – Improve
delivery of the Emergency Department four-hour access standard with performance
of 90%, avoiding patients waiting in excess of 52 weeks for their planned treatment,
and maintaining performance against access standards for patients with cancer with
delivery of the 62 day standard from December 2019
Deliver the 2019-20 workforce plan – Advance initiatives which support and develop
our staff, improve recruitment and retention, grow our substantive workforce, and
strengthen staff engagement, leadership and culture across the Trust
Deliver the Trust control total for 2019-20 – Deliver the £37m control total for 201920 while improving our underlying financial position and reducing reliance on one-off
transactions
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Refresh OUH’s five year strategic plan – Refresh the Trust’s five year strategic plan
with an increased focus on delivering integrated care and working in partnership with
other organisations

The Trust’s Integrated Business Plan can be found on the Trust website, alongside the
Annual Business Plan.
www.ouh.nhs.uk/about/publications/documents/business-plan-2019-2020.pdf

Our Partnerships
World class universities




We partner with the University of Oxford to deliver world-leading scientific research,
pioneering discoveries that transform care for millions of people worldwide,
alongside working together through a world-leading medical school
We partner with Oxford Brookes University to deliver nursing, midwifery, allied
health professional and management education and research to train and equip the
healthcare leaders of the future

Networks and collaboration



We play a leadership role, hosting and contributing to multiple regional and national
clinical networks to deliver and improve specialist clinical services
We are a member of the Shelford Group, a collaboration of 10 of the largest teaching
hospitals in England, learning from each other and collectively influencing national
policy

BOB Integrated Care System and Oxfordshire Integrated Care Partnership




We are working closely with health, social care and voluntary sector partners across
Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire and Berkshire West (BOB) Integrated Care System
(ICS) to deliver joined up and integrated care for our populations
We also collaborate across Oxfordshire Integrated Care Partnership (ICP), working
with colleagues in local government, primary care and other health, care and
community organisations to improve the co-ordination and delivery of care for our
local population
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Patient Activity
During 2019-20 the Trust had:


1,471,197 patient attendances in total – outpatients, inpatients, day cases and
Emergency Department attendances including:
o 102,824 planned admissions (elective inpatients and day cases)
o 103,533 unplanned and emergency admissions
o 165,011 Emergency Department attendances

and delivered 7,574 babies!
At the end of 2019-20, there were:






1,133 beds including
o 946 general and acute
o 79 critical care level (including Children’s critical care and HDU but excluding
50 Neonatal)
o 18 rehabilitation
o 90 for children
58 inpatient areas
48 operating theatres

11,904 staff including
o 3,554 nurses and midwives
o 1,880 doctors
o 1,960 healthcare support workers
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Operational Performance
Meeting our access targets and factors affecting our performance
Our clinical services are measured against a range of performance standards. In common
with other NHS trusts across England, 2019-20 was a challenging year for us and we did not
meet several of the main waiting time standards. As we headed towards the end of the
financial year, access targets across the NHS were impacted further by the COVID-19
pandemic. The main impact in 2019-20 was seen in March 2020, but the bigger impact will
be seen during 2020-21 as the NHS moves into recovery and managing planned care after, or
rather with, COVID-19.
We are committed to achieving local and national performance standards. We understand
that any wait for treatment is of concern to our patients. Our clinical teams work hard to
improve waiting times. We have been affected by shortages of staff during 2019-20 and
have needed to apply limited financial resources carefully while emergency, cancer and
elective care services have all been under pressure.
As part of the CQC’s unannounced core service inspection, undertaken in December 2018,
the CQC wrote to the Trust raising concerns in relation to the main operating theatres at the
John Radcliffe Hospital (a formal notice under Section 31 of the Health and Social Care Act
2008) and the Emergency Department, also at the John Radcliffe Hospital.
The Trust developed detailed actions plans to address the issues raised. Both action plans
were completed during 2019-20 with the Section 31 being lifted by the CQC in November
2019. The work to refurbish the operating theatres impacted on activity across the Trust,
reducing overall theatre capacity by 8%.
In 2019-20, OUH set a number of trajectories with NHS England and NHS Improvement
(NHSE&I) for key operational targets as part of a Trustwide Improvement Programme.

Urgent care
NHS Improvement (NHSI) undertakings on Urgent Care that were placed on OUH during
2018-19 were lifted in 2019-20.
In 2019-20, a monthly trajectory to improve performance against the Emergency
Department four-hour access standard was agreed with NHSE&I and Oxfordshire Clinical
Commissioning Group (CCG). Our performance for patients being treated and then admitted,
transferred or discharged within four hours of their arrival at an Emergency Department was
83% at the end of 2019-20. This was below both our trajectory to achieve 90% by March
2020 and the national standard of 95%.
The ‘Performance v Trajectory 2019-20’ graph that follows shows the figures by month. It
shows that performance did not meet the planned trajectory and was lower in every month
than the trajectory and performance compared to the previous year. The Trust continues to
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work with Oxfordshire health and care system partners to deliver a shared Urgent Care
Improvement Plan.
Performance v Trajectory 2019-20 graph

OUH four-hour wait performance 2019-20 (green triangle), compared to 2018-19 (blue diamond) and agreed
trajectory for 2019-20 (columns)

Emergency attendances
Attendances at the Trust’s Emergency Departments continued to increase in 2019-20. The
only month in which we did not see an increase was March 2020, when numbers reduced
significantly both locally and nationally due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The graph
‘Emergency Attendances 2019-20 – Daily Average’ that follows shows that the pattern of
attendances in 2019-20 was very similar to the previous year (although higher throughout
the year) until March. We recorded a 2.7% increase in Emergency Department attendances
in 2019-20 compared to 2018-19.
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Emergency Attendances 2019-20 – Daily Average

Emergency admissions
Admissions at the Trust’s Emergency Departments continued to increase in 2019-20. As with
attendances, the only month in which we did not see an increase was in March 2020, when
numbers reduced significantly as the public avoided hospitals due to concerns about COVID19. However, the drop-off in admissions was not quite as acute as that of attendances.
Because limiting bed occupancy to 92% in the winter months was not achieved, this had a
direct impact on the Trust’s delivery against the four-hour standard.
The graph ‘Emergency Admissions 2019-20 – Daily Average’ that follows shows that there
was not the usual drop in emergency admissions in the month of August as in previous
years, sustaining pressure and restricting an improvement on the Emergency Department
four-hour standard performance over the summer months.
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Emergency Admissions 2019-20 – Daily Average

Although activity decreased considerably in March 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
there was no immediate improvement in performance against the four-hour standard due to
the complexity of the challenges which the Trust faced in its response to the virus.
Improvements started to be recognised in May 2020 as occupancy levels remained low,
along with attendances, and the Trust’s response to COVID-19 stabilised.

Comparison with other NHS trusts
For context, during every month in 2019-20, our performance against the four-hour was
better than the Shelford Group average (the Shelford Group is a collaboration between 10 of
the largest teaching and research NHS hospital trusts in England and is therefore a useful
comparator for performance). The Trust also performed better than the national average for
all trusts for the majority of months in 2019-20. Please see the graph that follows for details.
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OUH v Shelford Group v National Performance 2019-20

OUH (diamond) <4hour wait %, 2019-20, Shelford Group (triangle – representing 10 of the largest teaching and
research NHS hospital trusts in England) and NHS England Performance (squares)

Reducing length of stay
We worked closely with our partners in the Oxfordshire health and care system, including
Oxford Health NHS Foundation Trust, Oxfordshire County Council and Oxfordshire Clinical
Commissioning Group, on a ‘Home First’ approach to reduce the number of patients with
extended lengths of stay in hospital. As a result, we reduced the average length of stay for
patients spending more than 21 days in hospital by 30%.
Discharge to assess
A new initiative was launched in November 2019 by the Home Assessment Reablement
Team (HART), a multi-disciplinary team of staff who provide care and support to patients
when they leave hospital. The therapies-led ‘discharge to assess’ initiative is aimed at people
who do not need to stay in hospital, but who need extra support in the short term to regain
their independence and enable them to get home quickly and safely.
The initiative identifies these patients earlier, meaning they spend less time in hospital and
are then assessed in their familiar home environment to help plan for both their short-term
and longer-term needs.
Some of the support HART offers includes enabling independence in daily life, like helping
people to learn to wash and dress independently again, and cook their own meals. The
scheme was originally trialled at the Horton General Hospital in Banbury earlier in 2019 but
was then rolled out at the John Radcliffe Hospital for patients across Oxfordshire. This was
part of a Trustwide programme with a focus on continuous improvement.
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Partnership working to avoid long hospital stays
Age UK Oxfordshire worked with the Trust again during the winter months of 2019-20 to
support older people and keep them well during the colder months.
Patients were supported by Age UK Oxfordshire staff to feel more confident when returning
home from hospital, and to access support in the community.
This support was part of the Oxfordshire health and social care system ‘Home First’
approach, which prioritises treating people closer to home and avoiding prolonged hospital
stays. In partnership with Oxfordshire Clinical Commissioning Group, Oxford Health NHS
Foundation Trust, and Oxfordshire County Council, we have encouraged this approach with
initiatives such as additional support from HART services.
Age UK Oxfordshire staff were based at the John Radcliffe Hospital from Monday to Friday,
and at the Horton General Hospital on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays during the winter
months. Contracted to work with the Trust for a year, the Age UK Oxfordshire team assists
with at least four discharges a day. The team is funded by Oxfordshire County Council and
Oxfordshire Clinical Commissioning Group.
Support for frail patients to prevent falls
A specialist team based in the John Radcliffe Hospital’s Emergency Department has helped
nearly double the number of safe and timely discharges of frail patients since the team was
established in 2018.
The Frailty Intervention Team (FIT) helps patients aged 65 and over with frailty conditions
such as falls and related injuries by assessing them within two hours of their admission to
the Emergency Department. The team is made up of a mixture of occupational therapists
and physiotherapists who work alongside Emergency Department staff to give a frailtyfocused assessment, looking specifically at ways that patients can be treated quickly,
appropriately and safely. The team can also help with referring patients on to supporting
services, such as HART.
The team has helped reduce the length of time patients stay in hospital following admission.
In September 2018, prior to the team’s launch, an average of 591 older patients were
discharged every month. By August 2019, the average figure was 1,042 older patients being
discharged every month.
The team is available daily at the John Radcliffe Hospital from 8am until 8pm, with an
additional Frailty Occupational Therapist at the Horton General Hospital every day from 8am
until 4pm.
Planned care
Referral to Treatment (RTT) Performance
Performance against the national standard for the percentage of patients on incomplete RTT
pathways (yet to start treatment) waiting no more than 18 weeks from referral was 80% in
aggregate at the end of 2019-20. This was below the national standard of 92%. However, the
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Trust agreed that this national standard would not be achieved in 2019-20 in its contract
with Oxfordshire Clinical Commissioning Group.
The agreement was also that the number of people waiting on incomplete elective care
pathways for care at OUH could increase to a waiting list size of 53,075 by March 2020, an
increase of 2,928 over the year.
The Trust also committed to reduce the number of patients waiting over 52 weeks to zero by
the end of March 2020.
Due to an enforcement notice from the CQC in December 2018, a refresh was required to
the operating theatres in the main John Radcliffe Hospital which was scheduled from 5 April
2019 to 24 August 2019. The work on the operating theatres was completed in line with the
agreed timelines.
Over the course of the year the number of patients waiting over 26 weeks increased due to
the lack of elective capacity, in part due to the theatre refresh programme, but also due to a
number of workforce constraints within theatres and anaesthetics.
The waiting list size trajectory in the graph that follows was heavily weighted during April to
August 2019 to reflect the closure of the operating theatres. The Trust delivered ahead of
trajectory every month during 2019-20. The number of incomplete pathways remaining on
the waiting list at the end of March 2020 was 49,558. This was 3,517 less than the expected
trajectory of 53,075. When comparing March 2020 list size with March 2019, there was also
a reduction of 148 patients.
On 31 March 2020 there were 25 patients waiting over 52 weeks for first definitive
treatment. While this exceeded the trajectory volume of zero patients waiting over 52
weeks, the final position was adversely affected by the COVID-19 pandemic – 24 out of the
25 patients did have plans in place to be treated before the end of March but unfortunately
these plans had to be postponed due to the response to COVID-19. The clinical harm review
process remains in place for patients who have waited more than 52 weeks.
Total waiting list size and 52 week waits against target

Total waiting list size (columns) against trajectory (dotted line) and 52 week wait patients (full line)
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Cancer
The Trust provides a wide range of cancer services and the Oncology & Haematology Centre
at the Churchill Hospital is a regional centre of excellence. However, over the course of the
year workforce constraints impacted on capacity on the wards and theatres.
OUH consistently achieved the following national standards: two weeks from GP referral for
breast symptoms, 31-day subsequent treatment with anti-cancer drugs, and 31-day
subsequent treatment with radiotherapy every month through 2019-20.
In addition, OUH consistently achieved the two-week wait from GP referral with suspected
cancer national standard for 11 months, only marginally missing the standard by 0.2% in
June 2019.
However, the 62-day targets for treatment have provided our biggest challenge throughout
the year, mirroring national performance against this standard. As with the referral to
treatment targets, workforce constraints in theatres and anaesthetics have hampered
progress. The most significantly challenged areas remained the urological, head and neck,
gynaecological oncology, lung, breast and lower gastrointestinal tumour site groups.
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Standard

Apr-19

May-19

Jun-19

Jul-19

Aug-19

At least 93% of patients referred from a
GP with suspected cancer will be seen
within two weeks of referral

96.30%

96.10%

92.80%

94.80%

95.50%

94.10%

95.20%

94.30%

95.30%

95.60%

At least 93% of patients referred from a
GP with breast symptoms but not
suspected cancer will be seen within
two weeks of referral

97.30%

96.00%

93.50%

95.80%

97.30%

95.30%

96.40%

95.70%

100%

100%

At least 96% of patients will receive first
definitive treatment within 31 days of
decision to treat

95.70%

96.50%

93.70%

96.00%

93.60%

91.00%

87.60%

89.10%

87.40%

At least 94% of patients will receive
subsequent treatment with surgery
within 31 days of decision to treat

96.30%

95.10%

98.20%

95.50%

85.00%

95.90%

89.40%

89.30%

At least 98% of patients will receive
subsequent treatment with anti-cancer
drug regimen within 31 days of decision
to treat

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

At least 94% of patients will receive
subsequent radiotherapy within 31 days
of decision to treat

99.50%

99.50%

99.50%

99.20%

99.50%

100%

At least 85% of patients will receive
their first treatment within 62 days of
referral from GP

74.00%

69.60%

69.70%

69.20%

70.90%

At least 90% of patients will receive
their first treatment within 62 days
following referral from a screening
service

74.10%

75.50%

59.50%

44.00%

66.70%

100%

Achievement by month of the national cancer waiting time standards, 2019-20
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Sep-19

Oct-19

Nov-19

Dec-19

Jan-20

Feb-20

Mar-20

96.90%

94.20%

100%

98.40%

85.40%

87.90%

94.10%

82.40%

78.70%

86.50%

90.90%

100%

99.10%

98.50%

100%

100%

98.60%

98.20%

95.80%

100%

98.00%

98.80%

64.40%

66.80%

60.80%

65.80%

65.90%

65.40%

76.90%

73.90%

54.90%

45.80%

54.50%

30.40%

46.80%

82.40%

During 2019-20 all NHS trusts were required to shadow monitor against a new cancer
standard of at least 70% of patients receiving a definitive diagnosis or ruling out of cancer
within 28 days of referral. Over the course of 2019-20 OUH made good progress against this
standard, starting the year at 52.7% of patients meeting this standard in April 2019 and
finishing in March 2020 with 82.4% of patients receiving their diagnosis within 28 days of
referral. The achievement by month is shown in the figures below.
Achievement by month of the shadow national cancer waiting time standards, 2019-20
Patients receiving a definitive diagnosis or ruling out of cancer within 28 days of referral.
Apr-19 May-19 Jun-19 Jul-19
52.7% 52.1% 51.5% 50%

Aug-19 Sep-19 Oct-19 Nov-19 Dec-19 Jan-20 Feb-20 Mar-20
82.6% 78.2% 78%
74.4% 78.9% 77.2% 82.6% 82.4%

Following an agreed protocol, any cancer patient waiting over 104 days for treatment has a
review conducted of potential for clinical harm from the delay, and details are reported to
the Trust’s Clinical Governance Committee. In addition, a bi-monthly Cancer Strategy Group,
chaired by the Trust Cancer Lead, continued throughout 2019-20. The Trust’s Integrated
Improvement Programme is now providing an intense focus on delivering the Cancer
Improvement Programme, with the Chief Operating Officer as the Executive sponsor.

Diagnostic waits
Throughout 2019-20 the Trust was not able to achieve the required standard for 99% of
patients to receive their diagnostic test within six weeks from request. A comprehensive
diagnostic improvement plan was in place at the beginning of the year, which had started to
see a reduction in patients waiting. However, at the end of March 2020, the Trust saw a
significant rise in patients waiting over six weeks and compliance reducing to 95.8%. This
was a direct impact of COVID-19 and the requirement to stop all routine diagnostic tests.
MRI was the most challenged modality during 2019-20, but the majority saw an increase due
to COVID-19 in March 2020. The graph below of the Trust’s diagnostic performance by
month shows that the Trust did not meet the standard in any month in 2019-20.
OUH diagnostic >6 week for diagnostic performance, 2019-20

Despite the challenges on planned care throughout 2019-20, the NHSI undertakings placed
on Planned Care during 2018-19 were lifted. In addition, the Trust is now working in
collaboration with Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire and Berkshire West Integrated Care System
(BOB ICS) to look at solutions for some challenged specialties, those with high demand and
reduced capacity due to workforce and/or estates issues.
Planned care will provide the Trust with its most significant challenges in 2020-21 and future
years. The national restrictions on planned care during the response to COVID-19 has
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impacted cancer pathways and waiting lists nationally. The plan for recovery will start in
2020-21 and will continue over future years.

Performance overview
2018-19

2019-20

Indicator

Target

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Full
year

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Full
year

Rates of Clostridium
difficile

<68 201819

11

26

40

51

51

21

26

19

23

89

<89 201920*
Percentage of patients
on incomplete RTT
pathways (yet to start
treatment) waiting no
more than 18 weeks
from referral

>92%

85%

84%

82%

83%

84%

83%

81%

79%

77%

80%

Percentage of A&E
attendances where the
patient was admitted,
transferred or
discharged within four
hours of their arrival at
an A&E department

>95%

89%

88%

88%

85%

87%

86%

85%

81%

81%

83%

Percentage of patients
waiting no more than
two months (62 days)
from urgent GP referral
to first definitive
treatment for cancer

>85%

77%

70%

73%

68%

72%

71%

68%

64%

70%

68%

Percentage of service
users waiting no more
than 62 days from
referral from an NHS
screening service to first
definitive treatment for
all cancers

>90%

85%

88%

84%

60%

79%

70%

61%

52%

57%

60%

Percentage of patients
six weeks or more from
referral for a diagnostic
test

>99%

98%

98%

99%

98%

98%

98%

98%

97%

96%

97%

*Clostridium difficile infections were measured using new criteria for apportioning cases in 2019-20. As a result,
the threshold increased compared to the previous financial year, in line with the new reporting classification.
The total cases reported in the table are also not directly comparable between the financial years.
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The number of cases of hospital and community onset healthcare associated Clostridium
difficile was 89 in 2019-20, against the annual threshold of fewer than 89 cases. The method
of measuring Clostridium difficile changed in 2019-20 compared with the previous financial
year. The new criteria include cases that:



Are detected in the hospital two or more days after admission
Occur in the community (or within two days of admission) when the patient has been
an inpatient in the NHS trust reporting the case in the previous four weeks

The indicators measuring 62-day cancer standards from GP referral and from screening
programmes to treatment were 68% against a national standard of 85% and 60% against a
national standard of 90% respectively. The objective to achieve the 62-day GP referral
standard from December 2019 was therefore not achieved.
Performance against the indicator measuring diagnostic wait times for tests within six weeks
was 97% at the end of 2019-20, which was below the national standard of 99%.
Summary of Emergency Department performance
Emergency Department

2018-19

2019-20

Number of patients waiting over four hours

20,588

27,939

Number of attendances

160,714

165,011

Percentage of Emergency Department attendances
where the patient was admitted, transferred or
discharged within four hours of their arrival

87%

83%

National average

88%

84%

Performance of best performing trust

100%

100%

Performance of worst performing trust

62%

66%

The indicator measuring Emergency Department attendances where the patient was
admitted, transferred or discharged within four hours of arrival was 83% at the end of 201920. This was below the trajectory to achieve 90% by March 2020 and the national standard
of 95%.
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Financial Performance
Financial performance overview
After a successful financial performance in 2018-19, the Trust had a challenging financial
year, reporting a deficit of £12.8m on a control total basis which was £49.8m worse than
financial plan. On an underlying basis, the deficit was £50m and worsened compared to the
previous year.
The financial performance was disappointing and arose due to a number of factors including:






Continued growth in non-elective activity, much of which is reimbursed at less than
cost and which also restricts the capacity available for elective activity which is
reimbursed at better rates
Impact of upgrading the theatres at the John Radcliffe Hospital and shortages of
anaesthetic staff, with the resultant loss of further capacity for elective activity,
which made it very difficult for the Trust to deliver planned productivity
improvements which had assumed activity and income would rise faster than costs
Increase in the number of permanent staff and the use of temporary staffing to levels
that are not affordable out of income growth

There were some successes, as the stronger financial performance in 2018-19 enabled £46m
of investment in buildings and equipment in 2019-20. This was an increase of £20m
compared to the previous year.

COVID-19
On 11 March 2020 the World Health Organization officially declared the spread of the novel
coronavirus COVID-19 as a pandemic. The consequences of the pandemic have impacted
worldwide and the Trust is no different, being a provider of frontline NHS services. NHS
England and NHS Improvement (NHSE&I) put in place a process to reimburse all additional
operational and capital expenditure related to COVID-19 and the majority of lost income in
March 2020. The Trust received £8.5m of COVID-19 funding via this route and this is
included within the accounts.
The Trust’s stock had been counted prior to the national lockdown, as had the annual
valuation of land and buildings. However, during the process of finalising the accounts the
Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) advised its members that COVID-19 created
material uncertainty over the valuation of assets and this is disclosed in the accounts.
Note 1.2 to the accounts describes why these accounts have been prepared on a ‘going
concern basis’. The Trust has followed national guidance in this respect as COVID-19 has
caused a suspension of the normal NHS financial regime of payments to providers and has
also led the Trust to incur additional centrally funded expenditure. The Trust has relied on
the continuation of these arrangements for as long as necessary to compensate the Trust for
lost income and to fund additional expenditure. There is also a material uncertainty over this
assumption given the limited information available about future financial arrangements.
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Financial strategy
The Trust’s financial strategy, which was set in 2016, aims to support the achievement of the
Trust’s healthcare, education and research objectives and to do this in line with our core
values. The Trust Board has determined that these objectives can only be delivered if the
Trust’s finances are managed in a sustainable way.
The Board has set an ambitious target of the Trust covering its running costs and generating
enough surplus cash to fund new capital investments.
The Trust will do this through:




Strict control of its costs
Becoming more productive
Taking advantage of the commercial opportunities open to it given its international
reputation and getting better value from its substantial land holdings in Oxfordshire

The Trust agreed a new set of strategic objectives for the next five years during 2019-20 and
will need to review its financial strategy both in the light of financial performance during
2019-20 and the greater emphasis on system working set out in the new strategic objectives.

Underlying financial performance
The Trust Board and management focus on the underlying financial performance of the Trust
because this is the measure that determines our long-term financial sustainability. Changes
to accounting estimates and one-off items such as asset sales or central income are reported
in our accounts, but they potentially obscure the underlying financial performance of the
Trust. One of our key tasks in communicating the financial performance is to help Trust staff,
patients and the wider community to focus on the underlying numbers.
The table that follows reconciles the financial results for the year, on a control total basis, in
the accounts to the measure of underlying surplus/(deficit) used by Trust Board and
management.
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Income and Expenditure Performance (£m)

2019-20

2018-19

Financial performance surplus/(deficit)

(12.8)

37.3

Removal of Provider Sustainability Funds (PSF) and MRET as not recurrent

(18.1)

(24.3)

Deficit against control total

(30.9)

13.0

Removal of one-off items as not recurrent

(19.0)

(26.7)

Removal of prior period adjustment

-

(18.4)

Underlying financial surplus/(deficit)

(49.9)

(32.1)

On this measure the Trust’s underlying financial performance worsened by about £18m. The
reasons for this and the Trust’s plans to address the issue are set out in the remainder of this
section of the report.
The Trust’s financial performance is also monitored by NHS England and NHS Improvement
(NHSE&I) via the mechanism of an agreed control total. The control total represents the
minimum level of financial performance which the Trust is held directly accountable to
deliver. At the beginning of the year, OUH agreed a financial target of a surplus of £7.6m
excluding national Provider Sustainability Fund (PSF) and marginal rate emergency tariff
(MRET) funding, however the Trust finished the year with a deficit against the control total
of £12.8m. In addition to the actions that the Trust had already initiated, NHSE&I has asked
the Trust to undertake a review of its financial governance which the Trust expects will
identify further opportunities to improve financial performance. It is to be designed to
strengthen our forward looking financial management to support the new Trust Strategy.

Operating income
The Trust receives the majority of its income for the delivery of patient care services. In the
12 months to 31 March 2020, £960m was received, representing 84% of the total income for
the period. The vast majority of this comes from the commissioners of NHS services,
predominately Oxfordshire Clinical Commissioning Group and NHS England. The chart that
follows shows the income by patient care activity.
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Sources of Income for the 12 months
to 31 March 2020

1%

Elective income

0%

Non elective
income

19%
39%

Outpatient income
23%
A & E income

15%

Other NHS clinical
income

3%

Private patient
income
Other clinical
income

(Source: Note 3.2 to accounts.)

The value of the Trust’s contracts with commissioners was initially set using NHS national
tariff prices multiplied by planned levels of activity. However, contract values were fixed at
various points in the year with each commissioner in order to ensure the affordability of
these contracts to commissioners and the stability of income to the Trust.
In general, NHS prices are set slightly below the average cost of care, incentivising providers
to become more efficient or to generate surpluses from non-NHS activities to make up the
difference. This is particularly the case for urgent care where activity above planned levels is
paid for at 20% of the NHS national tariff price. Even allowing for this adverse pricing, nonelective income rose by just over £30m. This non-elective growth, much of which is
reimbursed at less than cost, also restricts the capacity available for elective activity which is
reimbursed at better rates.
During the year, income from elective activity fell by £23,000 compared to an increase of
over £6m in the previous year. This was because of reduced activity levels in the first six
months of the year, while the fabric of the operating theatres at the John Radcliffe Hospital
site was refreshed and there were shortages of anaesthetic staff between August and
November 2019. Elective income generates a surplus for the Trust and the plan for the year
had assumed growth of £13m.
The continued growth of non-elective activity, which has a lower tariff, and flat elective
income, pose a significant ongoing financial challenge and were key causes of the Trust
failing to meet its financial plan for the year.
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Other operating income
The Trust received £180m for the delivery of non-patient care services, with £58.3m to fund
research and £49.5m to support the costs of providing education and training to NHS staff.
Other sources of income include the provision of non-patient care services to other
organisations and charitable contributions to expenditure.
Research and development and education and training activities are core objectives of the
Trust and are generally delivered on a breakeven basis after making a fair contribution to
Trust overheads. Equally the Trust provides some infrastructure (e.g. IT services) to other
NHS bodies on the same basis. However, the Trust also makes a contribution from
commercial activities which are described later in this report.

Operating expenses
The Trust spends on average just over £3.1m every day, or over £21.9m per week. It employs
in excess of 11,900 whole time equivalent staff and expenditure on pay costs is the single
largest item of expenditure for the Trust with £707m spent during the 12 months to 31
March 2020, representing 62% of total operating expenses. Of the non-pay related
expenditure, the two biggest items are clinical supplies costs, which account for £114m or
10% of operating expenses, and expenditure on drugs at £128.5m or 11% of operating
expenses. The graph below sets out the major headings of operating expenses for the Trust.

Operating Expenditure for the 12 months
to 31 March 2020
Staff Costs
1%

5%

2%
8%

Supplies and services

11%
11%

Drugs
62%

Services from other bodies
Establishment , Transport
and Premises
Depreciation and
amortisation
Other

(Source: Note 7.1 to the accounts).
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During the year pay costs rose by £83m due in part to changes to the NHS Pension Scheme
contribution rate (£25m). However, salaries and wages for substantive staff rose by £40m
and the costs of temporary staffing rose by £10m. This increase, mainly due to staff
numbers, was proportionately much greater than the increase in income. Staff numbers
were increased because of the growth in non-elective care and it was not always possible to
redeploy staff when planned growth in elective care was not delivered. Corporate and
support staff numbers also grew as the Trust implemented the findings of the 2019 Deloitte
report into its leadership and governance.

Balance sheet – land, buildings and equipment
The Trust’s strong financial performance in 2018-19 funded an increase in the investment in
buildings and equipment during 2019-20. Additions of new assets rose from £26m in 201819 to £46m in 2019-20. To meet the rising demand for non-elective care much of this
investment was focused on the John Radcliffe Hospital site. An expanded resuscitation
facility will open later in 2020 and expansions to the Children’s A&E department and the
Ambulatory Assessment Unit (AAU) are already open. The Trust has begun a replacement
programme for its older diagnostic imaging equipment and a rolling replacement
programme for other medical and surgical equipment. These programmes are delivering
across all four main hospital sites.
The Trust’s headline financial performance is also affected by changes to the valuation of
land and buildings. Details of the valuation methodologies applied, as required by
accounting standards, are set out in the accounts. During the year the value of the Trust’s
land and buildings increased by £46m, largely due to increases in the estimated rebuilding
costs of operational assets and changes to market prices for investment properties.

Balance sheet – cash
The amount of cash available to the Trust has fallen throughout the year. The opening
position on 1 April 2019 was a balance of £53m, and by 31 March 2020 this had fallen to a
closing balance of £36m. This is £6.4m lower than the plan. The variance against plan is due
to the lower than planned Income and Expenditure position, partially offset by the lower
than planned capital spend. A number of significant capital investments had been invoiced
prior to the 2019-20 year end with payment due early in the new 2020-21 financial year. The
closing cash balance is therefore inflated by £12m in respect of this.

Productivity and efficiency
In 2017-18 the Trust decided to move away from a traditional Cost Improvement Plan
approach to align with emerging best practice from financial improvement at other
providers, which addresses cost control and productivity separately. This is based on the
assumption that cost control is part of regular management and should happen locally,
albeit facilitated by Trustwide policies and tools, whereas significant productivity
improvement requires Trustwide enablers, such as technology or process change, albeit the
resulting financial improvement must be rigorously identified in local budgets.
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The Trust’s approach to productivity is heavily dependent on delivering growth in activity
without a proportionate growth in costs through avoided admissions, improvements in
theatre productivity and reductions in length of stay. Progress in all these areas was less
than planned for during the year, in part because there was no growth in elective activity.
As a result and despite some localised successes, productivity is unlikely to have significantly
improved during the year and the Trust failed to deliver its financial plan.
Efficiency in the NHS is difficult to measure. Under the most recent data for 2018-19 the
Trust delivers services at 98% of average NHS costs for all providers.1 This is an improvement
on a score of 100% (i.e. average) the year before. However, on another measure, costs per
weighted activity units for acute providers, the Trust is 1% above average costs and
performance worsened slightly since the previous year.2 Both are adjusted to reflect the
clinical case mix of activity carried out. On both measures there is a wide variation in
efficiency between specialties within the Trust. Overall, it is reasonable to conclude that the
Trust delivers NHS services at about average costs, but needs to be below average cost to
break even. The Trust’s auditors, Mazars, have concluded that the arrangements to secure
value for money are satisfactory except for the fact that the Trust’s single oversight
framework finance rating from NHS Improvement is scored a ‘4’ on a 1-4 scale. This rating
score is due to the issues reported above in relation to the financial performance of the
Trust during the year.

Commercial activities
Since becoming an NHS foundation trust in October 2015, the Trust has expanded its
commercial activities with the objective of cross-subsidising the costs of NHS care.
Commercial activities include private patient care, commercialising intellectual property and
data and property investment. After making reasonable deductions for costs, the Trust
estimates that it has generated surpluses on its commercial portfolio totalling £64m in the
past four years of which £20m were generated in 2019-20. In 2019-20 the Trust created a
post of Commercial Director to strengthen leadership in this area and an overarching
commercial strategy is under development.
Within this positive performance some areas have performed better than others. As a major
landowner in Oxford the Trust continues to benefit from the local property market. In 201920 the Trust decided to move away from land sales and to focus on its rental income and
commercial development of its surplus land. Three major leases were signed during the year
and a property joint venture was set up with Oxford Hospitals Charity to develop staff
accommodation. Overall property investments generated over £23m.
Other areas performed less well with the value of the Trust’s shareholdings reducing by
£7.4m, almost entirely because of the fall in the share price of Sensyne Health plc. The Trust
owns approximately 4% of this company and this shareholding reduced in value during the
year.

1
2

The National Cost Collection index (NCCI), accessed 27 May 2020.
Sourced from the Model Hospital website which is only accessible to NHS managers. Accessed 27 May 2020.
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Income from private patients increased because of a project to recover amounts underbilled in past years, but the underlying trend is for private patient income to fall. The Trust
and the University of Oxford also made the difficult decision at the end of the year to exit
from their joint venture with the Mayo Clinic to establish a private patient business in
London. The clinic in London had performed below plan since opening and turning it around
required further investment which the Trust was not prepared to make.
Although the Trust made a net surplus from these activities, NHS legislation states the Trust
should primarily deliver NHS-funded healthcare, which is measured by testing that non-NHS
activity (including research and development and education and training) is no more than
49% of total income. Our analysis shows that the Trust has met this requirement with NHS
healthcare activities comprising 84% of total income. NHS legislation also requires that the
Trust tests that this activity does not significantly interfere with NHS activity. The Trust has
concluded there is no significant interference based on the surpluses generated and the lack
of any direct conflicts between commercial activities and NHS activities.

A look forward
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the longer term outlook is more uncertain than usual and
for the first six months of 2020-21 the Trust has been advised that the ‘emergency funding
arrangements’ currently in place will continue. It is currently unclear what the arrangements
will be subsequent to this.
The Trust Board will continue to focus on the underlying financial performance of the Trust
because this is the measure that determines our long-term financial sustainability. However,
the continuing weakness in our financial performance means that we have not yet achieved
this objective.
In response to our current financial challenges, the Trust will continue to apply rigorous cost
control to ensure that the Trust gets value for money from every pound that it spends, seek
opportunities to improve productivity, and seek commercial ventures that are
complementary to NHS activities.
Jason Dorsett
Chief Finance Officer
6 June 2020
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Our Ambition and Future Priorities
Developing a new strategy for our changing context
In 2019-20 we engaged widely to refresh the Trust’s strategy, gathering input from staff,
patients and partners to develop a new framework to guide our priorities and decisions
across the Trust.
This work has been informed by a changing national context, with a new long-term strategy
for the NHS within the NHS Long Term Plan and Interim NHS People Plan, alongside the shift
to more integrated working across local systems. Locally we are seeing the following changes
influencing the way we work and the strategic changes we need to make.










We serve a growing and ageing population, with local housing growth, alongside
increasing numbers of people aged 85 and over, requiring us to better co-ordinate
and join up care
Patient expectations are changing and challenging us to think differently about how
we can modernise and improve the way people access and experience care
There are significant local differences in healthy life expectancy and quality of life
across different areas within Oxfordshire, with recent data suggesting this gap is
widening
Attracting, training, supporting and retaining the right workforce is one of our
biggest challenges and a key challenge across the NHS
Digital technology, innovation and AI are creating opportunities to radically
transform how we deliver our services and how we can be more effective and
efficient
We have growing opportunities to collaborate beyond OUH and across our local
health system and networks to join up care, share learning and improve outcomes

In light of these factors, we have developed a new strategy to put us in the best position to
address these changes across all of our teams, services and by working with our partners.

How we developed the strategy
Our new strategy has been developed to provide a clear and consistent framework to guide
our priorities and decisions across OUH. It was developed using the following five sets of
input.






National priorities – NHS Long Term Plan and Interim People Plan priorities
System priorities – BOB ICS and Oxfordshire system plan priorities
OUH staff priorities – Analysis of more than 50 draft team strategies from
directorates and services, outlining priorities for the next five years, alongside input
from strategy events and seminars held with senior leaders and with staff across all
sites
Input from partners – System discussions with partner organisations, including
healthcare providers within BOB, and university partners
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Input from patients and communities – Detailed survey input from over 500
patients, alongside engagement with patient networks, community groups and the
Council of Governors

In Spring 2019, we began by holding a series of workshops with staff and clinical leaders to
develop a draft framework, based on the NHS Long Term Plan, which we then used as the
basis of strategy discussions held during the summer. We held discussions with staff across
all of our sites, with our Board and Council of Governors and with our partners across the
system. From this, clinical directorates and individual services began working on their draft
service strategies, with over 50 strategies submitted, informing what our collective priorities
should be. This input was then themed and analysed, alongside the priorities gathered
through a patient and public survey, and partner discussions, to form the content set out in
the document.

Our new strategy
Our new strategy, which was approved at the Trust Board meeting in March 2020, has been
developed and co-designed with staff, patients and health and social care partners. The
strategy sets out how we will focus on:





Delivering high quality care for Our Patients by focusing on patient safety and
working with patients to improve their health, care and experience
Making OUH a great place to work for Our People by improving staff experience and
wellbeing, supporting everyone to achieve their potential and building a sustainable
workforce
Improving the health and wellbeing of Our Population by providing integrated care
close to home, reducing health inequalities, tackling our environmental impact and
delivering financially sustainable services.

All these changes will be supported by a set of five enablers to help us achieve our strategic
objectives. These are getting the basics right across our organisation, delivering care close to
home, building a compassionate and learning culture, going digital, and strengthening our
world class research, education and innovation.
We will now work to organise ourselves around our strategy, building it into all of our teams
and services, translating it into a clear clinical strategy and implementation plan, alongside
embedding it into our business planning, objectives, investment decisions and governance.
It is important to note that, although the strategy was developed over 2019-20 and a final
draft approved by the Board on 11 March 2020, it is now being refreshed in light of the
changes implemented and accelerated due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The Board is being
kept abreast of these developments and they will be reflected in next year’s annual report.
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Improving our hospital environment
Sustainable transport
The Trust’s new strategic objectives include a commitment to making it easier for patients
and staff to access our sites, to deliver services closer to home and to promote and enable
sustainable journeys where required. As part of this, the Trust is committed to improving
access and reducing car journeys to its sites.
The Trust has given cautious support to Oxfordshire County Council and Oxford City Council
on their proposed ‘Connecting Oxford’ plan, which includes introducing a levy on workplace
parking. The Trust is also helping to formulate ideas to improve the transport infrastructure
to enable OUH and university staff on late shifts to commute more easily using buses, the
Park & Ride car parks and cycling.
Staff have access to information on the intranet where they can find offers and discounts on:








Season tickets
Bikes through the cycle2work scheme
Local and national bike shop repairs, parts and hire
Electric bikes
Folding bikes
Electric cars and charging points
Travel-related products for the Trust

The Trust works closely with the Oxfordshire bus companies and Oxfordshire County Council
on new routes. It also offers initiatives such as bike-friendly buses and demand-led
transport. This feeds into future-proofing the sites and providing staff with timely transport
to and from sites into Oxford city centre and the Park & Ride network.
The Trust encourages cycling to our sites by supporting a maintenance service (the Bike
Doctor) and removing abandoned bicycles through the Bike Project. The Travel and
Transport team removed abandoned bikes from the John Radcliffe Hospital site over the
winter months, which were donated to a charity which restores them for newly arrived
refugees. The Trust, in partnership with the University of Oxford, will also be installing new
covered bicycle racks at the John Radcliffe, Churchill and Horton General hospitals in 2020.
The Trust has its own dedicated car sharing scheme called OUH Liftshare which enables
organised lift sharing by connecting staff. We currently have around 540 active members.
In 2020 the Trust extended the contract for the shuttle buses from the John Radcliffe
Hospital, Churchill Hospital and Nuffield Orthopaedic Centre as a free service for staff run by
South Central Ambulance Service. This shuttle runs in addition to the existing staff shuttle
buses which are run by Oxford Bus Company between the John Radcliffe Hospital, Nuffield
Orthopaedic Centre and the Trust’s offices at OUH Cowley.
A new initiative to introduce electric vehicle (EV) charging points on all four of our hospital
sites in a phased approach is also being explored.
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Health and Safety
Overview
Under the leadership of the Chief Nursing Officer, Sam Foster (Executive Director responsible
for Health and Safety), and the Chief Finance Officer, Jason Dorsett (Executive Director
responsible for Estates), the most significant risks relating to Trust buildings and safety
critical plant with the potential to impact on staff and patient safety, as well as service
continuity, were identified in 2019-20.
These risks were reviewed by the Health and Safety team and Operational Estates and
Assurance teams to identify suitable mitigations and to develop appropriate risk scoring. The
risks have been presented to the Trust Board and cross-checked to ensure that they are
being managed via the relevant risk register.
During 2019-20 the Trust began a major programme of reassessing the compliance of its
estate with health and safety requirements. In part this was prompted by the Care Quality
Commission’s enforcement action requiring the Trust to improve operating theatre facilities
at the John Radcliffe Hospital. This work was completed in the first six months of the year.
The Trust’s estate is large and complex. It is spread over four main hospital sites, three of
which are partly run under private finance initiative (PFI) arrangements. The assessment of
the condition of the estate and the development of plans to remedy identified issues took
place in the second half of 2019-20.
Some improvements were made immediately and a significant programme of repairs and
maintenance is underway in 2020-21. The Board is closely monitoring the development and
delivery of this programme and also the mitigation of any risks that remain during the period
while the programme is implemented.
The Chief Nursing Officer chairs the Trust’s Health and Safety Committee, which met on a
quarterly basis in 2019-20. Accountable to the Trust Management Executive (TME), the
Health and Safety Committee is responsible for ensuring the development, implementation
and maintenance of a health and safety policy and all supporting procedures.
During 2019-20 the Health and Safety team supported and monitored the delivery of a
broad programme of work required to plan, implement, monitor and improve the Trust’s
occupational health and safety management system (OHSMS).
This is aligned to the ‘Managing for Health and Safety Guidance’ (HSG65) and the ‘Plan, Do,
Check, Act’ framework, both published by the Health and Safety Executive (HSE).
The Health and Safety team has supported functions across the Trust to respond to the
COVID-19 pandemic by supporting the senior management to develop documented
information, including risk assessments and sharing the outcomes of these risk assessments
with managers and staff.
To further develop awareness and understanding of health and safety considerations among
the leaders of the organisation, in 2019-20 Trust Board members completed the Institute of
Safety and Health (IOSH) ‘Leading Safely’ course which is designed specifically for those
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working at Board level. All Trust Board members successfully passed the course and have
been awarded IOSH ‘Leading Safely’ certification.
Health and safety training is key to ensuring that staff across all functions and levels of the
organisation know and understand statutory duties for health and safety in order to support
the Trust to fulfil its statutory duties as an employer.
Health and safety training has been updated to support managers to better understand the
risk assessment process, including the importance of sharing the outcomes of risk
assessments with all staff, to ensure awareness of not only risks but also the preventative
and protective measures taken to reduce risks.

Accident and incidents
Datix incidents
The number of non-clinical incidents reported during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March
2020 was 4,724. All incidents have been categorised by actual impact (No harm; Minor;
Moderate; Major).

Datix incidents by actual impact
13

1
No Harm

795

Minor Injury / Illness
Moderate effect or serious (but
not long term)
Major

3916

There were no incidents categorised as severe. 3,916 incidents resulted in no harm (83%
compared to 81% in 2018-19), 795 incidents resulted in minor injury or illness, 13 incidents
resulted in moderate effect or serious injury (but not long-term), and one incident resulted
in major injury.
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The Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations 2013 (RIDDOR)
incidents

RIDDOR incidents 2019-20
Incidents by accident type
Another kind of
accident
Exposure to harmful
substances

1
3

6

Fall from height
2
Lifting and handling
injuries

1

Physical assault
10
Slip, Trip, Fall same
level

Overall the number of RIDDOR reportable incidents for 2019-20 was 23, a decrease of six
from the previous year.
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Patients’ Experience
The Trust aims to make every patient’s experience as good as it can be. We also want to
ensure that the thoughts and observations of our patients about care and treatment are
heard. Understanding what matters for our patients and their families, carers and friends
is therefore key in order to achieve this aim. The drive for continuous improvement in our
services to you, your friends and family is underpinned by our Trust values of Learning;
Respect; Delivery; Excellence; Compassion; Improvement.

Learning from you
Listening to stories from patients, relatives and members of staff about treatment can be
very powerful. Stories told from all angles help us to learn from excellent care and help us to
reflect on and learn how to develop and change services. The Chief Nursing Officer shared
stories such as these with the Trust Board and Quality Committee throughout the year. This
year the stories focused on 10 areas of the Patient Experience Delivery Plan and combined
an overview of the service and development work, wider thematic patient experience and
two or three stories which added a personal perspective of care. Two examples of these
stories are Home Assessment Reablement Service (HART) and improving discharge from
hospital.

Patient recommendation of our hospitals to family and friends
The Friends and Family Test (FFT) has been adopted nationally across all aspects of NHS
healthcare. The recommend rate gauges the patient satisfaction with their services. The
Trust is delighted that across the year 94% of patients told us that they were extremely likely
or likely to recommend the Trust’s healthcare to their friends and family (Table 4 below).
The FFT survey also asks patients to comment on their care and is shared with the wards and
departments. The comments are themed for the Trust Board and help the Board to
understand a balanced view of patient experience alongside complaints, claims and
compliments. FFT can be completed on paper, online and through text messaging (SMS).
SMS is now used for the Emergency Department, outpatients and inpatients and was trialled
in the Children’s Hospital in March 2020. This approach, alongside the work of a volunteer,
has been shown to improve response rates and decreased the administrative burden on
clinical staff.
Table 4: % recommend rate across the Trust between 1 April 2019 and 31 March 2020.
Service type

% of patients who were extremely likely or likely
to recommend the service

Inpatients and day cases

96

Emergency Department

87

Maternity

97

Outpatients

94
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Service type

% of patients who were extremely likely or likely
to recommend the service

Children’s inpatient and day cases

98

Trustwide

94

National Patient Survey Programme
National surveys also allow us to compare how we are rated against other trusts nationally,
as well as demonstrate self-improvement year on year. The Care Quality Commission (CQC)
collates and compares the results from the mandatory patient samples across all trusts
nationally. Together with many other methods of gaining patient feedback, these results
help the Trust focus on improving the overall patient experience in hospital.

Annual National Inpatient Survey 2019
In total the Trust surveyed 4,570 patients.3 We have surveyed an additional sample of
approximately 3,320 patients for four consecutive years to provide a broader perspective on
the quality of our services.
The Trust increased the response rate to 45.6% for the core sample compared to 42.9% in
the 2018 survey; and showed improvement on three questions with a reduction on one
question. The CQC will publish the national results in July 2020.

Annual National Maternity Survey 2019
The sampling included all women aged 16 and over who gave birth in February 2019 and the
Trust received a response rate of 47.8% (246 responses).4 The CQC published the national
results on 28 January 2020.
Overall the survey results give a very positive view of maternity services. The Director of
Midwifery was delighted that there was also at least a 10% improvement from 2018 for
women being offered a choice of giving birth at home and partners being able to stay when
women requested.
The Trust’s results were similar to other trusts relating to the labour and birth sections of the
survey. Maternity Services were particularly pleased to perform ‘better’ in involving women
in decision-making about their care during labour and birth.
The Director of Midwifery is very proud of the results and has celebrated them with staff.
The team is aware that there is room for improvement, and so developing postnatal care
provision, as well seeking to improve options for women to contact the service when they
are in labour, are priorities.

3
4

The mandated minimum is 1,250 patients.
The national response rate was 36.5%.
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National Children and Young People’s Inpatient and Day Case Survey 2018
This survey looks at the experiences of children and young people (under 16 years) when
they have attended NHS hospitals for inpatient or day case treatment.5 The survey also looks
at the experiences of their parents and carers.
The results for 2018 were published in 2019. The Trust’s response rate was 33% (401
responses) compared to the national response rate of 25%. The results were similar to the
2016 survey and showed high scores for:










Offering a choice of admission dates
Cleanliness
Wi-Fi access
Confidence and trust in healthcare professionals
Staff awareness of medical history
Staff approachability and friendliness and care of parents/carers
Overall rating of care by parents/carers
Privacy given to a child/young person
Advice on self-care given to a child/young person when leaving hospital

Areas for improvement included:





Changing admission dates
Staff communicating with children in a way they could understand
Food
Noise at night

Results were shared with the Children’s Directorate and the Division which the directorate is
part of. We welcome patient feedback and this survey is a good way of measuring ourselves
against other hospitals and our own performance in previous years. We are committed to
work together to continue to improve the experience of care for children and young people.

Engaging with patients and public
The drive for continuous improvement in our services to you, your friends and family is
underpinned by our Trust values of Learning; Respect; Delivery; Excellence; Compassion;
Improvement. We used the results from the CQC national surveys, Friends and Family Test
(FFT) and complaints to form the Patient Experience Delivery Plan. This two-year plan
started in December 2018 and was designed to address issues about which patients and
their families were most worried. Progress against the plan has been presented at every
Trust Board meeting during this reporting period and the final report on the achievements
and the changes in practice will be shared in January 2021.
Topics included:



5

Delivering same-sex accommodation
Noise at night
Holistic care plans for people with cancer

The survey has been running since 2014 and is undertaken every two years
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Emergency Department waiting times
Delayed or cancelled operations or procedures
Discharge from hospital
Car parking on the hospital sites
Home First: HART (Home Assessment Reablement Team)
End of life care
Patient Led Assessments of Care Environments (PLACE)

Two projects (Emergency Department waiting times and HART) have shown how members
of the public have been involved to help the Trust analyse and improve services.




The Emergency Department surveyed patients who had attended between
December 2019 and February 2020. There were 271 responses which gave helpful
insight into communication around waiting times, navigating around the department,
delays in leaving the department, and patients’ overall experience. Overall, patients
reported a positive experience in visiting the Emergency Department, giving an
average score of 83.2 out of 100 (100 being the best).
HART developed a survey for service users as part of their work to improve their
services. HART used this feedback as part of their contract monitoring meetings with
the Local Authority to share the positive impact of their service improvements.

Equality, diversity and inclusion (EDI) and engaging with diverse groups
The Trust has two Executive Directors with responsibility for EDI – the Chief People Officer
and Chief Nursing Officer. The Trust’s EDI Steering Group, chaired by the Director of
Workforce, oversees and directs the EDI activity undertaken by the Trust with progress and
an Annual Report from the Group being seen by the Trust Board. The last EDI Annual Report
was produced in November 2019.
The Trust strives to ensure that its activities are as inclusive as possible for all patients, their
families and carers. All employees undertake mandatory EDI training, and all Trust policies
and procedures are assessed prior to implementation to ensure equality issues have been
considered.
To increase its ability to reach these communities, the Trust has been developing
relationships with partners in the local healthcare system, as well as other organisations,
including Healthwatch Oxfordshire and the Academic Health Science Network (AHSN), so
that a co-ordinated approach can be taken to engagement across the system.
Specific engagement activities undertaken in 2019-20 included participating in Oxford Pride,
to engage with the local LGBTQ+ community, and working with Oxford Council of Faiths,
Carers Oxfordshire, Oxford Family Support Network and My Life My Choice.

Patient Participation Groups and Patient Forums
The Trust has several Patient Participation Groups (PPGs), which are led by staff, to
encourage patients to share their experiences and to provide feedback for service
improvements. They also act as support groups for patients, especially for those with long44

term conditions and needing follow-up care, for instance dialysis patients and patients who
have been admitted to the Intensive Care Unit and the Stroke Unit.
The Trust is particularly proud of its work to include children.






Following feedback from families through the Friends and Family Test (FFT), we have
introduced cups with screwtop lids, provided by Oxford Hospitals Charity, which have
been well received in the Children’s Hospital
Child Safety Week (3-9 June 2019), an annual campaign run nationally by the Child
Accident Prevention Trust, was actively promoted with an information table outside
the Paediatric Critical Care ward with teaching sessions for children’s nurses, Nursing
Associate Trainees, and on the induction programme
Young People’s Executive (YiPpEe) is the Trust’s Public Participation Group for
children and young people – the group’s activities in 2019-20 included:
o An invitation to the Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health to feed back
on the state of children’s health, indoor air pollution and children’s rights
o A visit to the new Ronald McDonald House prior to this opening
o Feedback to health professionals on health passports, healthy eating and use
of virtual reality headsets for procedural distress
o Work experience for two members
o Feedback to children’s nursing students at Oxford Brookes University on
patient information
o A review of the Trust website, with support from the Communications Team,
with updates to the YiPpEe page
o Two members of YiPpEe were elected to represent children and young people
on the Trust’s Council of Governors and presented an overview of the year to
the Trust
o YiPpEe is a member of Voice of Oxfordshire Youth (VOXY) which held a
climate change event to consider the threats to the environment, transport
and infrastructure – this will help inform the Oxfordshire Plan 2050, which is
one of the commitments made by the six Oxfordshire authorities as part of
the £215 million Housing and Growth Deal delivering new homes, including
affordable and social housing, and infrastructure to the county

Participation in the setting of the Trust’s Quality Priorities
The Trust hosts ‘Quality Conversation’ events throughout the year to engage with patients
and other stakeholders about Trust priorities. This is planned and co-ordinated by the
Clinical Governance team. Approximately 70 patients, Foundation Trust governors and
members, and Trust staff took part in an event on 13 January 2020. The achievements of the
2019-20 Quality Priorities were showcased in a series of Dragons’ Den style films with the
delegates voting on the priorities they most wished to continue. Each table also submitted
their suggestions for potential Quality Priorities for 2020-21.
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Bridging the discharge gap
The Bridging the Gap Group (BGG), co-chaired by a Lay Governor, continues to support the
work of the Trust’s Discharge Assurance Group. It encompasses representatives from clinical
teams in acute and community settings, the Patient Experience Team and patient
representatives. The group has created a ‘one-fit’ piece of information about discharge for
patients, as well as a poster for wards and other areas.

Patient Advice and Liaison Service (PALS)
PALS is a first-stop service for patients, their families and carers who have a query or concern
about our hospitals or services. The team provides an impartial and confidential service and
aims to help resolve issues by addressing them as quickly as possible.
The majority of contacts with PALS relate to requests for information about hospital
processes or putting people in touch with the correct department or individual who can help
them. The service also collates comments, suggestions and concerns made either directly to
the service or through the patient experience feedback mechanisms available throughout
the hospitals.
PALS is an integral part of the Complaints Team and works closely with the Patient
Experience Team to provide a comprehensive service to patients and their families. During
2019-20 PALS had 1,720 recorded requests, compliments and concerns. The main categories
related to communications, appointments, values and behaviour, and clinical treatment.
There were also compliments for various staff and departments.

How we handle your complaints
In 2019-20 the Trust received 1,139 complaints. The main themes were clinical treatment,
communications, values and behaviour, and appointments.
The Trust aims to adhere to the Principles of Remedy produced by the Parliamentary and
Health Service Ombudsman in 2007 and the Local Authority Social Services and National
Health Service Complaints (England) Regulations 2009, in order to produce reasonable, fair
and proportionate resolutions as part of our complaints handling procedures.
All complaints are managed individually with the complainant and in a manner best suited to
resolve the particular concern. Each complaint is assigned a named Complaints Co-ordinator,
who will, where possible, discuss with the complainant how they wish their complaint to be
responded to. Methods of response can include a written response from the Chief Nursing
Officer on behalf of the Chief Executive Officer, a face-to-face resolution meeting with
relevant staff, and, if still unresolved, an independent review of the care provided.

Supporting patients with dementia
The pop-up Dementia Café take places on the first Tuesday of each month between 2pm and
3pm in the League of Friends Café on Level 2 of the John Radcliffe Hospital.6 The Trust’s
6

From March 2020 onwards the Dementia Café has been suspended due to restrictions on visiting the hospital
due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Specialist Memory Nurse, Patient Experience Team and a Carer Support Worker (from Action
for Carers Oxfordshire) run the café which signposts carers, staff and patients with dementia
towards support organisations and support services. A wide range of attendees (patients,
relatives and staff) have benefitted from information and the opportunity to speak about
their personal circumstances.
‘Twiddlemuffs’ are donated by volunteers. These are knitted muffs with items attached to
provide visual, tactile and sensory stimulation and to keep hands warm at the same time.

Clinical patient information leaflets
The Trust’s library of clinical patient information leaflets continues to grow with 1,425
controlled and branded patient information leaflets (PILs) available for use. These Trustapproved PILs support our patients and their carers with well-written and clear information,
helping to improve their overall hospital and care experience. They also help patients
(and/or their carers) to make choices about treatment, including information about safety,
risks, benefits and alternatives.
The Trust makes patient information available in other media formats, including videos on
the OUH YouTube channel. The channel has had over a million hits, with videos such as
‘Anaesthetic procedure for elective caesarean section (C section)’ which has gained 380,205
views (since 2017) and winning a prestigious British Medical Association patient information
award.
The Trust shares the content of many of our leaflets with other trusts and healthcare
providers around the world. We also receive regular positive feedback on the quality of our
leaflets, both from patients, carers and other healthcare providers.

NHS England Accessible Information Standard
The Accessible Information Standard (AIS) is a requirement for health and social care
providers to meet the information and communication support needs of patients with a
disability, impairment or sensory loss.7 NHS provider organisations are required to meet all
of the five elements (Asking, Recording, Flagging/Alerting, Sharing, Acting) within the
Standard.
The Electronic Patient Record (EPR) system is being developed to capture patient
communication needs; enabling staff to recognise when patients may need information in
other formats, and plan how to meet their needs in advance. The Trust is also updating and
streamlining processes to ensure that resources are available to meet a variety of patient
communication needs.

Interpreting and translation services
Improvements for availability of interpreters and particularly access to interpreters for
urgent appointments continue to be made. Clinical staff members whose first/native
language is the same as that of the patient can now interpret clinical conversations and this
7

Section 13.2 of the NHS Standard Contract.
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has helped provide additional capability for ensuring patients are provided for if they require
an interpreter.
It has been challenging to provide interpreters for extremely rare languages, such as Tetum
and Fataluku, this year and there are currently no identified qualified interpreters of Tetum
or Fataluku within the UK. The Oxfordshire interpreting consortium is undertaking a project
to increase translation options for people of all languages.
Communication cards are also available for patients to use to convey their needs if they have
either limited communication capability or limited English (they are available in 28 different
languages). The Trust has produced leaflets in other languages, as well as translating patient
letters and notes both to and from English.
The use of video interpreting sessions for British Sign Language (BSL) interpreting will be
introduced in 2020. This will enable deaf patients/carers to call the Trust via a BSL
interpreter, instead of having to rely on a third party to communicate for them, write or
email in, or travel to the hospital to discuss their request or query. Video interpreting will be
useful in situations where BSL interpreters are needed urgently, so cannot be pre-booked
(such as in Emergency Departments or Maternity). It may also be able to be used for short
appointments, helping to increase the availability of interpreters for those appointments
where they need to be present.

Dr Bruno Holthof
Chief Executive Officer
23 June 2020
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ACCOUNTABILITY
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Directors’ Report
The Trust Board is responsible for the management of the Trust and for ensuring that proper
standards of corporate governance are maintained. It attaches great importance to making
sure that the Trust adheres to the principles set out in the NHS Constitution and Monitor’s
NHS Foundation Trust Code of Governance, and other related publications such as Quality
Governance in the NHS, and is working hard to ensure that it operates to high ethical and
compliance standards.
Working alongside the Board of Directors is the Council of Governors. Governors play a
valuable role by holding the Trust’s Non-Executive Directors to account for the performance
of the Board and by ensuring that the interests of the Trust’s members (staff, patients and
the wider public) are taken into account.
The Council of Governors comprises public governors elected from constituencies covering
Oxfordshire (Oxford City, South Oxfordshire, Vale of White Horse, West Oxfordshire and
Cherwell constituencies), surrounding counties (Buckinghamshire, Berkshire, Gloucestershire
and Wiltshire, and Northamptonshire and Warwickshire constituencies), and the rest of
England and Wales. There are also six staff governors, and a further eight appointed
governors from strategic partners (there are currently three vacancies, so only five in post).
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Trust Board Membership
Members of the Trust Board during the year 2019-20 were as follows.

Non-Executive Directors (NEDs)
Sir Jonathan Montgomery, Chair
Ms Anne Tutt, Vice-Chair and Senior Independent Director8
Mr Chris Goard, Senior Independent Director (until 12 October 2019)
Ms Claire Flint (from 1 May 2019)
Ms Paula Hay-Plumb
Ms Sarah Hordern (from 28 October 2019)
Ms Katie Kapernaros (from 28 October 2019)
Professor David Mant (until 12 October 2019)
Professor Anthony Schapira (from 1 December 2019)
Professor Gavin Screaton

Executive Directors
Dr Bruno Holthof, Chief Executive Officer
Mr Jason Dorsett, Chief Finance Officer
Mr John Drew, Director of Improvement and Culture (until September 2019)
Ms Sam Foster, Chief Nursing Officer
Ms Jane Nicholson, Interim Chief People Officer (from 10 June 2019 until February 2020)
Professor Meghana Pandit, Chief Medical Officer
Ms Sara Randall, Chief Operating Officer (acting until July 2019)
Mr Terry Roberts, Chief People Officer (from February 2020)
Mr David Walliker, Chief Digital and Partnership Officer (from October 2019)
Ms Eileen Walsh, Chief Assurance Officer
The Trust Board continued to meet in public bi-monthly. In the intervening months meetings
of the Quality Committee and Finance and Performance Committee were held to ensure that
there was a regular consideration of quality, financial and operational performance.9 The
Board met six times in public during the full year 2019-20.
Further details and biographies of the Board of Directors are available from the Trust’s
website.

8

Ms Tutt was appointed Senior Independent Director on 15 January 2020.
In February 2020 the meetings of the Quality Committee and Finance and Performance Committee were
replaced by a transitional meeting of the Integrated Assurance Committee.
9
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Senior Independent Director
The Board, in consultation with the Council of Governors, appoints one of the NEDs to the
Senior Independent Director role, to provide a sounding board to the Chair and serve as an
intermediary for the other directors when necessary. The Senior Independent Director is
also available to the Council of Governors for them to express concerns which might not be
resolved or which it would be inappropriate to raise through the normal channels of the
Chair or the Chief Executive Officer.
The Senior Independent Director should lead the performance evaluation of the Chair within
a framework agreed by the Council of Governors and taking into account the views of other
members of the Board. This should involve holding a meeting with the other Non-Executive
Directors in the absence of the Chair at least annually as part of the appraisal process.

Board Development
During 2019-20 the Board has continued to participate in monthly Board Seminars which
include the provision of Board training and development as well as opportunities to explore
specific issues in more detail than is possible in the context of formal Board meetings. In the
most recent year these sessions have included Board-level training in both Cyber Security
and Health and Safety. The Board seminar sessions have been expanded to include senior
leaders from each of the Clinical Divisions and there are scheduled sessions that include the
Council of Governors.

Board Structure
In the latter part of 2018 the Trust commissioned an external review of leadership and
governance arrangements within the Trust under the relevant elements of the Well-Led
framework. The final report was received in January 2019 and all recommendations were
accepted by the Trust.
During 2019-20 the Trust underwent an exercise to implement an updated Board and senior
management structure in line with the recommendations of the report. This exercise was
completed and assisted the Council of Governors in the process of recruiting Non-Executive
Directors (NEDs). The recruitment of three NEDs in 2019-20 was prompted by the end of
term in office of two NEDs as well as one existing NED vacancy. A skills assessment enabled
the recruitment of individuals with experience in the Human Resources, Real Estate,
Property Management, Information Technology and Clinical domains. The Trust also
introduced new Board level roles to strengthen senior workforce and digital capability,
whilst developing a succession plan for the Executive level and ensuring consistency in job
titles across executive roles.
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ATTENDANCE AT TRUST BOARD MEETINGS 2019-20
The Trust Board met in public six times during the year 2019-20.

Chief Medical Officer

Chief Nursing Officer

(EW)

11-Mar-20

Chief Finance Officer

Ms Eileen Walsh

15-Jan-20

Chief Digital and Partnership
Officer

(BH)

13-Nov-19

Chief Assurance Officer

Dr Bruno Holthof

11-Sep-19

Chief Executive Officer

Prof Sir Jonathan Montgomery
(JM)

10-Jul-19

Trust Chair

08-May-19

Present: Board members
from 2019-20















*



























Mr David Walliker (from Oct 2019)
(DW)
Mr Jason Dorsett
(JD)
Prof Meghana Pandit
(MP)
Ms Sam Foster
(SF)



**





















































Chief Operating Officer

Ms Sara Randall (acting until July
2019) (SR)

Interim Chief People Officer

Ms Jane Nicholson (from Jun 2019
until Feb 2020) (JN)

Chief People Officer

Mr Terry Roberts (from Feb 2020)
(TR)

Director of Improvement and
Culture

Mr John Drew (until Sep 2019)
(JDr)



Non-Executive Director

Ms Claire Flint (from May 2019)
(CF)







Non-Executive Director
(Senior Independent Director
until Oct 2019)

Mr Christopher Goard (until Oct
2019) (CG)













Non-Executive Director

Non-Executive Director

Ms Paula Hay-Plumb
(PHP)
Ms Sarah Hordern (from Oct 2019)
(SH)
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x















Non-Executive Director

Prof Anthony Schapira (from Dec
2019) (AS)

Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director and
Trust Vice Chair (Senior
Independent Director from
Jan 2020)

Professor Gavin Screaton
(GS)
Ms Anne Tutt
(AT)





11-Mar-20

Prof David Mant (until Oct 2019)
(DM)

15-Jan-20

Non-Executive Director

13-Nov-19

Ms Katie Kapernaros (from Oct
2019) (KK)

11-Sep-19

Non-Executive Director

10-Jul-19

08-May-19

Present: Board members
from 2019-20









x



x





x

















Key


In attendance/deputised

*

Represented by deputy

**

Present but also deputising for Chief Executive Officer and represented
by deputy

x

Not in attendance



Not in post

Council of Governors
The Council of Governors during 2019-20 comprised:

Public
Sally-Jane Davidge

Buckinghamshire, Berkshire, Gloucestershire and Wiltshire

Sue Woollacott

Buckinghamshire, Berkshire, Gloucestershire and Wiltshire

Anita Higham

Cherwell

1

Ruth Barrow

Cherwell

Anthony Bagot-Webb

Northamptonshire and Warwickshire

Rosemary Herring

Northamptonshire and Warwickshire

Cecilia Gould

Oxford City

John Harrison

Oxford City

Jonathan Wyatt

Rest of England and Wales
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Arthur Boylston

South Oxfordshire

Janet Knowles

South Oxfordshire

Martin Havelock

Vale of White Horse

Jill Haynes

Vale of White Horse

David Heyes2

West Oxfordshire

Graham Shelton

West Oxfordshire

Staff
Simon Brewster

Clinical

Shahab Khan

Clinical

Shing Law3

Clinical

Jules Stockbridge

Clinical

Rebecca Cullen

Non-clinical

Tommy Snipe

Non-clinical

Appointed
Vacancy

University of Oxford

Vacancy

Oxford Health NHS Foundation Trust

Gareth Kenworthy

Oxfordshire Clinical Commissioning Group

David Radbourne

NHS England

Astrid Schloerscheidt

Oxford Brookes University

Lawrie Stratford

Oxfordshire County Council

Sara and Emma4

Young People’s Executive

Vacancy

Berkshire, Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire Local Medical
Committees

NOTES
1.
2.
3.
4.

Replacing Cherwell governor Keith Strangwood who resigned on 27 September 2019.
Replacing West Oxfordshire governor Mark Booty who resigned on 24 September 2019.
Replacing Staff Clinical governor Ibifunke Pegba-Otemolu who resigned on 31 July 2019.
Following the resignation of Emily, Emma was elected on 1 October 2019.

The Chair updates the Board regularly on issues arising from the Council of Governors and
this will include the Trust’s membership strategy, including the representativeness of the
membership, membership engagement and numbers. For more information about our
membership, please see page 116. The Council of Governors has now completed its fourth
full year of operating following authorisation as a foundation trust. Over that time, there has
been regular and increasing engagement with the Board, within the context of which
concerns may be raised by the Council as a whole, or by individual governors.
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Details of the Council of Governors are available at www.ouh.nhs.uk/ft
For information about the Register of Interests for governors or to contact any of our
Governors, please email: governors@ouh.nhs.uk

ATTENDANCE: COUNCIL OF GOVERNORS MEETINGS

Constituency

Governor

16-Apr-19

17-Jul-19

25-Sept-19

16-Oct-19

20-Jan-20

Chair

Professor Sir
Jonathan
Montgomery











Buckinghamshire, Berkshire,
Gloucestershire and Wiltshire

Sally-Jane Davidge











Buckinghamshire, Berkshire,
Gloucestershire and Wiltshire

Sue Woollacott











Cherwell

Anita Higham OBE











Cherwell

Keith Strangwood

x

x

x

Cherwell

Ruth Barrow

Northamptonshire and
Warwickshire

Anthony
Bagot-Webb





x

x



Northamptonshire and
Warwickshire

Rosemary Herring











Oxford City

Cecilia Gould









x

Oxford City

John Harrison











Rest of England and Wales

Jonathan Wyatt



x







South Oxfordshire

Arthur Boylston



x



x



South Oxfordshire

Janet Knowles











Vale of White Horse

Martin Havelock







x



Vale of White Horse

Jill Haynes

x









West Oxfordshire

Mark Booty

x

x

West Oxfordshire

David Heyes

West Oxfordshire

Graham Shelton

Present: Members from 2019-20

Notes

Public

Resigned on 27
September 2019


Resigned on 24
September 2019
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Elected on 22
October 2019







Elected on 22
October 2019

Governor

16-Apr-19

17-Jul-19

25-Sept-19

16-Oct-19

20-Jan-20

Clinical

Simon Brewster

x









Clinical

Shahab Khan

x





x



Clinical

Shing Law

Clinical

Jules Stockbridge





Clinical

Ibifunke
Pegma-Otemolu



x

Non-clinical

Rebecca Cullen











Non-clinical

Tommy Snipe











Present: Members from 2019-20
Constituency

Notes

Staff







Resigned on 31 July
2019

Appointed
Berkshire, Buckinghamshire and
Oxfordshire LMCs

Vacancy

NHS England (South)

David Radbourne

x

x

x

x

x

Oxford Brookes University

Astrid
Schloerscheidt

x

x





x

Oxford Health NHS Foundation
Trust

Vacancy

Oxfordshire Clinical
Commissioning Group

Gareth Kenworthy

x

x

x

x



Oxfordshire County Council

Lawrie Stratford

x

x

x





University of Oxford

Vacancy

Young People’s Executive

Emily

Young People’s Executive

Emma

x

x

Young People’s Executive

Sara

x

x



x

Key


In attendance/deputised

x

Not in attendance
Not in post



The following also attended on 16 April 2019:



Dr Bruno Holthof, Chief Executive Officer
Christopher Goard, Non-Executive Director
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x

Elected on 23
October 2019

x



Anne Tutt, Non-Executive Director and Vice-Chair

The following also attended on 17 July 2019:



Sara Randall, Chief Operating Officer
Anne Tutt, Non-Executive Director and Vice-Chair

No members of the Board attended the private meeting of the Council of Governors on 25
September 2019.
The following also attended on 16 October 2019:




Sara Randall, Chief Operating Officer
Jane Nicholson, Interim Chief People Officer
Jason Dorsett, Chief Finance Officer

The following also attended on 20 January 2020:




Anne Tutt, Non-Executive Director and Vice-Chair
Sara Randall, Chief Operating Officer
Katie Kapernaros, Non-Executive Director

AUDIT COMMITTEE
The Audit Committee is responsible for providing assurance to the Board on the Trust’s
system of internal control by means of independent and objective review of financial and
corporate governance, and risk management arrangements, including compliance with laws,
guidance and regulations governing the NHS. It also reviews the Trust’s annual statutory
accounts before they are signed off by the Trust Board, and monitors the Trust’s Counter
Fraud arrangements. The Chief Finance Officer and the Chief Assurance Officer normally
attend the meetings of the Audit Committee. In line with best practice the Chair of the Board
is not a formal member of the Audit Committee but may be in attendance, along with any
other Board member or senior executive, at the invitation of the Audit Committee Chair.
Representatives from Internal Audit, External Audit and Counter Fraud Services normally
attend meetings to deal with audit issues, and they also hold private meetings with the Audit
Committee Chair to discuss confidential matters.
The Audit Committee is made up exclusively of independent Non-Executive Directors:
Ms Anne Tutt, Committee Chair
Mr Christopher Goard, Committee Vice Chair (until Oct 2019)
Ms Paula Hay-Plumb
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AUDIT COMMITTEE MEETINGS
The Audit Committee met six times during 2019-20.
20 May 19





Non-Executive Director (CG) (until Oct 2019)



x



x

Non-Executive Director (PHP)









19 Feb 20

9 May 19



14 Nov 19

17 Apr 19

Committee Chair – Non-Executive Director (AT)

17 Sep 19

Present: Members from 2019-20











Key



In attendance/deputised

x

Not in attendance



Not in post

FINANCE AND PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE
The Finance and Performance Committee is responsible for reviewing the Trust’s financial
and operational performance against annual plans and budgets, and for overseeing the
development of the Trust’s medium and long-term financial plans. It also monitors
performance of the Trust’s physical estate and non-clinical services. In addition, the
Committee is responsible for reviewing the delivery of annual efficiency savings
programmes, and monitoring the effectiveness of the Trust’s financial and operational
performance reporting systems.
During 2019-20 the Finance and Performance Committee comprised:
Non-Executive Directors:
Ms Paula Hay Plumb, Committee Chair
Ms Anne Tutt, Committee Vice-Chair
Professor Sir Jonathan Montgomery
Mr Christopher Goard (until Oct 2019)
Executive Directors:
Dr Bruno Holthof, Chief Executive Officer
Mr Jason Dorsett, Chief Finance Officer
Ms Sam Foster, Chief Nursing Officer
Professor Meghana Pandit, Chief Medical Officer
Ms Sara Randall, Chief Operating Officer
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FINANCE AND PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
The Finance and Performance Committee met four times during 2019-20.10

Present: Members from 2019-20

10-Apr-19

12-Jun-19

14-Aug-19

11-Dec-19

Committee Chair – Non-Executive Director (PHP)









Non-Executive Director (JM)

x

x

x



Non-Executive Director (CG) (until Oct 2019)





x

Non-Executive Director (AT)









Chief Executive Officer (BH)









Chief Finance Officer (JD)









Chief Nursing Officer (SF)

x



x



Chief Medical Officer (MP)

x







Chief Operating Officer (SR)









Key


In attendance/deputised

x

Not in attendance



Not in post

INVESTMENT COMMITTEE
The Investment Committee is responsible for advising the Trust Board in relation to
investments. The Committee recommends the annual capital investment plan to the Board,
reviews capital business cases prior to Board consideration and ensures that there are
appropriate monitoring arrangements in place for investments. The Committee also
monitors the Trust’s commercial activities including significant leases, joint ventures and the
development of surplus land.
The Investment Committee’s core membership during 2019-20 comprised:
Non-Executive Directors:
Ms Anne Tutt, Committee Chair
Ms Sarah Hordern (from Oct 2019)
Ms Paula Hay-Plumb
Mr Christopher Goard (until Oct 2019)

10

The Committee’s October meeting was replaced by an additional meeting of the Trust Board and the
scheduled February meeting was replaced by a transitional meeting of the newly established Integrated
Assurance Committee.
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Executive Directors:
Mr Jason Dorsett, Chief Finance Officer
Professor Meghana Pandit, Chief Medical Officer
Ms Eileen Walsh, Chief Assurance Officer

INVESTMENT COMMITTEE MEETINGS
The Investment Committee met eight times during 2019-20.
04-Oct-19

10-Dec-19

21-Jan-20

19-Feb-20

19-Mar-20





















28-Aug-19



25-Jun-19



17-Apr-19



Present: Members from 2019-20

Committee Chair – Non-Executive Director (AT)







Non-Executive Director (CG) (until Oct 2019)









Non-Executive Director (PHP)









Non-Executive Director (SH) (from Oct 2019)
Chief Financial Officer (JD)











x





Chief Assurance Officer (EW)







x

x







Chief Medical Officer (MP)



x







x



x

Key


In attendance/deputised

x

Not in attendance



Not in post

QUALITY COMMITTEE
The Quality Committee is responsible for providing the Trust Board with assurance on all
aspects of the quality of clinical care; on governance systems, including the management of
risk, for clinical, corporate, human resources, information governance and research and
development issues; and on standards of quality and safety.
The Quality Committee’s core membership comprised:
Non-Executive Directors:
Professor David Mant, Committee Chair (until Oct 2019)
Professor Sir Jonathan Montgomery
Mr Christopher Goard (until Oct 2019)
Prof Anthony Schapira (from Dec 2019)
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Executive Directors:
Dr Bruno Holthof, Chief Executive Officer
Ms Sam Foster, Chief Nursing Officer
Professor Meghana Pandit, Chief Medical Officer
Ms Jane Nicholson, Interim Chief People Officer (from Jun 2019 until Feb 2020)
Ms Sara Randall, Chief Operating Officer
Ms Eileen Walsh, Chief Assurance Officer

QUALITY COMMITTEE MEETINGS
The Quality Committee met five times during 2019-20.11
10-Apr-19

12-Jun-19

14-Aug-19

09-Oct-19

Committee Chair – Non-Executive Director (DM) (until Oct 2019)









11-Dec-19

Present: Members from 2019-20



Committee Chair – Non-Executive Director (JM)
Non-Executive Director (JM)



x

x

x

Non-Executive Director (CG) (until Oct 2019)





*

*

Non-Executive Director (PHP)



Non-Executive Director (AS) (from Dec 2019)



Chief Executive Officer (BH)



x



x

x

Chief Nursing Officer (SF)

x



*









x

x

Chief People Officer (JN - Interim) (from Jun 2019 until Feb 2020)
Chief Medical Officer (MP)







*



Chief Operating Officer (SR)











Chief Assurance Officer (EW)



*





*

Key


In attendance/deputised

*

Represented by deputy

x

Not in attendance



Not in post

11

The Committee’s scheduled February meeting was replaced by a transitional meeting of the newly
established Integrated Assurance Committee.
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INTEGRATED ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
The Trust Board reviewed the effectiveness of the Board committees and a decision was
made to combine the Finance and Performance Committee and the Quality Committee, to
form a new Integrated Assurance Committee, formally implemented from April 2020.
This approach was intended to better facilitate the triangulation of different types of
performance information (operational, quality, financial and workforce) in considering the
extent to which it is able to be assured by the evidence provided.
The Integrated Assurance Committee held a transitional meeting in February 2020 attended
by all members of the Board which replaced the scheduled meetings of the Quality
Committee and Finance and Performance Committee.

REMUNERATION AND APPOINTMENTS COMMITTEE
For information about the work of the Remuneration and Appointments Committee, please
see page 88.

TRUST MANAGEMENT EXECUTIVE (TME)
The Trust Management Executive is the senior managerial decision-making body for the
Trust. It is chaired by the Chief Executive and consists of the Trust’s Executive Directors, the
four Divisional Directors, the Director of Strategy and Partnerships, the Director of
Communications and Engagement, and the Head of Corporate Governance (as Trust Board
Secretary). It has delegated powers from the Trust Board to oversee the day-to-day
management of an effective system of integrated governance, risk management and internal
control across the whole organisation’s activities (both clinical and non-clinical), which also
supports the achievement of the Trust’s objectives.
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Declaration of Interests
Declarations of interests by members of the Trust Board are sought at each meeting of the
Board and its committees, and recorded in the minutes of the relevant meetings. The
Register of Interests of Board Members is published each year in the Annual Report, and
includes those interests recorded during the preceding 12 months for directors whose
appointments have terminated in-year.
The interests for the year 2019-20 up to 31 March 2020 are given on pages 67 to 74.
Guidance to the codes defines ‘relevant and material’ interests as follows:
a) Directorships, including Non-Executive Directorships held in private companies or
PLCs (with the exception of those for dormant companies)
b) Ownership or part-ownership of private companies, businesses or consultancies
likely or possibly seeking to do business with the NHS
c) Majority or controlling shareholdings in organisations likely or possibly seeking to do
business with the NHS
d) A position of authority in a charity or voluntary organisation in the field of health and
social care
e) Any connection with a voluntary or other organisation contracting for NHS services
f) Research funding/grants that may be received by an individual or department
g) Interests in pooled funds that are under separate management
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Declaration of Interests and Register of Interests of members of the Trust Board for the year 2019-20, up to 31 March 2020
Register of Interests
Board member

Post

Directorships,
including NonExecutive
Directorships

Professor Sir
Jonathan
Montgomery

Chair

University College
London – Professor

Dr Bruno
Holthof

Health Research
Authority – Chair
(until 30 Aug 2019)
Health Data Research
UK – NED
Chief Executive Tristel Plc – Chair
Officer
(from 17 Dec 2019)
Armonea – Board
Member

Mr Jason
Dorsett

Chief
Finance
Officer

Director of OUH
Commercial Partners
Limited
Member of OUH
Ventures LLP
Member
Representative of
Oxford Headington
Holdings LLP (from
March 2020)

Business,
partnership or
consultancies

Majority or
controlling
shareholding

Charity or
voluntary
organisations

Member Oxford CIS’ters –
University Clinic
patron All
Executive
Saints, Botley
Committee (1 April (Hampshire) Parish
2019-23-Jan 2020) Church
- PCC Member and
Trustee
Member Oxford
University Clinic
Executive
Committee
Member Oxford
University Clinic
Executive
Committee (until
November 2019)
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Voluntary or other Research funding Pooled funds
organisation
/ grants
contracting for
NHS services

Royalties licence
fees or similar

OUP (Royalties),
LexisNexis
(Editorial fee)

Register of Interests
Board member

Post

Directorships,
including NonExecutive
Directorships

Mr
Christopher
Goard (until
Oct 2019)

NonExecutive
Director

Prescription
Medicines Code of
Practice Authority
Appeals Board
Member – part of the
pharmaceutical
industry regulatory
framework via ABPI

Ms Sam Foster

Chief Nursing
Officer

Professor David
Mant (until Oct
2019)

Non-Executive Emeritus
Professorship Oxford
Director
University (Nuffield
Department of
Primary Health Care
and Kellogg College)

Business,
partnership or
consultancies

Majority or
controlling
shareholding

Charity or
voluntary
organisations

Voluntary or other Research funding Pooled funds
organisation
/ grants
contracting for
NHS services
Presiding Justice
at Thames Valley
Family Court

Chair of the South
West General
Practice Trust

Ms Jane Nicholson Interim Chief
(from June 2019 People Officer
until Feb 2020)
Mr Terry Roberts
(Appointed Nov
2019; started in
post Feb 2020)

Chief People
Officer

Professor
Meghana Pandit

Chief Medical
Officer

Director of Transform
Consultancy Limited

Professor of
Practice and
Course Director,
MSc in Healthcare
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Royalties licence
fees or similar

Register of Interests
Board member

Post

Directorships,
including NonExecutive
Directorships

Business,
partnership or
consultancies

Majority or
controlling
shareholding

Charity or
voluntary
organisations

Voluntary or other Research funding Pooled funds
organisation
/ grants
contracting for
NHS services
Operational
Management at
Warwick University

Ms Sara
Randall
(appointed
substantively
July 2019)

Chief
Operating
Officer

Mr David
Walliker (from
Oct 2019)

Chief Digital
and
Partnerships
Officer

Ms Eileen
Walsh

Chief
Assurance
Officer

Director in
Health
Governance
Consulting
Limited

Mrs Anne Tutt

NonExecutive
Director

The International
Network for
Advancing Science
and Policy Ltd NonExec Director and
Chair of Audit
Committee

Ownership of a
Member Oxford
private business – University Clinic
A Tutt Associates Executive
Committee

Director and
Trustee of Oxford
Hospitals Charity
and Chair of the
Audit Committee
Trustee of the
Episcopal Church
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Royalties licence
fees or similar

Register of Interests
Board member

Post

Directorships,
including NonExecutive
Directorships
Member of DFID Audit
and Risk Assurance
Committee

Business,
partnership or
consultancies

Majority or
controlling
shareholding

Charity or
voluntary
organisations

Voluntary or other Research funding Pooled funds
organisation
/ grants
contracting for
NHS services

of South Sudan
and Sudan
University
Partnership
Board Member of
IASAB (the
internal Audit
Standard Advisory
Board)
Government body
advising on the
application of
Internal Audit
Standards in the
public sector

Ms Claire Flint
(from May 19)

NonExecutive
Director

National Nuclear
Laboratory (BEIS
arm’s length body) –
NED

Ms Paula HayPlumb

NonExecutive
Director

The Crown Estate

Interim Co Chair Scope

Small investment
in Aberforth
Smaller
Companies Trust
PLC

Hyde Housing
Association Aberforth
Smaller Companies
Trust PLC
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Royalties licence
fees or similar

Register of Interests
Board member

Post

Directorships,
including NonExecutive
Directorships

Business,
partnership or
consultancies

Majority or
controlling
shareholding

CFO and Head of
Development at
Modulous

Director and sole
shareholder of
Perspicio Ltd

Charity or
voluntary
organisations

Voluntary or other Research funding Pooled funds
organisation
/ grants
contracting for
NHS services

Royalties licence
fees or similar

Trustee of Calthorpe
Estates and Director
of associated
Calthorpe property
companies
Ms Sarah
Hordern
(from Oct
2019)

NonExecutive
Director

NED Newbury
Building Society

Ms Katie
Kapernaros
(from Oct
2019)

NonExecutive
Director

NED The Property
Ombudsman

Trustee
Wallingford
Rowing Club

NED BPDTS
Director IBM (part
time)

Professor Anthony NonSchapira
Executive
(Appointed Sep
Director
2019; started in
post Dec 2020)

Non-Executive
Director at Royal
Free London
Hospital

Professor Gavin
Screaton

GSK Vaccines R&D
Advisory Board
member

NonExecutive
Director

Member of NHS
Reconfiguration
Panel

Member Oxford
University Clinic
Executive
Committee (From
23-1-20)

MRC,

Member Oxford
University Clinic
Executive

Grants from
Wellcome Trust

EU H2020,
Parkinson UK,
Cure Parkinson
Trust, Michael J
Fox Foundation
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OUP, Elsevier,
Wiley

Register of Interests
Board member

Post

Directorships,
including NonExecutive
Directorships
MRC Strategy Board
member (until Jan
2019)

Business,
partnership or
consultancies

Majority or
controlling
shareholding

Charity or
voluntary
organisations

Committee (Oxford
University
representative)

Member of Oxford
University Council
Member of Siriraj
Research and
Innovation Advisory
Committee, Faculty of
Medicine Siriraj
Hospital, Mahidol
University, Bangkok
(from Oct 2018)
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Voluntary or other Research funding Pooled funds
organisation
/ grants
contracting for
NHS services

Royalties licence
fees or similar

Register of Gifts Hospitality and Sponsorship (Trust Board)
Name
Position
Trust Board Members
Professor Sir Jonathan
Chair
Montgomery

Ms Anne Tutt

Non-Executive Director

Ms Paula Hay-Plumb
Ms Claire Flint
Professor Gavin Screaton

Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director

Professor David Mant
Mr Christopher Goard
Ms Sarah Hordern
Ms Katie Kapernaros
Professor Anthony
Schapira
Dr Bruno Holthof

Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director

Professor Meghana Pandit
Ms Sara Randall
Mr Jason Dorsett

Chief Medical Officer
Chief Operating Officer
Chief Finance Officer

Mr David Walliker

Chief Digital and Partnerships
Officer

Chief Executive Officer

Return/Details
24 Jun 2019 – Dinner, Oxford Innovation Society
24 Sep 2019 – Canapes – Mayo Clinic grand opening, Langham Hotel, London
27 Sep 2019 – Dinner, Oxford University Clinical Academic Graduate School 10th Anniversary Celebration
7 Mar 2020 – Founders Dinner, Nuffield College Oxford.
19 Jun 2019 – Dinner, Oxford University Clinic Workshop
24 Sep 2019 – Canapes – Mayo Clinic grand opening, Langham Hotel, London
Nil
Nil
19 Jun 2019 – Dinner, Oxford University Clinic Workshop
24 Sep 2019 – Canapes – Mayo Clinic grand opening, Langham Hotel, London
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
13 Mar 2019 – Dinner – Mayo physicians, Old Common Room, Balliol
29 Apr 2019 – Drinks and canapes - Deloitte Health Innovation Observatory event, The Greenhouse,
London
19 Jun 2019 – Dinner – Oxford University Clinic Workshop
24 Sep 2019 – Dinner – Mayo Clinic grand opening, Langham Hotel, London
17 Oct 2019 – Dinner – Alumni reception McKinsey, Post Building
11 Nov 2019 – Dinner – Green Templeton College
13 Nov 2019 – Dinner – McKinsey, leading in a disruptive world, Post Building
Nil
18 Jun 2019 – McKinsey OD for COO’S, Evening hospitality (less than £10)
19 Jun 2019 – Oxford University Clinic Workshop – Dinner
24 Jun 2019 – Dinner – Oxford Innovation Society
24 Sep 2019 – Dinner – Mayo Clinic grand opening, Langham Hotel, London
6 Nov 2019 – Sensyne Dinner (estimated £50)
6 Nov 2019 – Sensyne Dinner (estimated £50)
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Register of Gifts Hospitality and Sponsorship (Trust Board)
Name
Position
Interim Chief People Officer
Ms Jane Nicholson
Chief People Officer
Mr Terry Roberts
Ms Sam Foster
Chief Nursing Officer
Ms Eileen Walsh
Chief Assurance Officer

Return/Details
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
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Directors’ responsibility for the annual report and accounts
The directors are responsible for preparing the annual report and accounts. The directors
consider that the annual report and accounts, taken as a whole, are fair, balanced and
understandable and provide the information necessary for patients, regulators and other
stakeholders to assess the Trust’s performance and strategy.
Disclosures
The following standard disclosures are included.
Cost allocation and charging requirements
The Trust has complied with the cost allocation and charging requirements set out in HM
Treasury and Office of Public Sector Information guidance.
Political donations
The Trust made no political donations during the financial year.
Better Payment Practice Code
The Trust has responsibility to pay its suppliers in line with the payment terms agreed at the
time of purchase. Failure to do this harms the reputation of the Trust and the wider NHS, as
well as damaging supply sources and straining relationships with suppliers. The national
Better Payment Practice Code requires the Trust to aim to pay all valid invoices within 30 days
of receipt or the due date – whichever is the later. The Trust’s detailed performance against
this target is set out in the table below. During this period the Trust paid £28k arising from
claims made under The Late Payment of Commercial Debts (Interest) Act 1998.
Better Payment Practice Code

Number

£000

Performance for 12 months ending 31 March 2020
Non-NHS payables
Total non-NHS trade invoices paid in the period

138,248

590,429

Total non-NHS trade invoices paid within the
target

125,896

548,489

91.10%

92.90%

Total NHS trade invoices paid in the period

4,532

121,674

Total NHS trade invoices paid within the target

4,017

116,595

88.60%

95.80%

Percentage of non-NHS trade invoices paid within
the target
NHS payables

Percentage of NHS trade invoices paid within the
target
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Income disclosures as required by section 43(2A) of the NHS Act 2006
Details of how the Trust has met the requirements of the Act are included in the Performance
Overview on page 35. The Trust has a number of income-generating activities, and the surplus
these activities generate is used by the Trust to fund the provision of goods and services for
the purposes of the health service in England.
Overseas operations
The Trust has no overseas operations.
Investments
The Trust has a number of investments in associates and joint venture entities, for more
information please see notes 21 and 22 on page 43 of the accounts.
Important events since balance sheet date
There have been no material events after the reporting dates which require disclosure.
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Regulatory Ratings
Single Oversight Framework
NHS England and NHS Improvement’s NHS Oversight Framework provides the framework for
overseeing providers and identifying potential support needs. The framework looks at five
themes.






Quality of Care
Finance and Use of Resources
Operational Performance
Strategic Change
Leadership and Improvement Capability (Well-Led)

Based on information from these themes, providers are segmented from 1 to 4, where ‘4’
reflects providers receiving the most support, and ‘1’ reflects providers with maximum
autonomy. A foundation trust will only be in segments 3 or 4 where it has been found to be
in breach or suspected breach of its license.

Segmentation
OUH has been segmented into category 3. This segmentation information is the Trust’s
position as at 31 May 2020. The reasons for this outcome relate to NHS Improvement
agreeing a number of undertakings with the Trust Board in June 2018. The undertakings
committed the Board to provide clear plans for improving the performance of the Trust.
Discharging the plans was supported by a Programme Management Office (PMO) formed in
October 2018, overseeing a programme to support the areas identified by NHSI.
Throughout 2019-20 the completion of actions has been reviewed and evidence provided to
the Trust Board, the Trust Management Executive and the Finance and Performance
Committee. In December 2019, NHSI lifted most of the enforcement undertakings and
issued the Trust with compliance certificates in respect to the following areas.






Governance
Planned care (elective care)
Urgent and emergency care
Strategic workforce planning
The Integrated Improvement Programme developed to coordinate the enforcements

NHSI confirmed that the certificates were issued to recognise the significant progress made
in respect to the enforcements. The Trust was advised that enforcement undertakings
against Finance would remain in place and this results in a segmentation score of 3.
Current segmentation information for NHS trusts and foundation trusts is published on the
NHS Improvement website www.improvement.nhs.uk
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Finance and use of resources
The finance and use of resources theme is based on the scoring of five measures from 1 to 4,
where 1 reflects the strongest performance. These scores are then weighted to give an
overall score. Given that finance and use of resources is only one of the five themes feeding
into the NHS Oversight Framework, the segmentation of the Trust disclosed above might not
be the same as the overall finance score here.
Finance and use of resources risk ratings 1 APRIL 2018 TO 31 MARCH 2020
2019-20 scores
Area
Metric

2018-19 scores

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

4

4

4

3

4

4

4

4

Liquidity

4

4

3

2

2

4

3

3

Financial
efficiency

I & E margin

4

4

4

3

1

3

3

4

Financial
controls

Distance from
financial plan

4

4

4

1

1

2

1

1

Agency spend

3

3

3

3

2

1

1

1

4

4

4

2

3

3

3

3

Financial
Capital service
sustainability capacity

Overall scoring

Care Quality Commission (CQC)
At 31 March 2020, the Trust had an overall rating of ‘Requires Improvement’ from the CQC.
The CQC last carried out checks on services provided by the Trust during the 2018-19 year
and the results were published in June 2019. The inspection resulted in a Section 31
enforcement notice placed on the Trust in relation to JR2 Theatres. In November 2019 the
Chief Executive Officer was informed by the CQC that the enforcement notice was lifted
following the delivery of the JR2 theatres refresh project which focused on refurbishing eight
theatres, a procedure room and associated storage areas. In addition the CQC Well-Led
inspection report highlighted the need for the Trust to ensure the right people with the right
skills are in place at Board level. During 2019-20, the Trust undertook a number of actions to
address this as follows.




Conducted a review of the Trust Board portfolios resulting in a consultation on
changes to the make-up of the Board and certain associated direct reports. This led
to the recruitment of new Board members to strengthen workforce, digital, human
resources and estates expertise at Executive level.
To support the strengthening of these specialties, the Trust Board also reviewed how
best to utilise the time and resource of the Board, which brought about a Committee
restructure. Details of the Trust Board make-up and Committee restructure are
included on pages 54-65.
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In addition a review was undertaken to reshape the culture and leadership of the
organisation, empowering staff to share their views on how the Trust could provide
effective leadership. The goal was to develop leaders who were able to understand
and drive effective operational performance, staff satisfaction, risk management and
a high quality patient experience. The review, driven by the Trust Board and
supported by the King’s Fund, NHS Leadership Academy and the Centre for Creative
Leadership, incorporated elements of the NHS Improvement Well-Led Framework
and consisted of interviews, surveys and conversations about culture and leadership.

Following this work the national Staff Survey for 2019-20 showed positive changes in areas
related to Well-Led assessments. Details of the Trust’s national Staff Survey results are on
page 107.
Overall evaluation of the organisation’s internal control, risk management and Board
Assurance Framework are detailed in the Annual Governance Statement section of this
report.

Quality of care
Providing safe, high quality care remains our highest priority and our Quality Account sets
out how we go about improving safety and quality. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic the
formal Quality Account for 2019-20 is not required to form part of the annual report, but this
change in requirements has not diminished the Trust’s focus on quality.
Every year, in conjunction with the public and key stakeholders, the Trust identifies key
standards and priorities under the domains of patient safety, clinical effectiveness and
patient experience that will enable further improvement in the quality of our care. Of the
2019-20 Quality Priorities, the Trust fully achieved five, four were partially achieved and one
was not achieved due to difficulties with recruitment. This has been adopted as a quality
priority going forward for 2020-21 along with eight other priorities identified at a staff and
public engagement event in January 2020.
In addition to the Quality Priorities, the quality and safety of our care has been improved
through multiple other processes embedded in the Trust. These include:






continued delivery of Patient Safety Response teams
weekly safety messages
the introduction of ‘safety huddles’
increased compliance with WHO checklists
the development of safety systems such as Local Safety Standards for Invasive
Procedures (LocSiPPS).

The Trust has continued to participate in national and local audits, the National Confidential
Enquiry into Patient Outcome and Death (NCEPOD) and the Getting It Right First Time
(GIRFT) programme.
The number of Never Events and still births in the organisation in the last year have reduced
and the Trust has developed over 27 LoCSiPPS to improve quality and safety during invasive
procedures.
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This focus on safety and quality has been maintained during our response to COVID-19 with
all these processes continuing throughout.
Looking forward to 2020-21 we intend to focus on improving this further by tackling the
challenges of patients with extended length of stay, introduction of a patient early warning
system (NEWS2) and addressing the wider mental health needs of our patients outside the
Emergency Department.
Outside these initiatives, consideration of the impact of any changes on quality is made by
undertaking thorough Quality Impact Assessments and the Trust Quality Improvement Hub
has trained and supported several staff who have completed Quality Improvement (QI)
projects valuable to the organisation.
We have embraced ‘Reporting Excellence’ with more than 100 reports of excellent practice
submitted each month demonstrating our values of Learning, Respect, Delivery, Excellence,
Compassion and Improvement.
We are committed to improving our safety culture, and have piloted a validated tool to
measure local safety cultures. We plan to roll this measure out to benchmark our results,
and to enable teams to understand opportunities for both recognition of good practice and
learning for improvement.
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Remuneration and Staff Report
Our people and values
We are the third largest employer in Oxfordshire, with a workforce of more than 11,900
people. We are extremely proud of all our staff, who deliver compassionate and excellent
patient care while demonstrating great flexibility in meeting the challenges facing the NHS
operating environment.
Our vision and strategy is to make OUH a great place to work, so that by 2025 our staff
engagement is in line with the best. We aim to achieve this by:

Improving staff experience and wellbeing






Enabling healthy lives – we want everyone at OUH to enjoy the best possible health
and wellbeing. We will make sure that everyone has access to resources to improve
their wellbeing and occupational health services to provide guidance and support to
tackle the biggest causes of ill health, stress and anxiety.
Including and valuing everyone – we will ensure an open culture where everyone is
confident their concerns will be listened to and acted on, and we will tackle areas of
inequality and discrimination, including relating to gender, race and disability.
Keeping our staff – we want people to stay at OUH and develop fulfilling careers with
us. When people do leave, we will work to better understand the reasons why, and
address any underlying causes by focusing on key staff priorities such as transport
and access to work, investing in career development, and building more flexibility
into our ways of working.

Supporting everyone to reach their potential





Supporting personal and professional development – we will embed Values Based
Appraisals (VBAs) and increase opportunities for research with university partners.
Developing our leaders – we will invest in our leaders to enable them to be the best,
developing a clear leadership framework to underpin a portfolio of development
programmes based on real, everyday leadership challenges.
Fostering great teams – we will build great teams that have both a clear purpose and
objectives which are aligned to our strategy.

Building a sustainable workforce




Building a ‘fit for the future’ workforce model – workforce is the single biggest
challenge facing services across the Trust. Therefore we will implement best practice
workforce design and planning, mitigating gaps and will proactively focus on the
workforce of the future.
Attracting the right people with the right skills – we will make use of the OUH
‘brand’, be an employer of choice and attract the best through innovative
approaches. We will develop our talent pool by recruiting overseas, growing the
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domestic pipeline, and delivering bespoke onboarding and induction to provide the
strongest possible start.
Releasing time to care – with everyone working to the ‘top of their licence’ we will
be the best in class by maximising systems such as rostering and job planning,
accessing national programmes and resources where possible.

Annual Statement on Remuneration 2019-20
Introduction
The majority of Trust staff are covered by national pay and conditions arrangements –
Agenda for Change or Medical and Dental contracts. The exceptions to this are our Very
Senior Managers (VSMs), who include Executive Directors and other senior staff, whose pay
is determined by a sub-committee of the Trust Board, the Remuneration and Appointments
Committee. The remuneration and appointment of our Non-Executive Directors are
determined by the Council of Governors.
This Remuneration Report requires reporting of specific information in relation to ‘senior
managers’ who influence the decisions of the Trust as a whole, rather than the decisions of
individual directorates or services. For the purpose of this Remuneration Report the
description of ‘senior managers’ refers to the Executive Directors (including the Chief
Executive Officer) and the Non-Executive Directors (including the Trust Chair), who all hold
positions on the Trust Board of Directors.
Non-Executive Directors
Two Non-Executive Directors (NEDs) reached the end of their tenure in 2019-20 – Professor
David Mant and Mr Christopher Goard. Appointment panels were convened to replace them
and to fill two other vacancies, resulting in the appointment of Ms Claire Flint, Ms Sarah
Hordern, Ms Katie Kapernaros and Professor Tony Schapira. A further two NED posts have
recently been established and recruitment to these vacancies will take place in 2020-21.
A revised policy on pay, reward and expenses was approved by the Council of Governors for
all NEDs, including the Trust Chair, with a small number of changes to the current
arrangements. The policy on travel expenses for all NEDs was reviewed and amended in the
light of national changes and operates in line with HMRC guidance on home to office travel.
Executive Directors
The Remuneration and Appointments Committee is composed of all NEDs and is responsible
for determining and agreeing, on behalf of the Board, policies for the remuneration and
terms and conditions of service for all VSMs (Executive Directors and other managers on
VSM contracts), together with our four Divisional Directors.12 13 It is also responsible for
considering the performance of the Chief Executive Officer, Executive Directors and

12

Where the Divisional Directors are on national terms and conditions (e.g. Medical and Dental contracts), the
Committee determines any local elements of their contractual arrangements.
13
Note that only Executive Directors – and not VSMs or Divisional Directors – fall within the definition of ‘senior
managers’ for the purpose of this report – see definition in Section 1 above.
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Divisional Directors, for setting their objectives, and for termination arrangements for all
staff in excess of £100,000.
In 2019-20, the Trust reviewed the Executive Team structure and appointed to the new or
amended roles of Chief People Officer, Chief Digital and Partnership Officer and Chief
Operating Officer. A further post of Chief Estates and Facilities Officer was created in January
2020, which is currently being recruited to.
The Committee’s workload was substantial in 2019-20, including the appointment and
contractual arrangements for new or vacant Executive Director (re-titled Chief Officer) and
Divisional Director posts; salary agreement for posts at Executive Director and VSM levels,
both acting/interim and substantive; the annual benchmarking salary review for Executive
Directors; annual individual and team objective setting and performance appraisals for
Executive Directors and Divisional Directors; earn-back review; annual reports on a range of
issues including diversity and top earners at the Trust; consideration of draft new policies;
and taxation of pensions issues.
New Terms of Reference were agreed by the Committee and the Trust Board during the
year. There were no changes agreed to the Trust’s remuneration policy for senior managers
in 2019-20. As part of the annual salary benchmarking review for the Chief Executive Officer
and Executive Directors, new salary uplifts were agreed for our Chief Nursing Officer and our
Chief Assurance Officer, based on an analysis of market rates, internal relativities and
increased responsibilities. A one-off additional responsibility payment was awarded to the
Chief Finance Officer for taking responsibility for the Estates and Facilities portfolio during
the year.
A new Trust policy was approved to support operational delivery by enabling consultants
and other higher paid employees affected by pension tax thresholds to opt out of the NHS
Pension Scheme and receive a payment broadly in line with the pension contribution they
would otherwise have received from the Trust. This approach was adopted nationally across
the NHS. However, recent tax changes implemented by the Government mean that fewer
staff are now affected.
A cost of living uplift for 2019-20 was awarded to Executive Directors and VSM staff who met
the relevant criteria in line with the recommendation from NHSE&I.

Senior Managers’ Remuneration Policy
The Trust applies a rigorous approach to the remuneration of the Trust’s senior managers. In
doing so, it aims to ensure a balance between a number of factors: the appropriate use of
public money; fair and proportionate remuneration packages which reflect the
responsibilities of leading and working in a complex and pressurised environment; and the
application of pay levels which promote the long-term success of the organisation by
recruiting and retaining high calibre individuals in a competitive marketplace. In making its
decisions regarding senior managers’ remuneration, the Remuneration and Appointments
Committee takes into account a wide range of local and national factors and information
including the pay and conditions of the Trust’s employees, incorporating any recommended
annual NHS pay award. As these are considered the most relevant matters for the
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Committee to consider, there was no local consultation with the Trust’s employees in 201920 regarding senior managers’ remuneration.
Non-Executive Directors
NEDs are ‘office holders’ and not employees. Remuneration and terms and conditions of
service for NEDs are set by the Council of Governors on the recommendation of one of their
sub-committees, the Remuneration, Nominations and Appointments Committee (RNAC).
National guidance from NHSE&I is taken into account when reviewing NEDs’ pay and
conditions. Chair and NED pay is composed of an annual allowance with three posts
attracting an additional annual payment. NEDs can also claim appropriate expenses in line
with Trust policies.
Executive Directors
Total remuneration for senior managers at the Trust is composed of base pay, pensionrelated benefits and any taxable benefits. The Trust complies with NHSE&I guidance on pay
for VSMs including an earn-back clause for Executive Directors on new contracts of
employment, under which up to 10% of salary is placed at risk, dependent on performance.
Performance appraisals for Executive Directors are conducted annually using the Trust’s
Values Based Appraisal system applicable to all staff, with the Trust Chair conducting the
Chief Executive Officer’s appraisal and the Chief Executive Officer appraising all of the
Executive Directors. Individual and team performance reports are reviewed at the
Committee, together with individual and team objectives for the year ahead linked to the
Trust’s strategic goals. Earn-back assessments are conducted after performance review.
There is an annual benchmarking review of Executive Directors’ pay and the Committee
takes the following into consideration when determining starting salaries or pay increases:






Prevailing market rates assessed against a range of benchmarking data for relevant
peer organisations from NHSE&I, NHS Providers and the Shelford Group
Responsibilities and duties of the postholder and whether or not these have changed
Internal relativities
Wider gender pay considerations
National guidance including VSM pay advice from NHSE&I

In considering VSM salaries, the Committee considers the pay of those staff at the top of the
Agenda for Change pay scale, both for comparability and succession planning purposes. In
relation to salaries which are in excess of £150,000 per annum, appropriate national
guidance was followed for all increases at or above this level in 2019-20. As the Committee is
composed of all the Trust’s NEDs, they are able to provide objective scrutiny of pay and
ensure that they make fully informed decisions by taking into account all of the issues above.
The Committee is satisfied that, where individuals are paid above £150,000 per annum, this
is justified in order to recruit and retain high calibre staff.
The Committee applies Trustwide policies and procedures in relation to equality and
diversity in its considerations. An annual analysis of VSM pay by gender and, for the first
time, by age, was conducted in 2019-20, with additional information provided across the
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Trust as a whole. Further analyses will be conducted by other protected characteristics if
staff numbers are sufficient to ensure that the results are meaningful. Measures being taken
to address discrimination across the Trust are presented to the Committee as part of this
report.

Future Policy Table
This table provides a description of each of the components of the remuneration package for
Executive Directors.
Pay
component

Base salary

Benefits

Earn-back scheme

Pension-related
benefits

How this
supports the
short and
long-term
strategic
objectives of
the Trust

Ensures the
recruitment and
retention of Executive
Directors of sufficient
calibre to deliver the
Trust’s objectives.

Facilitates the
recruitment and
retention of
Executive
Directors of
sufficient calibre
to deliver the
Trust’s objectives.

Supports the
individual and team
performance of
Executive Directors.

Ensures the
recruitment and
retention of
Executive Directors
of sufficient calibre
to deliver the Trust’s
objectives.

How the
component
operates

Determined by the
Remuneration and
Appointments
Committee using a
range of data and
criteria as set out in
Para 3 above.

See the table on
pages 91-95 for
details of taxable
benefits. The
Trust operates a
number of salary
sacrifice schemes
for all staff, in
which the
individual
foregoes an
element of base
pay in return for a
defined non-cash
benefit.

Up to 10% of annual
salary is put at risk
dependent on
performance for all
EDs with new
contracts of
employment.

Contributions paid by
both employee and
employer, except for
any employee who
has opted out of the
scheme, in line with
national regulations.

Paid monthly.

Maximum
payment

As set out in the
remuneration table.

Dependent on
type of benefit.

No payments are
made, but pay may
be deducted up to
10% of salary.

Contributions are
made in accordance
with the NHS Pension
Scheme.

Framework
used to
assess
performance

The Trust’s Values
Based Appraisal and
objective setting
process is used for all
staff including
Executive Directors,
together with specific
measures agreed for
the Executive Team by
the Remuneration and
Appointments
Committee.

Not applicable.

As set out in national
guidance and as
agreed by the
Remuneration and
Appointments
Committee.

Not applicable.

Performance
period

Concurrent with the
financial year.

Not applicable.

Concurrent with the
financial year.

Not applicable.
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Pay
component

Base salary

Benefits

Earn-back scheme

Provisions for
the recovery
of sums paid
to directors,
or provisions
for
withholding
payments

Any sums paid in error
may be recovered,
including in relation to
Mutually Agreed
Resignation Scheme
(MARS) payments
where individuals are
subsequently
employed in another
role in the NHS.

Any sums paid in
error may be
recovered.

Contractual
provisions in place
for the application of
the earn-back
process incorporate
recovery of up to
10% of salary.

Pension-related
benefits
Any sums paid in
error may be
recovered.

Annual Report on Remuneration
Service Contracts
A summary of the key provisions of service contracts for Executive Directors is set out below.
On termination, payment in lieu of notice, as a lump sum payment, may be made at the
discretion of the Trust. There are no special contractual compensation issues for the early
termination of Executive Director Contracts or any obligations that would give rise to, or
impact on, remuneration payments or payments for loss of office. No payments for loss of
office were made to senior managers in 2019-20.
Name

Post

Date of contract

Notice
period

Unexpired term

Dr Bruno Holthof Chief Executive
Officer

1 October 2015

Six
months

Open-ended

Mr Jason Dorsett

Chief Finance
Officer

3 October 2016

Six
months

Open-ended

Mr John Drew

Director of
Improvement
and Culture

2 October 2017 –
27 September
2019

Six
months

Open-ended; no
unexpired term as
individual has left
the Trust

Ms Sam Foster

Chief Nurse

4 September
2017

Six
months

Open-ended

Ms Jane
Nicholson

Interim Chief
People Officer

10 June 2019 –
14 February 2020

One
month

Fixed term; no
unexpired term

Professor
Meghana Pandit

Chief Medical
Officer

1 January 2019

Six
months

Open-ended

Ms Sara Randall

Acting Chief
Operating
Officer/Chief
Operating
Officer

Acting COO from Six
1 April 2019, COO months
from 1 July 2020

Open-ended
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Name

Post

Date of contract

Notice
period

Unexpired term

Mr Terry Roberts Chief People
Officer

10 February 2020

Six
months

Open-ended

Mr David
Walliker

Chief Digital
and Partnership
Officer

28 October 2019

Six
months

Open-ended

Ms Eileen Walsh

Chief Assurance
Officer

1 May

Six
months

Open-ended
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Details of terms of office for Non-Executive Directors are as follows:
Name

Period of initial
appointment

Re-appointment

Previous term ended

Current term
ends

Professor Sir
Jonathan
Montgomery
(Trust Chair)

1 April 2019 – 31
March 2022

N/A

N/A

31 March
2022

Ms Claire Flint

1 May 2019 – 31
April 2022

N/A

N/A

30 April 2022

Mr Christopher
Goard

Appointment ceased 12 October 2019

Ms Paula HayPlumb

4 September 2017 –
3 September 2020

N/A

N/A

3 September
2020

Ms Sarah Hordern

28 October 2019 –
27 October 2022

N/A

N/A

27 October
2022

Ms Katie
Kapernaros

28 October 2019 –
27 October 2022

N/A

N/A

27 October
2022

Professor David
Mant

Appointment ceased 12 October 2019

Professor Anthony
Schapira

1 December 2019 –
30 November 2022

N/A

N/A

30 November
2022

Professor Gavin
Screaton

1 September 2018 –
31 August 2021

N/A

N/A

31 August
2021

Ms Anne Tutt

Initially appointed
as a Non-Executive
Director to Oxford
Radcliffe Hospitals
from 1 December
2009 – 30
November 2013.

Re-appointed for
a second term at
Oxford Radcliffe
Hospitals from 1
December 2013
to 30 November
2017, serving part

30 November 2017

30 November
2020
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Name

Period of initial
appointment

Re-appointment

Previous term ended

Current term
ends

of this term as a
NED to OUH
when the Trust
became a
Foundation Trust.
Re-appointed by
the Council of
Governors on 5
October 2017 for
a further three
years.

Remuneration, Nominations and Appointments Committee
The Council of Governors has a Remuneration, Nominations and Appointments Committee
(RNAC). RNAC’s terms of reference include responsibility for reviewing the remuneration of
Non-Executive Directors (including the Trust Chair), and for establishing appropriately
constituted Appointment Panels to make recommendations to the Council of Governors on
the appointment of Non-Executive Directors and the Trust Chair.
The recruitment of three Non-Executive Directors (NEDs) in 2019-20 was prompted by the
end of the terms of office of two NEDs, as well as one existing NED vacancy. A skills
assessment enabled the recruitment of individuals with experience in the Human Resources,
Real Estate, Property Management, Information Technology and Clinical domains. In each
case the Appointment Panels employed open advertising and made use of an external
search consultancy.
RNAC met on four occasions in 2019-20: 17 June and 2 December 2019 and 20 February and
2 March 2020.

Remuneration and Appointments Committee
The Committee met 12 times in 2019-20. The table below sets out the attendance of all
members of the Committee throughout the year. Please note that the total number of
possible meetings varies between individuals as some were not in post for the full year.
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Remuneration and Appointments Committee
22-May-19

26-Jun-19

10-Jul-19

30-Jul-19

02-Sep-19

04-Oct-19

30-Oct-19

13-Dec-19

15-Jan-20

11-Mar-20

Ms Claire Flint

01-May-19

(Non-Executive Directors)

10-Apr-19

Present: Members from 2019-20

N/A

N/A





















Mr Christopher Goard

















Ms Paula Hay-Plumb (Committee Chair)

















N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A









Ms Sarah Hordern

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A









Ms Katie Kapernaros

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A









Professor David Mant

















Professor Jonathan Montgomery

















Professor Tony Schapira

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A













Professor Gavin Screaton

























Ms Anne Tutt

























Key
In attendance
Not in attendance
N/A Not in post
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The Chief Executive Officer attended meetings of the Committee on a regular basis and
other Executive Directors attended as necessary, but none were present during discussions
on their own pay. For the purpose of assisting with its business and informing its decisionmaking, the Committee may commission external expert advice, as necessary, from
specialist agencies.
The table that follows shows the salary and pension entitlements of senior managers as
defined in Section 1 above. It should be noted that the total for the year includes salary,
expense payments, performance-related pay, and derived increase in capital value of
pension benefits at pension age.
The all-pension related benefits figure is calculated including the cash value of payments
(whether in cash or otherwise) in lieu of retirement benefits and all benefits in year from
participating in pension schemes. As mandated in the guidance produced by the NHS
Business Services Authority – Disclosure of Senior Managers’ Remuneration (Greenbury)
2015, the annual pension figure is calculated using legislated relevant valuation factor of 20
on annual pension at pension age, plus lump sum at pension age. These are the aggregate
input amounts calculated using the method set out in section 229 of the Finance Act 2004
and any employee contributions are excluded from the figure arrived at to reach the amount
which is disclosed. This does not reflect an increase in remuneration during 2019-20 but an
annual pension value multiplied by a notional value of 20 which may be realised following
retirement. The pension benefit table (on pages 96-97) sets out the Cash Equivalent Transfer
Values.
In 2019-20, the Chief Executive Officer, Dr Bruno Holthof received a payment of £197,500 in
lieu of outstanding pension contributions covering the period 6 October 2015 to 31 March
2020.
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a. Salary and pension entitlements of Senior Managers (information subject to audit)
2019-20 (12 months to 31 March 2020)
Expense
payment
taxable

Performance
related
pay

Long-term
performance
related
pay

Payment
in lieu of
pension

All
pension
related
benefits

Total incl.
all pension
related
benefits

Salary

(bands of
£5000)

(bands of
£5000)

(bands of
£5000)

(bands of
£2500)

(bands of
£5000)

£000

£’s to the
nearest
£100

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

(bands of
£5000)
£000

50-55

5,700

Salary

Name and Title

2018-19 (12 months to 31 March 2019)

(bands of
£5000)

Expense
payment
taxable

Performance
related
pay

Long-term
performance
related
pay

£’s to the
nearest
£100

(bands of
£5000)
£000

All
pension
related
benefits

Total incl.
all pension
related
benefits

(bands of
£5000)

(bands of
£2500)

(bands of
£5000)

£000

£000

£000

Non-Executive Directors
Professor Sir Jonathan
1
Montgomery
Dame Fiona Caldicott
Professor Sir John Bell
Ms Claire Flint
Mr Christopher Goard

2

3,4

4, 5

4,6,7

Ms Sarah Hordern

4,8

Ms Katie Kapernaros

4,8

Professor David Mant

4,6, 7

Ms Paula Hay-Plumb

4,6

Chair

60-65

Chairman

55-60

55-60

0-5

0-5

15-20

15-20

10-15

10-15

10-15

20-25

10-15

10-15

Non-Executive
Director
Non-Executive
Director

10-15

Non-Executive
Director

5-10

5-10

Non-Executive
Director

5-10

5-10

Non-Executive
Director

5-10

Non-Executive
Director

10-15

Non-Executive
Director

15-20

100

10-15

200

5-10

2,000
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2019-20 (12 months to 31 March 2020)
Salary

Name and Title

(bands of
£5000)
£000

Mr Geoffrey Salt

4,6,9

Professor Anthony
4,10
Schapira
Professor Gavin Screaton

4, 11

Ms Anne Tutt

4, 6

2018-19 (12 months to 31 March 2019)

Expense
payment
taxable

Performance
related
pay

Long-term
performance
related
pay

Payment
in lieu of
pension

All
pension
related
benefits

Total incl.
all pension
related
benefits

Salary

£’s to the
nearest
£100

(bands of
£5000)

(bands of
£5000)

(bands of
£5000)

(bands of
£2500)

(bands of
£5000)

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

(bands of
£5000)
£000

Non-Executive
Director

Expense
payment
taxable

Performance
related
pay

Long-term
performance
related
pay

All
pension

£’s to the
nearest
£100

(bands of
£5000)

(bands of
£5000)

(bands of
£2500)

(bands of
£5000)

£000

£000

£000

£000

related
benefits

Total incl.
all pension
related
benefits

5-10

5-10

Non-Executive
Director

0-5

0-5

Non-Executive
Director

10-15

10-15

5-10

5-10

Non-Executive
Director

15-20

1,700

15-20

15-20

15-20

Chief Executive
Officer

285-290

8,000

485-490

280-285

Executive Directors
Dr Bruno Holthof

12,13,14

Dr Tony Berendt

15

Mr Paul Brennan

16

Dr Clare Dollery

, 17

Mr Jason Dorsett

18

195-200

Medical
Director

90-95

Director of
Clinical Services

90-95

Acting Medical
Director

55-60

Chief Finance
Officer

190-195

62.5-65
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255-260

170-175

7,700

2,500

285-290
0

90-95

7.5-10

100-105
55-60

37.5-40

210-215

2019-20 (12 months to 31 March 2020)
Salary

Name and Title

(bands of
£5000)
£000

Mr John
Drew

19

Ms Sam Foster

12

Mr Peter Knight

20

Ms Jane Nicholson

21

Professor Meghana Pandit

22

Ms Sara Randall

23

Mr Terry Roberts

24

Mr David Walliker

25

2018-19 (12 months to 31 March 2019)

Expense
payment
taxable

Performance
related
pay

Long-term
performance
related
pay

Payment
in lieu of
pension

All
pension
related
benefits

Total incl.
all pension
related
benefits

Salary

£’s to the
nearest
£100

(bands of
£5000)

(bands of
£5000)

(bands of
£5000)

(bands of
£2500)

(bands of
£5000)

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

(bands of
£5000)
£000

Expense
payment
taxable

Performance
related
pay

Long-term
performance
related
pay

All
pension

£’s to the
nearest
£100

(bands of
£5000)

(bands of
£5000)

(bands of
£2500)

(bands of
£5000)

£000

£000

£000

£000

related
benefits

Total incl.
all pension
related
benefits

Director of
Improvement
and Culture

45-50

2.5-5

45-50

180-185

40-42.5

220-225

Chief Nursing
Officer

170-175

70-72.5

240-245

140-145

0

140-145

55-60

67.5-70

125-130

Chief
Information
and Digital
Officer
Interim Chief
People Officer

85-90

85-90

Chief Medical
Officer

225-230

225-230

55-60

Chief Operating
Officer

160-165

95-97.5

260-265

110 115

Chief People
Officer

20-25

2.5-5

20-25

Chief Digital
and Partnership
Officer

70-75

70-75
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55-60
272.5275

385-390

2019-20 (12 months to 31 March 2020)
Salary

Name and Title

(bands of
£5000)
£000

Ms Eileen Walsh

Chief Assurance
Officer

2018-19 (12 months to 31 March 2019)

Expense
payment
taxable

Performance
related
pay

Long-term
performance
related
pay

Payment
in lieu of
pension

All
pension
related
benefits

Total incl.
all pension
related
benefits

Salary

£’s to the
nearest
£100

(bands of
£5000)

(bands of
£5000)

(bands of
£5000)

(bands of
£2500)

(bands of
£5000)

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

(bands of
£5000)
£000

260262.5

430-435

130-135

165-170

Expense
payment
taxable

Performance
related
pay

Long-term
performance
related
pay

£’s to the
nearest
£100

(bands of
£5000)

(bands of
£5000)

(bands of
£2500)

(bands of
£5000)

£000

£000

£000

£000

15-17.5

150-155

Notes in respect of Non-Executive Directors
1

Term of office commenced 1 April 2019.

2

Term of office ceased on 31 March 2019.

3

Resigned from the Trust on 7 August 2018.

4

The basic annual remuneration of Non-Executive Directors (excluding the Trust Chair) is within the band of £10-15,000.

5

Term of office commenced 1 May 2019.

6

The level of remuneration to be paid to Non-Executive Directors who discharge additional responsibilities (defined as being the Vice-Chair of the Trust, Chairs of the Quality Committee, Finance and
Performance Committee and Audit Committee, and the Senior Independent Director) was reviewed and approved by the Council of Governors in April 2016. The annual remuneration of Non-Executive
Directors who discharge additional responsibilities is within the band of £15-20,000.

7

Term of office ceased on 12 October 2019.

8

Term of office commenced 28 October 2019.

9

Resigned from the Trust 19 September 2018.

10

Term of office commenced 1 December 2019.

11

Term of office commenced 1 September 2018.
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All
pension
related
benefits

Total incl.
all pension
related
benefits

Notes in respect of Executive Directors
12

Following discussion with auditors, the salary figures are shown as the gross amount prior to any salary sacrifice deductions.

13

A life assurance and income protection premium are also paid in respect of the CEO and are shown as a benefit in kind.

14

In 2019-20 Dr Holthof received a payment of £197,500 in lieu of outstanding pension contributions covering the period 6 October 2015 to 31 March 2020.

15

Retired from the Trust September 2018.

16

Resigned from the Trust with effect from 30 September 2018; expense payment relates to lease car.

17

Acting Medical Director from September 2018 to January 2019.

18

Received a non-consolidated additional responsibility payment in-year in relation to additional responsibilities in respect of the Estates function (this is shown under the salary column ), as agreed by the
Remuneration and Appointments Committee.

19

Left the Trust on 27 September 2019.

20

Resigned from the Trust on 2 September 2018.

21

Interim Chief People Officer from 10 June 2019 to 14 February 2020.

22

Appointed from 1 January 2019.

23

Acting Director of Clinical Services from 30 April 2018; Acting Chief Operating Officer from 1 April 2019; Chief Operating Officer from 1 July 2019.

24

Appointed from 10 February 2020.

25

Appointed from 28 October 2019.
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b. Pension Benefits (information subject to audit)
Name

Title

Real

Real

Total

Lump

Cash

increase

increase

accrued

Equivalent

in pension

in pension
lump

pension at
pension

sum at
pension
age

Value at 1

pension age

sum at

age at

related to

(bands of

pension age

31 March

accrued

(bands of

2020

pension

£2,500)

(bands of

at 31 March

£5,000)

2020

at

£2,500)
£000

Real increase in
Cash Equivalent
Transfer Value

Transfer

Employer’s
contribution to
stakeholder pension

Equivalent
Transfer
Value at

£000

April 2020

Cash

To nearest £000

31 March
2019

£000
£000

(bands of

£000
£000

£5,000)
£000

Chief Finance
Officer

2.5-5

0

10-15

0

138

32

89

-

Mr John Drew

Director of
Improvement
and Culture (to
27/09/20)

0-2.5

0

5-10

0

85

0

61

-

Ms Sam Foster

Chief Nursing
Officer

2.5-5

2.5-5

40-45

95-100

734

60

650

-

Chief Operating
Officer

2.5-5

12.5-15

60-65

190-195

1559

140

1385

-

Ms Sara Randall

0-2.5

0-2.5

30-35

70-75

590

3

535

-

Mr Terry Roberts

Chief People
Officer (from
11/02/20)
Chief Assurance
Officer

12.5-15

27.5-30

55-60

130-135

1117

250

835

-

Ms Eileen Walsh

Mr Jason Dorsett
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NOTES






Non-Executive Directors do not receive pensionable remuneration (2018-19: nil).
The Trust did not contribute to a Director’s stakeholder pension scheme (2018-19: nil).
‘All pension related benefits’ comprises all benefits in year from participating in pension schemes and the cash value of payments in lieu of retirement benefits.
Pension details have only been disclosed for those Directors in post during the last 12 months up to 31 March 2020. Balances for those in post during 2018-19 can be
obtained from the 2018-19 Annual Report.
A number of Executive Directors opted out of the NHS Pension Scheme in 2019-20 due to the pension taxation issues set out in Section 2 above, and requested the
alternative payment in lieu of the employer contribution. Any approved payments will be processed in 2020-21 and will be identified in next year’s report.
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Cash Equivalent Transfer Value
A Cash Equivalent Transfer Value (CETV) is the actuarially assessed capital value of the pension scheme
benefits accrued by a member at a particular point in time. The benefits valued are the member’s
accrued benefits and any contingent spouse’s (or other allowable beneficiary’s) pension payable from
the scheme. CETVs are calculated in accordance with SI 2008 No.1050 Occupational Pension Schemes
(Transfer Values) Regulations 2008.

Real increase in CETV
This reflects the increase in CETV funded by the employer. It does not include the increase in accrued
pension due to inflation or contributions paid by the employee (including the value of any benefits
transferred from another scheme or arrangement).

Pay multiples (information subject to audit)
Reporting bodies are required to disclose the relationship between the remuneration of the highestpaid director in their organisation and the median remuneration of the organisation’s workforce.
The banded remuneration of the highest paid director within Oxford University Hospitals NHS
Foundation Trust in the financial year 2019-20 was £285,000-290,000 (2018-19: £285,000-£290,000).
This was 8.8 times (2018-19: 8.7 times) the median remuneration of the workforce, which was £32,581
(2018-19: £32,917). In 2019-20, no (2018-19: no) employees received remuneration in excess of the
highest-paid director. Remuneration ranged from £9,000 to £288,000 (2018-19: £8,000 to £288,000).
Total remuneration includes salary, non-consolidated performance-related pay and benefits-in-kind. It
does not include severance payments, employer pension contributions and the cash equivalent transfer
value of pensions. The median and the ratio include bank and locum staff but do not include agency
staff.

Fair Pay Multiple
As at 31 March 2020
Band of Highest Paid Director

As at 31 March 2019

285-290

285-290

Median Total Remuneration (£)

32,581

32,917

Ratio – Fair Pay Multiple

8.8

8.7

Total Remuneration (£’000)
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Our Workforce
The Trust employs over 12,000 people, some of whom are part-time and some of whom are full-time.
This equates to a total whole time equivalent (wte) number of staff employed by Oxford University
Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust at 31 March 2020 of 12,465 (31 March 2019: 11,836). All employees,
with the exception of medical and dental staff, Very Senior Managers (VSMs) and Executive Directors
are subject to NHS Agenda for Change terms and conditions of service which include nationally agreed
salary scales. Similarly the pay and contractual arrangements of medical and dental staff are determined
by nationally agreed terms and conditions of service. There are a small number of employees who are
on Very Senior Manager contracts. The pay point for these individuals is fixed. Other terms and
conditions of service are in line with Agenda for Change.
The table below sets out an analysis of staff costs split between permanently employed staff and others.
Information subject to audit.
2019-20
Permanently
1
employed

Other

2018-19

2

Total

Total

£000

£000

£000

£000

Salaries and wages

511,193

8,059

519,252

478,781

Social security costs

46,133

46,133

42,648

Apprenticeship levy

2,311

2,311

2,160

80,780

80,780

51,150

45

45

11

Employer's contributions to NHS
pensions
Pension cost – other
Other post-employment benefits

-

-

-

-

Other employment benefits

-

-

-

-

284

639

Termination benefits
Temporary staff
TOTAL GROSS STAFF COSTS
Recoveries in respect of seconded
staff
TOTAL STAFF COSTS

284
-

58,545

58,545

49,109

640,746

66,604

707,350

624,498

-

-

-

-

640,746

66,604

707,350

624,498

2,136

99

2,335

2,164

Of which
Costs capitalised as part of assets

Notes
1.
2.

Staff with a permanent (UK) employment contract directly with the Trust (this includes Executive Directors but not NonExecutive Directors).
Staff engaged on the objectives of the entity that do not have a permanent (UK) contract directly with the Trust. This
includes employees on short-term contracts of employment, agency/temporary staff, locally engaged staff overseas and
inward secondments from other entities.
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Average number of staff employed by the Trust as at 31 March 2020
The average number of staff employed by the Trust as at 31 March 2020 is set out in the table below
(the number for administrative and clerical staff includes all corporate support services). Information
subject to audit.
2018-19

2019-20
Permanent
contract

Other Staff

Total
number

Total
number

Average
wte

Average wte

Average
wte

Average wte

Medical and dental

1,832

69

1,901

1,829

0

0

0

0

Administration and estates

2,475

114

2,589

2,462

Healthcare assistants and other
support staff

1,445

246

1,691

1,622

Nursing, midwifery and health
visiting staff

3,550

464

4,014

3,779

Nursing, midwifery and health
visiting learners

0

0

0

0

1,348

77

1,425

1,321

771

11

782

753

0

0

0

0

63

70

Ambulance staff

Scientific, therapeutic and technical
staff
Healthcare science staff
Social Care staff
Agency and contract staff
Bank staff
Other

63

TOTAL average numbers

11,484

981

12,465

11,836

63

4

67

71

Of which:
Number of employees (WTE)
engaged on capital projects

Gender distribution of the workforce as at 31 March 2020
Category

Female

Male

Total

Directors

1

9

7

16

Senior
Managers

0

0

0
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Category

Female
2

Male

Total

Other staff

10,176

3,367

13,539

3

10,185

3,374

13,555

Total

Notes
1.
2.
3.

Defined as voting and non-voting members of the Board
Everyone else in the organisation
Everyone in the organisation including the Board

Gender pay gap
The gender pay gap reporting legislation requires organisations to publish figures relating to their pay
gap on an annual basis, and against a prescribed methodology which looks at mean and median gender
pay gaps. The pay gap is not the same as equal pay, which is a legal requirement.
For example, an organisation would have a gender pay gap if a higher proportion of men are in top jobs
compared to women, despite paying male and female employees the same amount for similar roles.
The gender pay gap is the percentage difference between average hourly earnings for men and women.
According to the Office for National Statistics (ONS), the median gender pay gap among all employees in
the UK in 2019 was 17.3% in 2019 (it was 17.8% in 2018). Our median gender pay gap in 2019 was
13.2%. We are committed to addressing this issue.
Key points relating to the Trust’s gender pay gap as of 31 March 2019, reported to the Trust Board in
July 2019, include:






for ordinary pay, the mean and median pay gaps were 26.8% and 13.2% in favour of men
respectively
2019 saw a reduction in the median pay gap for ordinary pay of 2.04%, which indicates that
there has been an improvement in the proportion of women within higher paid roles in the Trust
for bonus pay (which is largely driven by additional payments to consultant doctors), the mean
and median pay gaps were 75% and 78.1% in favour of men respectively
2019 saw a reduction in the median pay gap for bonus pay of 10.3% in 2019
9.3% of women and 12.3% of men received bonus pay within the last 12 months – 2019 saw a
3% increase in the proportion of women receiving bonus payments.

Our full Gender Pay Gap Report can be found on our Trust website. This provides an analysis of our
position, along with a summary of initiatives that we are undertaking or are planning to undertake to
reduce the gender pay gap.
Staff sickness absence
The Trust is required to disclose details of staff sickness absences in a centrally prescribed format. Due
to COVID-19, the data usually supplied by the Department of Health and Social Care can instead be
found on the NHS Digital website.
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Recruitment and retention of staff
Despite recruitment challenges both locally and nationally, we increased our substantive staffing
capacity by 699 in 2019-20. This was assisted by a reduction in the Trust’s turnover rate, as set out in the
next section.
Despite this growth in our substantive capacity, there are still job roles and staff groups with
recruitment and retention challenges. In response, we have introduced a number of initiatives to
improve the recruitment and retention of staff. Important to expanding nursing capacity has been
international recruitment. This pipeline will be kept under close review in light of the COVID-19
pandemic and will be complemented by additional initiatives where needed.
The Trust also continues to apply a range of flexible working practices, including part-time roles, termtime contracts and job sharing arrangements, wherever the particular requests of individuals can be met
without compromising our services. We also continue to promote the ‘retire-and-return’ option for
experienced staff to continue working for us after they reach retirement age.
Other benefits include long service and retirement vouchers, a lease car scheme, discounts from a
number of local and national retailers, and the provision of competitively priced on-site
accommodation.
Staff turnover
Staff turnover fell during 2019-20. In April 2019 turnover was 13.5% and in March 2020 it was 12.7%. In
July 2019, turnover peaked at 14% and subsequently reduced in the following months. The graph below
shows the position through the year. As of March 2020, turnover is highest within the Additional Clinical
Services staff group (clinical support staff), at 16.4%. Nursing and Midwifery is the largest staff group
within the Trust with a turnover rate of 11.7%. Medicine, Rehabilitation and Cardiac (MRC) has the
highest clinical divisional turnover rate of 13.8%. Reported turnover levels exclude fixed term contract
holders.

Turnover Rate 2019-20
14.5%
14.0%
13.5%
13.0%
12.5%
12.0%

Our education and training
Our partnership with the University of Oxford underpins the quality of care which is provided to our
patients, from the development of pioneering research to the delivery of high quality education and
training of doctors.
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For example, the University’s Medical Sciences Division was ranked as the best in the world for clinical,
pre-clinical and health subjects in The Times Higher Education World University Rankings in 2019.
Education and training allied to medicine remains a core focus of activities within the Trust to enhance
patient safety and service development. This year saw significant investment in the Nursing Associate
role with approximately 70 staff enrolled onto the programme through the Oxford School of Nursing
and Midwifery based at Oxford Brookes University. They are predominantly local people and existing
staff who are highly likely to remain in our service following registration in two years’ time. Indications
are that many of these staff will also seek to convert to nurse registration. In addition, our overseas
nurse recruitment programme remains successful with over 300 overseas nurses joining the Trust and
successfully completing their objective structured clinical examination (OSCE) programme following
attendance at our in-house preparation programme. 2019-20 has seen over 200 nurses pass in this year
alone.
In recognition of the work undertaken by the Practice Development and Education Team, the Trust was
awarded the Skills for Health Quality Kite Mark for its excellence in education and training. The Trust
continues to invest in its in-house academic accredited programmes, which reflects the significant level
of both the clinical and education expertise of many of our staff. These developments reflect areas of
need and offset the high cost of such programmes should we be required to commission from
elsewhere.
The Trust remains at the forefront of healthcare education provision and for two years running has been
nominated as the best large employer for apprenticeships in Oxfordshire. In addition, our apprentices
have continued to attract both local and national recognition.
Promoting public health to staff
The Trust’s Public Health and Health Promotion Strategy is designed to promote healthy lifestyles so
that it easier for our staff, patients and visitors to make healthier choices.
Research shows that a healthy and well-motivated workforce is fundamental to the delivery of high
quality patient care. Effective staff health and wellbeing requires a range of inter-related elements all
working well together. These factors affect a staff member’s perception of what constitutes an
‘Organisation that definitely takes positive action on health and wellbeing’. The key elements are:
leadership and management; an organisation-wide plan; accurate data used to drive decision-making;
clear communications with multiple strands; staff engagement; a healthy working environment which
encourages personal responsibility and supportive behaviour change techniques; targeted health
interventions, particularly for musculoskeletal issues and stress, which are supported by accessible
support services; an emphasis on prevention and self-management.
Our Centre for Occupational Health and Wellbeing (COHWB) promotes healthier lifestyle choices and
offers health and wellbeing support and advice to staff through activities and consultations. COHWB
works with, through and in partnership with colleagues from across the Trust including Here for Health,
the Culture and Leadership Service, Learning and Development, Human Resources, the Freedom to
Speak Up Guardians, and the Recruitment, Retention and Education Steering Group.
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COHWB continues to work on population health in relation to the healthier eating agenda to promote
Public Health and the Health and Wellbeing Strategy for the Trust.
The stop smoking agenda is overseen by Here for Health who support the commissioned smoking
cessation service. They train and support the ward-based smoking cessation advisors.
What did COHWB achieve in 2019-20?
The two main reasons for referral to COHWB in 2019-20 were mental health and musculoskeletal (MSK)
issues.
Mental health











In 2019-20 COHWB saw 828 members of staff for mental health issues. 447 referrals were
received as management referrals for members of staff in relation to both existing mental health
issues and stress (work-related and personal). This does not include self-referrals or those staff
who were referred without the mental health condition defined but which was attributed by the
clinicians undertaking consultations. It appears that a reduction in referrals in quarter 4 of 201920 was due to the emergence of COVID-19. Referrals are expected to increase during 2020-21 as
the Trust moves forward into the Recovery phase. However, during quarter 4 the COHWB team
has been involved in greater collaboration with the Psychological Medicine Service to ensure
appropriate pathways for staff struggling with their mental health due to COVID-19.
The Employee Assistance Programme (EAP) has continued to provide confidential support for
employees which is accessible 24/7, 365 days a year (see below).
Mental health promotion continued to be a high priority. Well received and positively evaluated
Managing Stress, Building Resilience and Mindfulness courses were delivered to 2,034
employees (1,545 for the same period last year), responding to requests from managers to offer
bespoke departmental sessions across the Trust. Encouraging team cohesion, self-management
and an improved understanding of how teams and individuals together are instrumental in
creating a mentally healthy workplace is an important component of this work. Sessions also
targeted managers, Foundation Year 1 and 2 doctors and other teams of doctors as requested.
COHWB offered a 45-minute session, raising mental health awareness and focused on building
resilience, to all new nurses and midwives joining the Trust as part of their induction.
A mental health managers’ toolkit was launched in September 2019, supporting managers in
their work areas with a range of resources, and this will be regularly updated in 2020-21.
The Procedure for Managing Stress in the Workplace has been extensively revised and will be
launched in quarter 2 of 2020-21 following a consultation period, accompanied by training for
managers and new guidance.
Other initiatives targeting specific areas to support specific aspects of staff health and wellbeing
have included a trial of an ‘energy pod’ and ‘stress less’ chair in both the Emergency Department
at the John Radcliffe Hospital and the operating theatres at the Churchill Hospital. This raised the
profile of the mental and physical benefits of short periods of rest for those working long hours
intensively. A funding application has been made to purchase these well evaluated devices to
provide a high level of sustainable staff support.
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Musculoskeletal (MSK) issues






Rapid access to physiotherapy and case management can reduce employer liability costs and
improve return to work times in work-related musculoskeletal disease.
The Occupational Health (OH) physiotherapy service saw a six-month period of agency staff
cover during 2019 in the treatment service before a permanent appointment was made.
Despite this, 945 individual appointments were undertaken by OH physiotherapy staff including
treatment sessions, triage/advice, display screen equipment (DSE) and workplace assessments.
The physiotherapy treatment service assessed and treated 567 staff, had 309 triage contacts,
and carried out 46 DSE assessments and 23 on-site workplace assessments
Special project areas in relation to musculoskeletal services have included Horton General
Hospital Pharmacy seating/workstation advice, Endoscopy refurbishment equipment advice, a
proactive ‘stretch-break’ within Neurosciences, and improved ergonomic guidance for Maternity
Ultrasound Scanning (ongoing).

Employee Assistance Programme (EAP)
The Trust offers an Employee Assistance Programme (EAP) for all staff. Staff are able to access the
service for counselling, advice and information for a variety of issues. Contact can be face-to-face, by
telephone or online. The EAP provides both ‘in the moment’ solution-focused counselling and longer
term counselling support. During 2019-20 EAP usage continued to increase with the number of staff
accessing the service for counselling in 2019 totalling 854 with a change of provider in July 2019. This is
an increase of 17% over the same period last year and reflects the increases seen by COHWB.
Health and wellbeing initiatives
Health promotion events and activities in 2019-20 included healthy hospital days, monthly staff health
and wellbeing newsletters, health walks, promotion of active travel, health champion training (reduced
due to staffing pressures across the Trust), signposting to smoking cessation services and weight
management, behaviour modification support, support for teams initiating extracurricular physical
activities such as rounders and table tennis, and the staff flu vaccination programme.
A staff lifestyle survey conducted in December 2019 found that 64.48% of participants had made
lifestyle changes during 2019. The top three influences within the Trust were colleagues sharing their
enthusiasm, the monthly staff health and wellbeing newsletter, and healthier eating options in the food
outlets across the Trust.
Support for staff through COHWB, Culture and Leadership, Divisional Practice Development Nurses
(PDNs) Human Resources continues. Courses aiming to support staff and managers are on offer across
the Trust.
We continue to promote the healthier eating agenda when possible, particularly at the four Healthy
Hospital Days. These events offer an opportunity to focus on an increased offer of healthier choices and
promotions at all food outlets.
The physical activity agenda is promoted through our close links with external providers offering
discounts on gym membership, newsletters focused on moving more, and the informal lunchtime health
walks.
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Here for Health also supports the OUH staff wellbeing agenda via their drop-in services, self-referral,
and signposting and referral from COHWB. During the last financial year there were 1,058 contacts, 753
of which were first-time contacts. 594 staff attended for blood pressure checks and this was the most
common reason for attendance, with smoking (120), chronic disease risk (96) and weight management
(94) being the next highest numbers. Staff groups seen by Here for Health included doctors, nurses,
allied health professionals, support workers and non-clinical employees.
Future COHWB plans













Continue to work across and contribute to all relevant groups to ensure the eight elements of
staff wellbeing are integrated into the 2020-21 strategy and action plan to promote staff
wellbeing.
Contribute to revising the public health and health promotion strategy for 2020-21, driven by
accurate data and staff engagement.
Maintain fast-track access to MSK and mental health resources through the COHWB.
Work closely with First Care and the EAP provider to ensure that staff are signposted or referred
to the most appropriate service in a timely manner.
Develop new MSK content on the COHWB intranet site alongside a toolkit for managers to help
tackle MSK in the workplace.
Continue to offer resilience and mindfulness courses, with managers training workshops for
managers focused on creating a mentally healthy workplace and the revised Procedure for
Managing Stress in the Workplace.
Respond appropriately to develop any post-COVID-19 mental wellbeing support programmes
with the Psychological Medicine Service.
Train new ward flu vaccinators for the 2020-21 staff flu vaccination programme and potential
COVID-19 vaccine programmes.
Work with the Communications Team to promote services and proactive initiatives available for
staff.
Explore the viability of extending rapid access pathways for staff with any condition that requires
assessment or treatment (to reduce staff sickness or reduced productivity).

Staff engagement, recognition and consultation
Awards and recognition
The Trust held its annual Staff Recognition Awards ceremony on 4 December 2019. The event at Oxford
Town Hall was attended by nearly 300 staff, volunteers, patients’ families and fundraisers from all areas
of the Trust. Winners and highly commended runners-up were selected from each of the award
categories, designed to celebrate the excellent contribution that they had made to patient care and
working life at OUH throughout 2019.
The ceremony, which was supported by the generosity of Oxford Hospitals Charity, was hosted by local
BBC Oxford newsreader, Geraldine Peers. Winners and runners-up were picked from over 1,500
nominations by a panel of staff.
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The Patients’ Choice Award was won jointly by Dr Geetha Anand, Paediatric Consultant, and the Dose
Adjustment for Normal Eating (DAFNE) Team.
A full list of winners and photographs of the ceremony are available at:
www.ouh.nhs.uk/about/staff-recognition
Divisional Staff Recognition Awards events were held in our four clinical divisions and in our corporate
division.
Values based engagement
As part of our strategy to deliver excellence and compassion in all that we do, the Trust uses ‘Values
Based Interviewing’ which incorporates the Trust values into the recruitment process to assess
candidates’ alignment and support for the values we hold.
Training has also been introduced for staff to develop skills and techniques for ‘values based
conversations’ with their staff in the workplace.
This year we have also redesigned our appraisal process for non-medical staff to be better aligned with
our values, and we have now trained over 500 staff to carry out values based appraisals (VBAs).
Our aim is to continuously improve the quality of patient care through greater alignment of individual
and organisational values. By adopting a values based approach, we believe we will have more staff who
adopt a person-centred approach to providing safe and compassionate care.
The design of the Delivering Compassionate Care programme for frontline staff is in progress, with pilot
schemes underway. The project aims to help staff better support patients and their families at times of
great vulnerability.
The programme provides staff with tools to adapt their communication and approach depending on the
needs of the patient and to understand the impact that staff behaviours and attitudes may have on a
vulnerable person.
The NHS Staff Survey
Recognised as being an important intervention in supporting the delivery of the NHS Constitution, the
annual Staff Survey is a mandatory undertaking for all NHS trusts. NHS England sets the framework and
questions for the survey and we commission Picker to manage the survey for us, along with 36 other
acute trusts. This provides us with valuable benchmarking data. The survey results are primarily
intended for use by local organisations to help them review and improve staff experience, which is
accepted as having a direct impact on the quality of care and the patient experience. The Care Quality
Commission (CQC) uses the annual survey results to monitor ongoing compliance with essential
standards of quality and safety. Used effectively, survey data are also of value in developing the
‘employee voice’, alongside the patient voice, and in supporting the delivery of the Trust’s Quality
Priorities.
The survey questionnaire covers five key themes relating to the working environment and individuals’
experience within the workplace, namely: ‘Your Job’; ‘Your Managers’; ‘Your Health, Wellbeing and
Safety’; ‘Your Personal Development’; ‘Your Organisation’.
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NHS Staff Survey 2019
Our response rate was 48.2% and so higher than the national average response rate of 47%. It was also
higher than our response rate of 48.1% in 2018. This was achieved through an internal communications
campaign, reinforced by line managers encouraging staff to complete the survey and by incentives for
the two directorates which achieved the most improved response rates.
The survey had 90 questions – compared with 2018, we scored significantly better on 59 questions, 30
questions had no significant change, and only one question, concerning staff working additional paid
hours over and above contracted hours, scored worse.
The results from questions were grouped into 11 themes to give overall scores against each. The
indicator scores were based on a score out of 10 for certain questions with the indicator score being the
average of those. Scores for each indicator together with that of the survey benchmarking group (acute
trusts) are presented below.
2019-20
Trust

2018-19
Benchmarking

Trust

2017-18

Benchmarking Group Trust

Group

Equality, diversity and

Benchmarking
Group

9.0

9.0

8.9

9.1

9.0

9.1

Health and wellbeing

5.9

5.9

5.7

5.9

5.9

6.0

Immediate managers

6.9

6.8

6.7

6.7

6.7

6.7

Morale

6.2

6.1

5.9

6.1

Quality of appraisals

5.6

5.6

5.3

5.4

5.3

5.3

Quality of care

7.5

7.5

7.3

7.4

7.4

7.5

Safe environment –

8.0

7.9

7.9

7.9

7.9

8.0

9.5

9.4

9.5

9.4

9.5

9.4

Safety culture

6.8

6.7

6.6

6.6

6.6

6.6

Staff engagement

7.1

7.0

6.9

7.0

7.0

7.0

inclusion

bullying and harassment

Safe environment –
violence
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2019-20
Team working

6.5

2018-19

2017-18

6.6

These results show an improvement in scores in 2019 compared to 2018, and that OUH was slightly
above the national average across most of the 11 themes. Compared with the other 36 Picker acute
trusts, we achieved the fourth most significant improvement in our overall positive score change in 2019
when compared to 2018. From the 11 NHS Staff Survey themes in 2019, out of a score of 10, ‘safe
environment – violence’ was our highest (9.5 – consistent with 2018) and ‘quality of appraisals’ was our
lowest (5.6 – up from 5.3 in 2018).
The main three themes showing significant improvement were: safety culture; health and wellbeing;
and employee engagement, which includes an employee engagement score of 7.1 out of 10 (above
average) and staff recommending the Trust as a place to both work and receive treatment.
The main areas of concern were:



2% increase in staff working additional paid hours over and above contracted hours
1% increase in staff experiencing violence in the workplace from the public, which reflects the
national picture and forms part of national legislative initiatives to protect NHS staff.

The quality of appraisal theme is providing useful feedback. It is promising to see a 7% increase for 2019
in staff receiving a quality values based appraisal (37%), although this is still below average (40%). This
reflects the focus during 2018 and 2019 in providing values based appraisal training.
However, we need to continue to place value on our staff participating in an annual appraisal. Despite
an increase from 77% to 79% in 2019, we are below our Trust goal of 85%. However, the Trust is above
the national average for all NHS organisations in terms of our staff agreeing clear objectives and feeling
valued by the organisation following their appraisal.
From our Staff Survey findings, we aim to encourage change that is locally owned and embedded within
teams, as well as identifying cross-cutting themes that will be driven forward corporately to support
organisational development.
NHS Improvement Culture and Leadership Programme
We invested in the NHS Improvement (NHSI) Culture and Leadership Programme Discovery Phase
between June and October 2019.
This has given us a wealth of information which we will take action on as part of our Design phase, in
conjunction with the annual NHS Staff Survey results.
From the five elements of the NHSI Discovery phase, our main areas for improvement relate to team
work and vision and values.
We are committed to enhancing team effectiveness with the rollout of the Affina Team Journey and in
improving the number of staff participating in a values based appraisal. This will also enable the delivery
of our new Trust Strategy for 2020-2025 through team and individual objective setting.
We are investing in the development of a collaborative learning network to take forward the Design
phase of the Culture and Leadership Programme. The Design phase will build on our learning to date
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and promote meaningful conversation, the sharing of good ideas and result in action that embeds
change in real practice. We will engage our people in local conversations to build on what is working
well and influence and shape what could be even better to achieve our desired culture in to the future.
Employee Engagement
Through our listening events in 2019 and the Culture and Leadership Discovery Phase, our employee
engagement index (EEI) score in the NHS Staff Survey 2019 saw a positive improvement from 6.9 in 2018
to 7.1. This is above the national average of 7.0.
With respect to the two key advocacy questions associated with the annual NHS Staff Survey, compared
with both 2018 scores and the 2019 national average we saw improvements in both these areas as
follows.
Question

National
Average
2019

OUH
2019

OUH
2018

I would recommend our organisation as a place
to work

63%

64%

57%

If a friend/relative needed treatment I would be
happy with the standard of care provided by our
organisation

71%

78%

74%

Raising concerns
In its commitment to providing the highest standards of care and service for our patients and visitors,
the Trust takes very seriously its responsibility for ensuring all members of staff feel confident and
supported in being able to speak up when they believe these standards are being compromised, or
could be compromised. We have clear processes to ensure that our staff feel able and safe to raise
concerns, and have confidence they will be listened to and their concerns acted upon.
Where such issues are raised, they are generally addressed quickly and efficiently through our
established processes detailed in the Trust’s Freedom to Speak up – Raising Concerns (Whistleblowing)
Policy. Under the terms of the Policy, and in her capacity as Freedom to Speak Up (FtSU) Lead Guardian,
Jane Hervé has a guardianship role in support of any employee who wishes to raise an issue of concern.
In the interests of continuous improvement and learning, speaking up should be something that
everyone does and is encouraged to do. Our Trust Policy is frequently updated to ensure it fully
supports this aim. A separate Freedom to Speak Up Annual Report is presented to the Trust
Management Executive (TME) and the Trust Board. Claire Flint is the Non-Executive Director responsible
for Freedom to Speak Up so that speaking up is represented independently at Trust Board level. Eileen
Walsh (Chief Assurance Officer) is the Executive Director lead for Freedom to Speak Up.
Staff consultation and negotiation
Consultation and negotiation between management and staff at the Trust is conducted through a joint
consultative negotiation committee which includes a mix of trade union representatives and elected
staff representatives who meet on a monthly basis. The purpose is to provide a constructive forum for
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discussion and exchange of views, and to consult on matters of common interest with regard to the
Trust and its business. It also provides a forum for successes to be shared and celebrated, and provides
an opportunity for staff to present their views and influence key Trust issues and decisions.
Trade Union Facility Time 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020
The Trade Union (Facility Time Publication Requirements) Regulations 2017 came into effect on 1 April
2017. Under the Regulations Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust is legally required to
publish the following information annually.
Relevant union officials
What was the total number of your employees who were relevant union officials during the
relevant period?
Number of employees who were relevant

Full-time equivalent employee number

union officials during the relevant period
28

11,484 (wte average)

Percentage of time spent on facility time
How many of your employees who were relevant union officials employed during the relevant
period spent a) 0%, b) 1%-50%, c) 51%-99% or d) 100% of their working hours on facility time?
Percentage of time

Number of employees

0%

10

1%-50%

16

51%-99%

0

100%

2

Percentage of pay bill spent on facility time
Percentage of the total pay bill spent on paying employees who were relevant union officials
for facility time during the relevant period.
Total cost of facility time

£81,526
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Percentage of pay bill spent on facility time
Total pay bill14

£707,350,155

Percentage of the total pay bill spent on facility

0.01%

time

Paid trade union activities
As a percentage of total paid facility time hours, how many hours were spent by employees who
were relevant union officials during the relevant period on paid trade union activities?
Time spent on paid trade union activities as a

100%

percentage of total paid facility time hours 1
1

Calculated as (total hours spent on paid trade union activities by relevant union officials during the relevant period + total
paid facility time hours)*100

Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) commitment
As a responsible employer and provider of healthcare services, we aim to embrace equality, diversity
and inclusion. This means that we actively recognise, value and support the diverse range of staff we
employ and patients we care for. Our aim is to treat all patients, visitors and staff with dignity and
respect and learn from occasions when our actions have fallen short of our high expectations. We
recognise our responsibility to provide (as far as is reasonably practicable) job security of all employees.
Through adherence to the requirements of the Equality Act 2010, the public sector equality duty and the
NHS Constitution provisions, the Trust strives to:




eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation
advance equality of opportunity between different groups
foster good relations between people.

The Equality Delivery System (EDS2) is designed to support NHS providers to deliver better health
outcomes for patients and communities and better working environments for staff, which are personal,
fair and diverse. The Trust has been using this system as a tool to benchmark compliance with the
Equality Act 2010 and to support the development of its equality and diversity objectives.
Equality and diversity is a core component of the Trust’s statutory and mandatory training for all staff.

14

Calculated including employer pension and national insurance contributions.
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Policies and procedures
All of our policies are equality impact assessed to ensure that no-one impacted by a policy receives
unjustifiably less favourable treatment on the grounds of:










age
disability
gender reassignment
marriage and civil partnership
pregnancy and maternity
race
religion or belief
gender
sexual orientation.

The Workforce Race Equality Standard (WRES) and Workforce Disability Equality Standard (WDES) are
reporting requirements that support the Trust to identify where black, Asian and minority ethnic (BAME)
staff and disabled staff face barriers in terms of their employment within the Trust. Through
consultation with BAME and disabled staff, the Trust develops actions that address barriers and which
aim to improve the experience of BAME and disabled staff, as well as the experience of the workforce as
a whole.
The Trust also undertakes reporting on its gender pay gap on an annual basis. We use this exercise to
enable us to identify differences in the experience of men and women working within the Trust and plan
actions to mitigate them.
Support for disabled employees
The Trust’s ongoing commitment to the employment of disabled people has been recognised and in
September 2019 we were awarded for a further year, Level 2: ‘Disability Confident Employer’ by the
Department for Work and Pensions Disability Confident Scheme. We aim to renew this commitment in
2020. This demonstrates our commitment to ensuring that our recruitment processes do not
disadvantage disabled applicants, and that we actively support employees who have a disability and
help those who become disabled to stay in employment. We review our plans and activities in support
of disabled people annually, and ensure disability awareness for all employees.
Policy on counter fraud and corruption
This Trust is committed to providing a zero tolerance culture to fraud, bribery and corruption whilst
maintaining an absolute standard of honesty and integrity in dealing with our assets. We are committed
to the elimination of fraud and illegal acts within the Trust. We ensure the rigorous investigation of
reported matters of fraud, bribery or corruption and the pursuance of redress for financial losses
stemming from such acts, and the application of disciplinary sanctions or other actions as appropriate.
We adopt best practice procedures to tackle fraud, bribery and corruption, as recommended by the NHS
Counter Fraud Authority (NHS CFA).
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In 2019-20 we raised awareness of how to raise concerns about fraud and bribery throughout the Trust,
and this work is ongoing. We have anti-fraud and anti-bribery policies in place. In 2019-20, our Counter
Fraud Team received 18 referrals of fraud which were investigated. No concerns were raised relating to
bribery or corruption. Criminal sanctions were applied in two cases, disciplinary sanctions were applied
in one case, and a further two cases were referred for disciplinary consideration.
The Providers Self-Review Tool assessment was undertaken by the Local Counter Fraud Service on
behalf of the Trust for the anti-fraud, bribery and corruption work conducted during the period 1 April
2019 to 31 March 2020 inclusive. This provided the Trust with an overall rating of Green. This confirms
the Trust assessment that it met the required standard set by the NHS CFA, with some areas where it
could improve the liaison with the NHS CFA.
Counter Fraud is accountable to the Chief Finance Officer and the Audit Committee. All concerns are
investigated by our Counter Fraud Team.

Working in Partnership
We recognise that delivering excellence for our patients, our staff, the NHS and its partners can best
be achieved by full engagement and participation in the way we shape and deliver our services. We
are supported by an army of volunteers, and we also work with charitable organisations to support
community engagement and to share knowledge and expertise.
Our volunteers and supporters
Our volunteers continue to provide additional help and support to improve the experience of our
patients and their families. Our volunteers assist in numerous ways, including helping ward staff at
mealtimes, sitting and talking to patients, directing patients and visitors to their destinations, assisting
within Chaplaincy, helping Oxford Hospitals Charity with fundraising events, and supporting clinical and
non-clinical departments with administrative duties.
The Trust has a Voluntary Services Department which manages volunteer recruitment and first day
induction. It continues to identify, increase and enhance volunteering opportunities across the four
hospital sites, working in conjunction with managers and departments. A new area recently requesting
volunteer help is the Emergency Department where volunteers are helping nursing staff by providing
reassurance and companionship. This support will ultimately help to improve the experience of patients
and relatives using this service.
Approximately 1,000 dedicated individuals of all ages volunteer with the Trust and with the various
charitable organisations which it hosts. As we continue to recruit volunteers throughout the year, our
volunteer numbers have remained stable over the last two years.
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Oxford Hospitals Charity
The Trust is very grateful for the support which Oxford Hospitals Charity provides to improve the
experience of both patients and staff – the report below has been provided by the Charity.
A year of extra special support
Fundraising, donations and gifts in wills allow Oxford Hospitals Charity to transform our hospitals by
funding the very latest medical equipment, innovative research and specialist training.
The charity also helps to improve the hospital environment for patients and staff by making wards,
waiting rooms, play areas and hospital spaces more welcoming and comfortable for all.
We work closely and strategically alongside the Trust and clinical colleagues, under the guidance of our
dedicated charity trustees, to ensure donations are well spent and have the maximum impact for
patients and staff.
Oxford Hospitals Charity provides support across all the Trust’s sites so that every ward and department
is able to benefit from the positive impact of charitable support. This is all thanks to thoughtful and
generous groups and individuals who donate and fundraise to make a difference in their local
community.
From the smaller things, like providing music on wards, and toys and books for younger patients, to
larger projects such as dementia-friendly improvements to wards, funding state-of-the-art equipment,
and major infrastructure project – this is your local charity helping your local hospitals.
In 2019-20 we were delighted to approve spending of around £6 million on projects and
enhancements across the Trust, enabling us to have a significant positive impact for patients and staff.
This includes funding of £829,000 to fund a new CT scanner for the Emergency Department at the John
Radcliffe Hospital and over £400,000 to fund a state-of-the-art gamma camera for the Nuclear
Cardiology service to keep the Trust at the forefront of technological advances.
We also completed our £2.5m of support towards the new Ronald McDonald House parents’
accommodation on the John Radcliffe Hospital site, which will significantly increase the number of
rooms available for families to stay close to their child while they are in hospital.
As well as these larger advances, many smaller projects, ideas and innovations from staff have been
supported through our Small Grants Programme. This allows staff to apply for grants of up to £3,000 to
improve patient and staff experience. Over £250,000 worth of grants have been awarded since the
scheme started in June 2018, enabling a huge number of advances for patients and staff to take place.
Our important focus on the Horton General Hospital has continued (under our Horton General Hospital
Charity arm) with donations, awareness and support for our work all growing in the Banbury
community.
We are also delighted to continue to support projects that benefit staff – from funding refurbishments
of staff rooms to supporting the Trust’s annual Staff Recognition Awards and corporate induction
sessions for new staff.
It’s been an exciting and productive year and, with the vital support of our local community, we can
continue this good work across the Trust.
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To find out more about the impact of Oxford Hospitals Charity or how fundraising, donations and gifts in
wills make a difference visit www.hospitalcharity.co.uk or call 01865 743 444.
Foundation Trust membership
During 2019-20, we have continued to invite our patients and the public to become members of the
Trust to help us shape the way we operate and deliver our health services. Anyone aged 16 or over living
in England and Wales can become a member of the Trust. We aim to recruit and develop a membership
which fairly represents people living in the communities served by the Trust. This includes patients,
former patients, carers and members of the public, particularly in Oxfordshire, but also from our
surrounding counties, Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, Northamptonshire, Warwickshire and
Gloucestershire.
Our membership is broadly in line with the ethnic breakdown of the population of Oxfordshire and the
geographic spread of our patient base. The FT membership team works with colleagues to maximise the
opportunities to recruit from hard-to-reach groups. Our membership is disproportionately balanced
towards older age groups, with people aged over 50 over-represented. We are working hard to
encourage younger people to sign up by attending school careers fairs and apprenticeship events. We
have undertaken recruitment in our hospitals and at many places around the county. Two of our biggest
recruitment events generally are the OX5Run in aid of the Children's Hospital at Blenheim Palace in
Woodstock and the Cancer Research Race for Life event at the University Parks in Oxford.
Our membership strategy aims to build a substantial, engaged and representative membership,
supporting our members to be well-informed and motivated, and to provide our members with
opportunities to help shape how our services develop. Delivering these aims is intended to support OUH
in meeting its objectives, not least through being a responsive organisation with a good understanding
of the needs of its patients and the communities it serves.
In addition, we provide a range of services for people from further afield in England and Wales, and
people in this wider area are also invited to play their part in our future by joining as members. As at 31
March 2020 we have just under 8,000 members in total, as follows.
Public Constituencies

7,989

Oxford City

1,832

Cherwell

1,216

South Oxfordshire

813

Vale of White Horse

1,133

West Oxfordshire

910

Buckinghamshire, Berkshire, Gloucestershire and
Wiltshire

1,095
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Public Constituencies

7,989

Northamptonshire and Warwickshire

441

Rest of England and Wales

537

The Council of Governors is made up of 29 governors, plus a Chair who is also the Chair of the Trust’s
Board of Directors. There are 15 elected public governors, six elected staff governors and eight
governors appointed by local organisations with which the Trust works closely.
Non-Executive Directors and Executive Directors periodically attend the Council of Governors meetings
to observe and, at the request of governors, to speak to particular issues. A number of seminars have
also been held to encourage closer working and governors are encouraged to attend Trust Board
meetings.
You can find out more about our governors on our website at www.ouh.nhs.uk/ft

Expenses and Other Additional Board Pay Costs
Governors’ expenses
Governors are not remunerated but are entitled to claim expenses for costs incurred while undertaking
duties for the Trust as a governor, for example travel expenses to attend Council of Governors meetings.
A total of £2,287 was paid as expenses to seven governors in 2019-20.
Consultancy expenditure
Reporting bodies are required to disclose the expenditure on consultancy. For the purposes of this
report, ‘consultancy’ is defined as in the NHS Manual for Accounts (strategy; finance; organisational and
change management; IT; property and construction; procurement; legal services; marketing and
communications; HR, training and education; programme and project management; technical). The
consultancy expenditure incurred by the Trust in 2019-20 was £2,757,000 (2018-19: £4,160,000).
Payment to past Directors
The Trust has not made any payment to any person who was not a Director at the time the payment
was made, but who had been a Director of the Trust previously. This excludes any payments of regular
pension benefits which commenced in previous years, payments in respect of employment for the Trust
other than as a Director, and sums disclosed in the single total remuneration disclosure or the disclosure
of compensation for early retirement or loss of office.
Off-payroll engagements
In accordance with the HM Treasury annual reporting guidance the Trust is required to report the
number of off-payroll engagements for more than £245 per day that last for longer than six months.
From April 2017, the government has reformed the legislation associated with off-payroll payments so
that public sector bodies are responsible for deducting and paying all employment taxes and national
insurance contributions from the individuals concerned. The Trust has worked hard to eliminate the off116

payroll arrangements that were in place in previous years and has implemented a policy that no
individuals are paid off-payroll unless the employing manager submits evidence from HMRC that they
are certified self-employed.
Table 1: Off-payroll engagements longer than six months
No. of existing engagements as of 31 March 2020, of which…

1

No. that have existed for less than one year at time of reporting

1

No. that have existed for between one and two years at time of reporting
No. that have existed for between two and three years at time of reporting
No. that have existed for between three and four years at time of reporting
No. that have existed for four or more years at time of reporting

Table 2: New off-payroll engagements
For all new off-payroll engagements, or those that reached six months in duration, between 1 April 2019
and 31 March 2020, for more than £245 per day and that last for longer than six months.
No. of new engagements, or those that reached six months in duration, between 1
April 2019 and 31 March 2020, of which…

1

No. assessed as within the scope of IR35
No. assessed as not within the scope of IR35

1

No. engaged directly (via PSC contracted to Trust) and are on the Trust’s payroll
No. of engagements reassessed for consistency / assurance purposes during the year
No. of engagements that saw a change to IR35 status following the consistency review

Table 3: Off-payroll Board member / senior official engagements
For any off-payroll engagements of Board members, and / or, senior officials with significant financial
responsibility, between 1 April 2019 and 31 March 2020.
No. of off-payroll engagements of Board members, and / or, senior officials with
significant financial responsibility, during the financial year. Note 1

0

(2) No. of individuals that have been deemed Board members, and / or, senior officials
with significant financial responsibility, during the financial year. This figure should
include both off-payroll and on-payroll engagements. Note 2

20

NOTES
1.

2.

There should only be a very small number of off-payroll engagements of Board members and / or senior officials
with significant financial responsibility, permitted only in exceptional circumstances and for no more than six
months.
As both on-payroll and off-payroll engagements are included in the total figure, no entries here should be blank or
zero.
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Exit packages (information subject to audit)
The tables below disclose the total of all staff exit packages agreed in the 12 months to 31 March 2020.
Redundancy and other departure costs have been paid in accordance with the provisions of the NHS
Scheme. Exit costs in this note are accounted for in full in the accounting period of departure. Where
the Trust has agreed early retirements, the additional costs are met by the Trust and not by the NHS
Pension Scheme. Ill-health retirement costs are met by the NHS Pension Scheme and are not included
within this table.
Exit packages
Exit package cost
band

2019-20

2018-19

Number of
compulsory
redundancies

Number of
other
departures
agreed

Total
number of
exit
packages

Number of
compulsory
redundancies

Number of
other
departures
agreed

Total number
of exit
packages

<£10,000

1

-

1

2

-

2

£10,000 - £25,000

-

-

-

1

-

1

£25,001 - £50,000

3

-

3

1

-

1

£50,001 - £100,000

2

-

2

2

-

2

£100,001 - £150,000

-

-

-

2

-

2

£150,001 - £200,000

-

-

-

1

-

1

>£200,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total number of exit
packages by type

6

-

6

9

-

9

Total resource cost
£k

283

0

283

639

0

639

2019-20
Exit packages other (non-compulsory) departure
payments

Agreements

2018-19

Total value of
agreements

number

Agreements
number

£000

Total value of
agreements
£000

Voluntary redundancies including early
retirement contractual costs

-

-

-

-

Mutually agreed resignations (MARS) contractual
costs

-

-

-

-

Early retirements in the efficiency of the service
contractual costs

-

-

-

-

Contractual payments in lieu of notice

-

-

-

-

Exit payments following Employment Tribunals or
court orders

-

-

-

-

Non-contractual payments requiring HMT
approval *

-

-

-

-
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2019-20
Total

1

2018-19

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Of which:
Non-contractual payments requiring HMT
approval made to individuals where the payment
value was more than 12 months of their annual
salary

Notes
1.

2.

As individual exit packages can be made up of several components, each of which is listed in this table, the total
number of payments listed in this table may exceed the total number of other departures agreed shown in the first
table, which will be the number of individuals.
The Remuneration Report provides details of exit payments payable to individuals named in that Report.

* Includes any non-contractual severance payment made following judicial mediation, and non-contractual payments in lieu
of notice.

Dr Bruno Holthof
Chief Executive Officer
23 June 2020
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NHS FOUNDATION TRUST CODE OF
GOVERNANCE
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NHS Code of Governance
NHS foundation trusts in their annual reports are required to disclose information relating to the Code’s
requirements. The NHS Foundation Trust Code of Governance, most recently revised in July 2014, is
based on the principles of the UK Corporate Governance Code issued in 2012. Oxford University
Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust has applied the principles of the NHS Foundation Trust Code of
Governance on a ‘comply or explain’ basis.
For each item following, the information, its reference in the Code of Governance and its location within
the Annual Report are shown. The reference ‘ARM’ indicates a requirement not of the Code of
Governance, but of the NHS Foundation Trust Annual Reporting Manual issued by NHS Improvement.
The Trust considers that it complies with the specific disclosure requirements as set out in the NHS
Foundation Trust Code of Governance and NHS Foundation Trust Annual Reporting Manual (FT ARM).
A full table evidencing the Trust’s compliance to the Code is included overleaf.
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Provision

Code

Annual Report and Accounts
reference

Number

Provision

A.1.1

The schedule of matters reserved for the Board of
Directors should include a clear statement detailing the
roles and responsibilities of the Council of Governors.
This statement should also describe how any
disagreements between the Council of Governors and the
Board of Directors will be resolved. The Annual Report
should include this schedule of matters or a summary
statement of how the Board of Directors and the Council
of Governors operate, including a summary of the types
of decisions to be taken by each of the boards and which
are delegated to the executive management of the Board
of Directors.

The Scheme of Delegation agreed
by the Board in January 2020
includes a statement of the roles
and responsibilities of the Council
of Governors. The Trust’s
Constitution, initially agreed in
October 2015, sets out a dispute
resolution procedure.

A.1.2

The Annual Report should identify the chairperson, the
deputy chairperson (where there is one), the chief
executive, the senior independent director (see A.4.1)
and the chairperson and members of the Nominations,
Audit and Remuneration Committees. It should also set
out the number of meetings of the Board and those
committees and individual attendance by directors.

Mr Christopher Goard was
appointed as Senior Independent
Director in July 2012 to the former
NHS Trust. He continued in this
role following the establishment
of the Foundation Trust. When Mr
Goard’s term ended in October
2019, Ms Anne Tutt was
appointed as Senior Independent
Director for the Trust and this was
approved by the Trust Board in
January 2020.

A.5.3

The Annual Report should identify the members of the
Council of Governors, including a description of the
constituency or organisation that they represent,
whether they were elected or appointed, and the
duration of their appointments. The Annual Report
should also identify the nominated Lead Governor.

The Director’s Report section
shows the Council of Governors,
including their constituencies.

FT ARM

The Annual Report should include a statement about the
number of meetings of the Council of Governors and
individual attendance by governors and directors.

The Director’s Report section
includes the Council of Governors’
meetings table showing members
attendance records.

B.1.1

The Board of Directors should identify in the Annual
Report each Non- Executive Director it considers to be
independent, with reasons where necessary.

All of the Non-Executive Directors
of the Trust are considered to be
independent in accordance with
Monitor’s NHS Foundation Trust
Code of Governance with the
exception of Professor Gavin
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Provision

Code

Number

Provision

Annual Report and Accounts
reference
Screaton who was appointed by
the University of Oxford.

B.1.4

The Board of Directors should include in its Annual
Report a description of each director’s skills, expertise
and experience. Alongside this, in the Annual Report, the
Board should make a clear statement about its own
balance, completeness and appropriateness to the
requirements of the NHS foundation trust.

The Annual Report refers people
to our website which contains
details of the skills, expertise and
experience of each of our
directors.

FT ARM

The Annual Report should include a brief description of
the length of appointments of the Non-Executive
Directors, and how they may be terminated.

The Remuneration Report section
has a Service Contracts table
which details the term in office for
all Non-Executives. The Council of
Governors at a general meeting of
the Council of Governors has the
power to appoint or remove the
Chair of the Trust and the other
Non-Executive Directors. The
removal of the Chair or another
Non-Executive Director shall
require the approval of threequarters of the members of the
Council of Governors.

B.2.10

A separate section of the Annual Report should describe
the work of the Nominations Committee(s), including the
process it has used in relation to board appointments.

See section on the Remuneration
Nomination and Appointments
Committee within the
Remuneration Report

FT ARM

The disclosure in the Annual Report on the work of the
Nominations Committee should include an explanation if
neither an external search consultancy nor open
advertising has been used in the appointment of a chair
or non-executive director.

See section on the Remuneration
Nomination and Appointments
Committee within the
Remuneration Report

B.3.1

A chairperson’s other significant commitments should be
disclosed to the Council of Governors before
appointment and included in the Annual Report. Changes
to such commitments should be reported to the Council
of Governors as they arise, and included in the next
Annual Report.

The Director’s Report details the
relationship between the Board of
Directors and the Council of
Governors. Note: included in
Declaration of Interest.

B.5.6

Governors should canvass the opinion of the Trust’s
members and the public, and for appointed governors
the body they represent, on the NHS foundation trust’s

The Director’s Report shows the
Council of Governor’s
constituencies and other bodies
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Provision

Code

Number

Provision

FT ARM

Annual Report and Accounts
reference

forward plan, including its objectives, priorities and
strategy, and their views should be communicated to the
Board of Directors. The Annual Report should contain a
statement as to how this requirement has been
undertaken and satisfied.

represented by the members.

If, during the financial year, the governors have exercised
their power* under paragraph 10C** of schedule 7 of the
NHS Act 2006, then information on this must be included
in the Annual Report.

Not Applicable, note Board
members have attended by choice
and have not been ‘required‘ to
attend by Governors.

This is required by paragraph 26(2) (aa) of schedule 7 to
the NHS Act 2006, as amended by section 151 (8) of the
Health and Social Care Act 2012.
*Power to require one or more of the directors to attend
a governors’ meeting for the purpose of obtaining
information about the foundation trust’s performance of
its functions or the directors’ performance of their duties
(and deciding whether to propose a vote on the
foundation trust’s or directors’ performance).
**As inserted by section 151 (6) of the Health and Social
Care Act 2012).
B.6.1

The Board of Directors should state in the Annual Report
how performance evaluation of the Board, its
committees and its directors, including the chairperson,
has been conducted

The Director’s Report provides a
detailed section of all Trust Board
Sub-Committees and their Terms
of Reference. The Annual
Governance Statement also
provides the key areas that have
been of focus for the year for the
committees.
Performance evaluation of the
Chair is facilitated by the Senior
Independent Director and
performance of the Board via the
Remuneration Committee.

B.6.2

Where there has been external evaluation of the Board
and/or governance of the Trust, the external facilitator
should be identified in the Annual Report and a
statement made as to whether they have any other
connection to the Trust.
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The Annual Governance
Statement provides reference to
the evaluation outcomes of
external bodies which have been
involved with reviewing the Trust
Board.

Provision

Code

Number

Provision

C.1.1

The directors should explain in the Annual Report their
responsibility for preparing the Annual Report and
Accounts, and state that they consider the Annual Report
and Accounts, taken as a whole, are fair, balanced and
understandable and provide the information necessary
for patients, regulators and other stakeholders to assess
the NHS foundation trust’s performance, business model
and strategy. Directors should also explain their approach
to quality governance in the Annual Governance
Statement (within the Annual Report).

C.1.2

C.2.2

Annual Report and Accounts
reference

The Annual Report should contain a statement that the
Board has conducted a review of the effectiveness of its
System of Internal Controls.

C.2.2
C.2.3

A Trust should disclose in the Annual Report:
a) if it has an internal audit function, how the function is
structured and what role it performs; or
b) if it does not have an internal audit function, that fact
and the processes it employs for evaluating and
continually improving the effectiveness of its risk
management and internal control processes.

The Directors’ Responsibilities in
the Directors’ Report stipulate the
principles used by the Directors to
assess performance.

The Annual Governance
Statement – Review of
effectiveness section explains how
effectiveness is conducted within
the Trust.
The Annual Governance
Statement – Work of the Board
Committees section discloses
(under the Audit Committee) the
role and function of Internal Audit.

C.3.5

If the Council of Governors does not accept the Audit
Committee’s recommendation on the appointment,
reappointment or removal of an external auditor, the
Board of Directors should include in the Annual Report a
statement from the Audit Committee explaining the
recommendation and should set out reasons why the
Council of Governors has taken a different position.

Not Applicable

C.3.9

A separate section of the Annual Report should describe
the work of the Audit Committee in discharging its
responsibilities. The Report should include:

The Annual Governance
Statement – Work of the Board
Committees section discloses
(under the Audit Committee) the
role and function of the Audit
Committee.

 the significant issues that the committee considered in
relation to financial statements, operations and
compliance, and how these issues were addressed;
 an explanation of how it has assessed the
effectiveness of the external audit process and the
approach taken to the appointment or reappointment of the external auditor, the value of
external audit services and information on the length
of tenure of the current audit firm and when a tender
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The Trust’s External Audit Provider
changed for the 2018-19 financial
year-end with the award of a
three-year contract following a
competitive tender process. The
expenditure on external audit
services is shown within the

Provision

Code

Number

Provision

Annual Report and Accounts
reference

was last conducted; and
if the external auditor provides non-audit services, the
value of the non- audit services provided and an
explanation of how auditor objectivity and independence
are safeguarded.

accounts and the effectiveness of
the service is monitored by the
Audit Committee.

D.1.3

Where an NHS Foundation Trust releases an Executive
Director, for example to serve as a Non-Executive
Director elsewhere, the remuneration disclosures of the
annual report should include a statement of whether or
not the director will retain such earnings.

The Chief Executive Officer holds
Non-Executive appointments, as
declared in the Register of
Interests, and it is confirmed that
he is entitled to retain the
earnings under his contract.

E.1.4

Contact procedures for members who wish to
communicate with governors and/or directors should be
made clearly available to members on the NHS
foundation trust's website and in the Annual Report.

The generic email to contact our
governors is advertised on our
website and in the Directors’
Report.

E.1.5

The Board of Directors should state in the Annual Report
the steps they have taken to ensure that the members of
the Board, and in particular the Non-Executive Directors,
develop an understanding of the views of governors and
members about the NHS foundation trust, for example
through attendance at meetings of the Council of
Governors, direct face-to-face contact, surveys of
members’ opinions and consultations.

Attendance of Non-Executive
Directors and Executive members
of the Board at Council of
Governors meetings is recorded in
the Directors’ Report.

E.1.6

The Board of Directors should monitor how
representative the NHS Foundation Trust's membership is
and the level and effectiveness of member engagement
and report on this in the Annual Report.

The Chair regularly updates the
Board on matters relating to the
Council of Governors and a report
on membership can be found in
partnership section of the ‘Our
Workforce’ section of the Annual
Report

FT ARM

The annual report should include:

See the working in partnership
section of the ‘Our Workforce’
section of the Annual Report.

 a brief description of the eligibility requirements for
joining different membership constituencies,
including the boundaries for public membership;
 information on the number of members and the
number of members in each constituency; and
a summary of the membership strategy, an assessment of
the membership and a description of any steps taken
during the year to ensure a representative membership
[see also E.1.6 above], including progress towards any
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Code

Number

Provision

Annual Report and Accounts
reference

recruitment targets for members.
FT ARM

The Annual Report should disclose details of company
directorships or other material interests in companies
held by governors and/or directors where those
companies or related parties are likely to do business, or
are possibly seeking to do business, with the NHS
foundation trust. As each NHS foundation trust must
have registers of governors’ and directors’ interests
which are available to the public, an alternative
disclosure is for the Annual Report to simply state how
members of the public can gain access to the registers
instead of listing all the interests in the Annual Report.
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The ‘Directors’ Report –
Declaration of Interests’ section
discloses directorships and
material interests by the Board of
Directors.
For information about the Register
of Interests for governors, please
email governors@ouh.nhs.uk.

Ref
Number
A.1.4

Narrative in the code

OUH Compliance

The Board should ensure that adequate systems and
processes are maintained to measure and monitor the NHS
foundation trust’s effectiveness, efficiency and economy as
well as the quality of its healthcare delivery.

Confirmed: the Board of Directors
receives detailed monthly reports on
operational performance, quality and
finance. There is a Board Assurance
Framework and a system of internal
controls in place as detailed in the Annual
Governance Statement.
The Trust’s auditors, Mazars, have
concluded that the arrangements to
secure value for money are satisfactory,
except for the fact that the Trust’s single
oversight framework finance rating from
NHS Improvement is scored a ‘4’ on a 1-4
scale.
The Board of Directors does not believe
that this conclusion affects the systems
and processes that are maintained in
relation to A.1.4.

A.1.5

The Board should ensure that relevant metrics, measures,
milestones and accountabilities are developed and agreed
so as to understand and assess progress and delivery of
performance.

Confirmed: the Board of Directors/
Finance and Performance Committee
received a monthly operational
performance scorecard.

A.1.6

The Board should report on its approach to clinical
governance.

Confirmed: the Trust Management
Executive receive regular reports from
the Clinical Governance Committee
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OUH Compliance
providing details of the Trust’s approach
to clinical governance.
The Director’s Report –Quality section
provides an overview of clinical
governance.

A.1.7

The Chief Executive as the accounting officer should follow
the procedure set out by Monitor for advising the Board and
the Council and for recording and submitting objections to
decisions.

A.1.8

The Board should establish the constitution and standards of Confirmed: the Code of Conduct for
conduct for the NHS foundation trust and its staff in
Board members and governors includes
accordance with NHS values and accepted standards of
the Trust’s values and the NHS values.
behaviour in public life.

A.1.9

The Board should operate a code of conduct that builds on
the values of the NHS foundation trust and reflect high
standards of probity and responsibility.

As above. The Code of Conduct also
incorporates the Nolan Principles of
public life.

The NHS foundation trust should arrange appropriate
insurance to cover the risk of legal action against its
directors.

Confirmed: the Trust is a member of NHS
Resolution. The Trust’s Constitution
states that providing directors act
honestly and in good faith, any legal costs
incurred in the execution of their
functions will be met by the Trust.
Separate Directors and Officers Liability
Insurance is held by the Trust, this was
reported to the Board of Directors in July

A.1.10

Confirmed: the Chief Executive is aware
of this provision in the Accounting Officer
Memorandum and he ensures it is
followed.
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Narrative in the code

OUH Compliance
2019.

The chairperson should, on appointment by the Council,
meet the independence criteria set out in B.1.1. A chief
executive should not go on to be the chairperson of the
same NHS foundation trust.

Confirmed: the Trust Chair and Chief
Executive Officer are compliant with this
provision.

A.4.1

In consultation with the Council, the Board should appoint
one of the independent non-executive directors to be the
Senior Independent Director.

Mr Christopher Goard was appointed as
Senior Independent Director in July 2012
to the former NHS Trust. He continued in
this role following the establishment of
the Foundation Trust. When Mr Goard’s
term ended in October 2019, Ms Anne
Tutt was appointed as Senior
Independent Director for the Trust and
this was approved by the Trust Board in
January 2020.

A.4.2

The chairperson should hold meetings with the NonExecutive Directors without the Executives present.

Confirmed: the Trust Chair holds regular
meetings with Non-Executive Directors.

A.4.3

Where directors have concerns that cannot be resolved
about the running of the NHS foundation trust or a
proposed action, they should ensure that their concerns are
recorded in the Board minutes.

Confirmed: all discussions at Board of
Directors meetings are contained in the
minutes of each meeting.

A.3.1

The Trust’s Chair meets the
independence criteria.
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A.5.1

The Council of Governors should meet sufficiently regularly
to discharge its duties.

Confirmed: the Council of Governors
meets quarterly which is in line with
other NHS foundation trusts. There is
provision to hold additional meetings if
required.

A.5.2

The Council of Governors should not be so large as to be
unwieldy.

Confirmed: the size of the Council of
Governors is considered to be
appropriate and will be kept under
review.

A.5.4

The roles and responsibilities of the Council of Governors
should be set out in a written document.

Confirmed: the roles and responsibilities
of the Council of Governors are set out in
the Trust’s Constitution which is available
on the Trust’s website.

A.5.5

The chairperson is responsible for leadership of both the
Board and the Council but the governors also have a
responsibility to make the arrangements work and should
take the lead in inviting the Chief Executive to their
meetings and inviting attendance by other executives and
non- executives, as appropriate.

Confirmed: This is in place.

A.5.6

The Council should establish a policy for engagement with
the Board of Directors for those circumstances when they
have concerns.

Confirmed: This is in place and should the
need arise, the Constitution sets out a
procedure to be followed to resolve any
disputes.

A.5.7

The Council should ensure its interaction and relationship
with the Board of Directors is appropriate and effective.

Confirmed: the Board of Directors and
Council of Governors keep this
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OUH Compliance
relationship under review.

A.5.8

The Council should only exercise its power to remove the
chairperson or any non-executive directors after exhausting
all means of engagement with the Board.

Confirmed: the process for removing the
Chair and Non-Executive Directors is set
out in the Trust’s Constitution.

A.5.9

The Council should receive and consider other appropriate
information required to enable it to discharge its duties.

Confirmed: the Trust is fully compliant
with this provision.

B.1.2

At least half the Board, excluding the chairperson, should
comprise non- executive directors determined by the Board
to be independent.

During the year there have been a
number of changes in Trust Board
membership. The membership at the end
of the year consists of eight Executive
Directors (EDs) and eight Non-Executive
Directors (NEDs). The Constitution states
that the Board shall comprise between
five and nine members from both the EDs
and the NEDs. To maintain fair outcomes
in decision making for the Trust there
should be the same number of EDs to
NEDs. Although membership of the Board
has not been within the Constitution
quorum, the Board has not encountered
the need to cast votes during 2019-20
and thus not breached the constitution.
Full details of all changes to individual
posts are provided as part of the Annual
Report note part of Annual Governance
Statement.

B.1.3

No individual should hold, at the same time, positions of

Confirmed: the Trust is fully compliant
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director and governor of any NHS foundation trust.

with this provision.

B.2.1

The Nominations Committee or committees, with external
advice as appropriate, are responsible for the identification
and nomination of executive and Non-Executive Directors.

Confirmed: this provision is incorporated
into the terms of reference of the
committees.

B.2.2

Directors on the Board of Directors and governors on the
Council of Governors should meet the Fit and Proper
Persons Test described in the provider licence.

Confirmed: Directors on the Board of
Directors confirmed they met the Fit and
Proper Persons Test.
Declarations required of governors on
appointment meet the requirements of
the Fit and Proper Persons Test.

B.2.3

The Nominations Committee(s) should regularly review the
structure, size and composition of the Board and make
recommendations for changes where appropriate.

Confirmed: the Trust is fully compliant
with this provision. The Trust undertook a
review of the functioning of the Trust
Board as a result of the Deloitte well-led
review of governance.

B.2.4

The chairperson or an independent Non-Executive Director
should chair the Nominations Committee(s).

Confirmed: details of the Nominations
Committee set out in the Remuneration
Reports.

B.2.5

The governors should agree with the Nominations
Committee a clear process for the nomination of a new
chairperson and Non-Executive Directors.

Confirmed: the Trust is fully compliant
with this provision.

B.2.6

Where an NHS foundation trust has two Nominations
Committees, the Nominations Committee responsible for
the appointment of Non-Executive Directors should consist

Confirmed: the Council of Governors’
Remuneration, Nominations and
Appointment Committee comprises a
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of a majority of governors.

majority of governors.

B.2.7

When considering the appointment of Non-Executive
Directors, the Council should take into account the views of
the Board and the Nominations Committee on the
qualifications, skills and experience required for each
position.

Confirmed: the Council of Governors’
Remuneration, Nominations and
Appointment Committee’s Terms of
Reference includes this requirement.

B.2.8

The Annual Report should describe the process followed by
the Council in relation to appointments of the Chairperson
and Non-Executive Directors.

Confirmed: The process for the
appointment of the Chair and NonExecutive Directors is described within
the Remuneration Report.

B.2.9

An independent external advisor should not be a member of
or have a vote on the Nominations Committee(s).

Confirmed: this provision is set out in the
Remuneration, Nominations and
Appointment Committee’s Terms of
Reference.

B.3.3

The Board should not agree to a full-time executive director
taking on more than one non-executive directorship of an
NHS foundation trust or another organisation of comparable
size and complexity.

Confirmed: the Trust is compliant with
this provision. See declarations of
interests section. The Chief Executive
Officer holds two non-executive roles but
these have limited time commitments
and are not of comparable complexity to
an NHS foundation trust.

B.5.1

The Board and the Council of Governors should be provided
with high quality information appropriate to their respective
functions and relevant to the decisions they have to make.

Confirmed: the Board of Directors and
Council of Governors receive high quality
information appropriate to their
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respective functions.

B.5.2

The Board, and in particular non-executive directors, may
reasonably wish to challenge assurances received from the
executive management. They need not seek to appoint a
relevant advisor for each and every subject area that comes
before the Board, although they should, wherever possible,
ensure that they have sufficient information and
understanding to enable challenge and to take decisions on
an informed basis.

Confirmed: the Board of Directors’
minutes provide evidence of Executive
and Non-Executive Directors’ challenge.
In addition, the Board of Directors’
assurance committees provide the
opportunity to test systems and
processes in more detail and to confirm a
level of assurance.

B.5.3

The Board should ensure that directors, especially nonexecutive directors, have access to the independent
professional advice, at the NHS foundation trust’s expense,
where they judge it necessary to discharge their
responsibilities as directors.

Confirmed: the Chief Executive Officer is
aware of this provision and will make
available independent professional
advice as and when appropriate.

B.5.4

Committees should be provided with sufficient resources to
undertake their duties.

Confirmed: this is considered as part of
the committees’ annual reviews of their
effectiveness.

B.6.3

The Senior Independent Director should lead the
performance evaluation of the chairperson.

Confirmed: the Senior Independent
Director leads the performance
evaluation of the Trust’s Chair.

B.6.4

The Chair, with assistance of the Board Secretary, if
applicable, should use the performance evaluations as the
basis for determining individual and collective professional
development programmes for Non-Executive Directors

Confirmed: the Board of Directors
regularly discusses whether there are any
development needs and these are
addressed by the Board of Directors’
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programme of seminars, away days and
external training events.

B.6.5

Led by the Chair, the Council should periodically assess their
collective performance and they should regularly
communicate to members and the public details on how
they have discharged their responsibilities.

The Council of Governors has agreed the
content of a survey to assess their
performance, the outcome of which will
then be discussed at a future meeting.
Governors present a report at the Annual
Public Meeting of the Trust to explain to
members and the public how they have
discharged their responsibilities.

B.6.6

There should be a clear policy and a fair process, agreed
and adopted by the Council, for the removal from the
Council of any governor who consistently and unjustifiably
fails to attend the meetings of the Council or has an actual
or potential conflict of interest which prevents the proper
exercise of their duties.

Confirmed: the Trust’s Constitution sets
out the criteria and process for removing
a governor.

B.8.1

The Remuneration Committee should not agree to an
executive member of the Board leaving the employment of
an NHS foundation trust, except in accordance with the
terms of their contract of employment, including but not
limited to service of their full notice period and/or material
reductions in their time commitment to the role, without
the Board first having completed and approved a full risk
assessment.

The Trust complies with this requirement
when appropriate.
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C.1.2

The directors should report that the NHS foundation trust is
a Going Concern with supporting assumptions or
qualifications as necessary.

Confirmed: See Note 1.2 on the Annual
Accounts

C.1.3

At least annually and in a timely manner, the Board should
set out clearly its financial, quality and operating objectives
for the NHS foundation trust and disclose sufficient
information, both quantitative and qualitative, of the NHS
foundation trust’s business and operation, including clinical
outcome data, to allow members and governors to evaluate
its performance.

Confirmed: the Trust’s Annual Reports
are presented to the Annual Members'
Meeting and are available from the
Trust’s website provided in the Welcome
section of the Annual Report.

C.1.4

a)

b)

•

The Board of Directors must notify Monitor and the Council Confirmed: the Board of Directors is
of Governors without delay and should consider whether it aware of this requirement and there are
is in the public’s interest to bring to the public attention,
no such matters to report.
any major new developments in the NHS foundation trust’s
sphere of activity which are not public knowledge, which it
is able to disclose and which may lead by virtue of their
effect on its assets and liabilities, or financial position or on
the general course of its business, to a substantial change
to the financial wellbeing, healthcare delivery performance
or reputation and standing of the NHS foundation trust.
The Board of Directors must notify Monitor and the Council
of Governors without delay and should consider whether it
is in the public interest to bring to public attention all
relevant information which is not public knowledge
concerning a material change in:
the NHS foundation trust’s financial condition; the
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performance of its business; and/or
the NHS foundation trust’s expectations as to its
performance which, if made public, would be likely to lead
to a substantial change to the financial wellbeing,
healthcare delivery performance or reputation and
standing of the NHS foundation trust.

C.3.1

The Board should establish an Audit Committee composed
of at least three members who are all independent nonexecutive directors.

Confirmed: the Trust’s Audit Committee
comprises three independent NonExecutive Directors.

C.3.3

The Council should take the lead in agreeing with the Audit
Committee the criteria for appointing, re-appointing and
removing external auditors.

Confirmed: the Council appointed the
external auditors, following a tender
exercise in 2018-19.

C.3.6

The NHS foundation trust should appoint an external auditor
for a period of time which allows the auditor to develop a
strong understanding of the finances, operations and
forward plans of the NHS foundation trust.

Confirmed: the Council of Governors is
aware of this requirement and has
appointed an external auditor for a
period of three years.

C.3.7

When the Council ends an external auditor’s appointment in
disputed circumstances, the Chair should write to Monitor
informing it of the reasons behind the decision.

Confirmed: the Trust’s Chair is aware of
this requirement and will inform NHS
Improvement if and when appropriate.

C.3.8

The Audit Committee should review arrangements that
allow staff of the NHS foundation trust and other individuals
where relevant, to raise, in confidence, concerns about
possible improprieties in matters of financial reporting and

Confirmed: the Audit Committee receives
regular reports from the Trust’s Counter
Fraud Service.
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control, clinical quality, patient safety or other matters.
D.1.1

Any performance-related elements of the remuneration of
Executive Directors should be designed to align their
interests with those of patients, service users and taxpayers
and to give these directors keen incentives to perform at the
highest levels.

Confirmed: the Board of Directors’
Remuneration and Appointments
Committee is responsible for this and
further details are provided in the Senior
Managers’ Remuneration Policy section
of the Remuneration Report.

D.1.2

Levels of remuneration for the Chair and other NonExecutive Directors should reflect the time commitment and
responsibilities of their roles.

Confirmed: the Council of Governors’
Remuneration, Nominations and
Appointment Committee determined the
remuneration of the Chair and other
Non-Executive Directors after taking into
account the time commitment and
responsibilities of their roles.

D.1.4

The Remuneration Committee should carefully consider
what compensation commitments (including pension
contributions and all other elements) their directors’ terms
of appointments would give rise to in the event of early
termination.

Confirmed: this will be undertaken if and
when required.

D.2.2

The Remuneration Committee should have delegated
responsibility for setting remuneration for all Executive
Directors, including pension rights and any compensation
payments.

Confirmed: the Terms of Reference of the
Board of Directors’ Remuneration and
Appointments Committee include this
provision.

D.2.3

The Council should consult external professional advisors to

Confirmed: the Council of Governors’
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market-test the remuneration levels of the chairperson and
other non-executives at least once every three years and
when they intend to make a material change to the
remuneration of a non-executive.

Remuneration, Nominations and
Appointment Committee does take
account of external benchmarking data
as part of their work in determining the
level of remuneration for the Chair and
other Non-Executive Directors.

E.1.2

The Board should clarify in writing how the public interests
of patients and the local community will be represented,
including its approach for addressing the overlap and
interface between governors and any local consultative
forums.

Confirmed: the Trust has a Membership
and Engagement Strategy.

E.1.3

The chairperson should ensure that the views of governors
and members are communicated to the Board as a whole.

The Chair regularly updates the Board at
each meeting on issues from the Council
of Governors.

E.2.1

The Board should be clear as to the specific third party
bodies in relation to which the NHS foundation trust has a
duty to co-operate.

Confirmed: the Trust fully meets this
requirement.

E.2.2

The Board should ensure that effective mechanisms are in
place to co- operate with relevant third party bodies and
that collaborative and productive relationships are
maintained with relevant stakeholders at appropriate levels
of seniority in each.

Confirmed: the Trust fully meets this
requirement.
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Statement of the Chief Executive’s Responsibilities as
the Accounting Officer of Oxford University Hospitals
NHS Foundation Trust
The NHS Act 2006 states that the Chief Executive is the accounting officer of the NHS foundation trust.
The relevant responsibilities of the accounting officer, including their responsibility for the propriety and
regularity of public finances for which they are answerable, and for the keeping of proper accounts, are
set out in the NHS Foundation Trust Accounting Officer Memorandum issued by NHS Improvement.
NHS Improvement, in exercise of the powers conferred on Monitor by the NHS Act 2006, has given
Accounts Directions which require Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust to prepare for each
financial year a statement of accounts in the form and on the basis required by those Directions. The
accounts are prepared on an accruals basis and must give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of
Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust and of its income and expenditure, other items of
comprehensive income and cash flows for the financial year.
In preparing the accounts and overseeing the use of public funds, the Accounting Officer is required to
comply with the requirements of the Department of Health and Social Care Group Accounting Manual
and in particular to:









observe the Accounts Direction issued by NHS Improvement, including the relevant accounting
and disclosure requirements, and apply suitable accounting policies on a consistent basis
make judgements and estimates on a reasonable basis
state whether applicable accounting standards as set out in the NHS Foundation Trust Annual
Reporting Manual (and the Department of Health and Social Care Group Accounting Manual)
have been followed, and disclose and explain any material departures in the financial statements
ensure that the use of public funds complies with the relevant legislation, delegated authorities
and guidance
confirm that the annual report and accounts, taken as a whole, is fair, balanced and
understandable and provides the information necessary for patients, regulators and
stakeholders to assess the NHS Foundation Trust’s performance, business model and strategy
prepare the financial statements on a going concern basis and disclose any material uncertainties
over going concern.

The accounting officer is responsible for keeping proper accounting records which disclose with
reasonable accuracy at any time the financial position of the NHS Foundation Trust and to enable them
to ensure that the accounts comply with requirements outlined in the above mentioned Act. The
accounting officer is also responsible for safeguarding the assets of the NHS Foundation Trust and hence
for taking reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities.
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As far as I am aware, there is no relevant audit information of which the Foundation Trust’s auditors are
unaware, and I have taken all the steps that I ought to have taken to make myself aware of any relevant
audit information and to establish that the entity’s auditors are aware of that information.
To the best of my knowledge and belief, I have properly discharged the responsibilities set out in the
NHS Foundation Trust Accounting Officer Memorandum.

Dr Bruno Holthof
Chief Executive Officer
23 June 2020
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Scope of responsibility
As Accountable Officer, I have responsibility for maintaining a sound system of internal
control that supports the achievement of the NHS Foundation Trust’s policies, aims and
objectives, whilst safeguarding the public funds and departmental assets for which I am
personally responsible, in accordance with the responsibilities assigned to me. I am also
responsible for ensuring that the NHS Foundation Trust is administered prudently and
economically and that resources are applied efficiently and effectively. I also acknowledge
my responsibilities as set out in the NHS Trust Accountable Officer Memorandum.

The purpose of the system of internal control
The system of internal control is designed to manage risk to a reasonable level rather than to
eliminate all risk of failure to achieve policies, aims and objectives; it can therefore only
provide reasonable and not absolute assurance of effectiveness. The system of internal
control is based on an ongoing process designed to identify and prioritise the risks to the
achievement of the policies, aims and objectives of Oxford University Hospitals NHS
Foundation Trust, to evaluate the likelihood of those risks being realised and the impact
should they be realised, and to manage them efficiently, effectively and economically. The
system of internal control has been in place in Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation
Trust for the year ended 31 March 2020 and up to the date of approval of the annual report
and accounts.

Capacity to handle risk
The Trust has a Risk Management Strategy which sets out the agreed protocol for the
management of risk and the individual responsibilities and accountabilities for risk.
Operationally, responsibility for the implementation of risk management has been delegated
to Executive Directors as follows:








The Chief Assurance Officer has delegated authority for the risk management
framework, and is the executive lead for maintaining the Board Assurance
Framework and its supporting processes
The Chief Finance Officer has responsibility for financial risk and control
The Chief Medical Officer has responsibility for quality, clinical governance and
clinical risk, including incident management, and joint responsibility with the Chief
Nursing Officer for patient safety
The Chief Nursing Officer has responsibility for patient experience, and joint
responsibility with the Chief Medical Officer for patient safety
All Executive Directors have responsibility for the management of strategic and
operational risk within their individual portfolios – these responsibilities include the
maintenance of a risk register and the promotion of risk management training to
staff within their directorates

Risk management training is available to staff based on the nature of their role and position
within the organisation. This includes risk awareness training which is provided to all new
staff as part of their corporate induction programme. The Risk Management Strategy
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describes the roles and responsibilities of all staff in relation to the identification,
management and control of risk, and encourages the use of risk management processes as a
mechanism to highlight areas they believe require improvement.
The Trust embarked on refreshing the Trust Strategy during 2019-20, with a desire to
develop a Strategy which will be used from 2020-2025. All strategies, including the Risk
Management Strategy, will be reviewed now the Trustwide Strategy has been agreed to
complement the strategic focus of the Trust including priorities associated with risk
management.

The Risk and Control Framework
Approach to risk
The Trust’s risk and control framework consists of:





Risk Management Strategy
Board Assurance Framework
Risk registers and assessment processes
The Trust’s governance structure

The Risk Management Strategy sets out an integrated approach to the management of risk
across the organisation. The aim is to encourage considered risk-taking within authorised
limits, and in line with the Trust Board’s risk appetite, but to reduce those risks that impact
on patient and staff safety, or have an adverse effect on the Trust’s reputation as well as its
financial and operational performance.
The Risk Management Strategy describes how risks are linked to one or more of the Trust’s
strategic themes or operational objectives. It provides the framework for the proactive risk
identification and management of risks, through risk registers, risk assessment and the
Board Assurance Framework. The strategy describes the process which the Board takes to
develop and review the Board’s risk appetite statement. In addition, it describes the reactive
mechanisms in place to encourage learning from incidents.
The Risk Management Strategy describes how to consider a full range of risks including the
assessment and consideration of risks to our patients, people, and populations. The Trust’s
Risk Management Policy provides information on the range of sources used to inform risk
assessment and identification including patient feedback, patient surveys, and patient
experience groups.
The Board Assurance Framework provides the mechanism for the Trust Board to monitor
risks, controls, and the outputs of its assurance processes. During the course of the year the
content and use of the Board Assurance Framework has been reviewed with a view to
improving the assurance derived from it.
The Board Assurance Framework (BAF) and Corporate Risk Register (CRR) were presented to
the Trust Management Executive in June 2019 with an updated approach to presenting the
BAF and CRR in line with recommendations from external reports.
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The Board Assurance Framework and the Corporate Risk Register is independently reviewed
annually by Internal Audit and was considered to provide ‘significant assurance with minor
improvements’.
The Trust’s risk assessment process covers all of its activities – clinical services, clinical
support services and business support functions. Each Division and Directorate is responsible
for maintaining its own risk register in accordance with the Risk Management Strategy.
These risk registers are reviewed regularly by directorate and divisional forums, and they are
required to escalate risks, where their ratings warrant this, for inclusion on the Corporate
Risk Register. During the course of the year the Board Committees have reviewed the
Corporate Risk Register. This included high-scoring (principal) risks relating to:





improving the safety of the Trust environment through maintaining key mechanical
and engineering infrastructure across the estate
achieving the operational trajectories as submitted to NHSI in relation to the delivery
of trajectory for the four-hour A&E and 62-day cancer targets
delivering the workforce plan (recruit, retain and engage staff)
delivering the in-year financial plan and NHSI Financial Control total.

These are the principal risks considered to be relevant for 2019-20. The review of
effectiveness section describes the key actions taken in relation to these risks. This includes
the submission of timely and accurate information to assess risks to compliance with the
Trust’s Provider Licence.
Risk management is embedded within the organisation in a variety of ways. All members of
staff have a duty to report incidents, hazards, complaints and near misses in accordance with
the relevant policies. Utilisation of the Trust electronic incident reporting system has
continued to improve throughout the year. This utilisation is demonstrated by an increase in
the number of incidents reported. Information on incident management, serious incidents
and never events was reported to the Quality Committee and will be presented to the newly
commissioned Integrated Assurance Committee in a standing agenda item. Implementation
of the Risk Strategy is reported annually to the Board.
All significant operational change projects are assessed for their impact on quality. Where
potentially negative impact is identified, mitigating actions are identified or, in cases of
significant impact, the project is not progressed. In addition, all policies are equality impact
assessed to ensure that they do not negatively impact one or more groups of staff, patients
or the public.
The Board has overall responsibility for the performance of the Trust and is accountable to
its NHS Foundation Trust members and governors, through its Chair. The Board’s role is
largely supervisory and strategic, and it has the following functions to:





set strategic direction, define objectives and agree plans for the Trust
delegate the achievement of objectives and planned outcomes to the Chief Executive
Officer
monitor performance and ensure appropriate corrective action is taken
ensure financial probity and stewardship
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ensure high standards of corporate and clinical governance
appoint, appraise and remunerate Executives
ensure dialogue with external stakeholders such as statutory bodies and the local
community.

In 2019-20 the Board had six committees: Audit, Finance and Performance, Quality,
Remunerations and Appointments, Investment, and the Trust Management Executive. These
committees were established on the basis of the principal risks to compliance with the NHS
Foundation Trust License Condition 4 (FT Governance) to:







enable the Board to discharge its duties and to govern the Trust effectively, including
extending its ability to monitor, review, and revise its strategic direction and the
achievement of agreed outcomes
support the Non-Executive Directors in their scrutiny and challenge of Executive
management action
maximise the value of Non-Executive Directors’ time
support the Board’s assessment of evidence so as to enable the Board to make
evidence-based unitary decisions
support the more detailed development of background work that might not
otherwise be possible at Board meetings alone.

The Trust has assessed compliance with the NHS Foundation Trust Condition 4 (8) (b) and
the Board of Directors is able to assure itself of the validity of its Corporate Governance
Statement.
The Chairs of the Board Committees present written reports to the Trust Board after each
meeting, highlighting significant issues of interest to the Trust Board, including key risks
identified, other matters considered, and decisions made at their meetings. In addition, the
Board and each of its committees undertakes an annual review of their performance,
effectiveness, and constitution, taking into account the practices set out in the NHS
Foundation Trust Code of Governance (the Code). These reviews are used to produce an
annual committee report to the Trust Board including a summary of the activities of the
committee in terms of the risks and assurances considered. These annual reports have been
used to provide additional evidence in formulating the Board’s consideration of its
compliance with the Code.
The Trust applies the principles of the Code on a ‘comply or explain’ basis, and for the
reporting period 2019-20, the Board considers the Trust to have complied fully with the
Code.

Work of the Board Committees
The Audit Committee exists to oversee the establishment and maintenance of an effective
system of internal control throughout the organisation, by means of independent and
objective review of financial and corporate governance, and risk management arrangements
including compliance with law, guidance and regulations governing the NHS. It ensures there
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are effective Internal Audit arrangements in place that meet mandatory NHS Internal Audit
Standards and provide independent assurance to the Board.
The Committee reviews the work and findings of External Audit and provides a conduit
through which their findings can be considered by the Trust Board. It also reviews the Trust’s
annual statutory accounts before they are presented to the Trust Board, ensuring that the
significance of figures, notes and important changes is understood. The Committee
maintains oversight of the Trust’s Internal Audit and Counter Fraud arrangements.
The Trust’s External Audit providers (Mazars) were appointed as auditors by the Council of
Governors following a procurement exercise involving the Audit Committee and Council of
Governors in 2019.
The Audit Committee has received regular reports from the Trust’s Local Counter Fraud
Specialist (LCFS) (Grant Thornton). The Counter Fraud Progress Report has focused on
highlighting key fraud, bribery and corruption risks and trends, receiving intelligence from
Trust management, staff, the police, the NHS Counter Fraud Authority (NHSCFA) and
external third parties. This intelligence has allowed the LCFS to create a profile of risks for
the Trust and illustrate the level of risk, also recommending the Trust to add these risks to
relevant Trust Risk Registers. LCFS has assessed the Trust’s exposure to key counter fraud
risks and developed key deliverables for the year which were reviewed at each meeting of
the Audit Committee.
The Audit Committee receives a range of assurance from Executive Directors during the
course of the year. These have included detailed reviews of capital projects, business case
processes, reference costs and data security standards, the revision of the Trust’s financial
plan and forecast outturn position, and assurance on various aspects of health and safety
risks. In addition the Audit Committee was regularly updated on progress with the
development of the Board Assurance Framework and Corporate Risk Register, and the
review of the compliance with accreditation, legislation and regulation.
For the year 2019-20 the Audit Committee received Internal Audit opinions rated ‘Significant
Assurance with minor improvement opportunities’. These include:












Employee Experience and Appraisals
Board Assurance Framework and Risk Management
Workforce Race Equality Standards (WRES)
Local Clinical Research Network (LCRN)
Key Financial Systems
Recruitment
Data Quality
Infection Control
Serious Incidents
Patient Experience
Workforce Disability Equality Standards (WDES)

The following Internal Audits were rated ‘Partial Assurance with improvements required’:


Business Continuity / Disaster Recovery
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DSP Toolkit / Cyber Security Action Plan

Internal Audit issued high priority recommendations for both partial assurance rated
reports.
Business Continuity / Disaster Recovery: recommendations are to ensure robust terms of
reference are in place for key governance groups, to ensure training with regards to Disaster
Recovery and Business Continuity. Finally, to test the completeness of service continuity
plans and disaster recovery plans.
DSP Toolkit / Cyber Action Plan: recommendations are to arrange a CREST accreditation
penetration test to verify the protection over public-facing web applications, to conduct a
refresh of the cyber action plan, with consideration of the completeness of the Trust’s
Information Asset Register.
An overarching review of all actions within the Chief Digital and Partnership Officer’s
portfolio is being undertaken, with some immediate actions already being completed. The
results of this are due to be presented at the Audit Committee in July 2020.
Trust Management Executive (TME) retains the responsibility for ensuring all actions from
Internal Audit reports are complete and provides assurance to the Trust Board on matters
arising from the actions. The Audit Committee has maintained oversight of overdue
recommendations and timeliness of management responses to audit reports. Any concerns
are escalated to TME for further focus and expeditious resolution.
The Audit Committee focused on reducing and resolving overdue Internal Audit actions,
which led to the initiative by KPMG and TME to improve tracking of these actions
throughout the year. Trust Audit leads and internal auditors worked closely to streamline
the reporting process and to define a clear plan to resolve outstanding recommendations as
quickly as possible. Between April 2019 and January 2020, the Committee saw good progress
in the reduction of overdue recommendations as a result of a robust process of tracking and
reporting developed by the internal auditors. In turn this has seen a reduction in the number
of overdue recommendations from over 30 at the start of the year to 12 at year end.
As part of their annual audit plan, the Trust’s internal auditors provide an Annual Head of
Internal Audit Opinion (HIAO) based on the work conducted throughout the year.
Conclusions are made available to the Trust and presented to the Audit Committee. This
year the HIAO provided the Trust with a rating of ‘Significant Assurance with minor
improvements required’. The minor improvements identified by the Internal Auditors, being
addressed by the Trust include:






the need for the Trust to strengthen its leadership and governance arrangements
an improved skills mix within Divisions to support financial recovery and operational
challenges
improvement in data quality and a timely output of information to support
management decision-making
strengthening compliance with existing policies and procedures
development of a robust performance management framework, which holds
individuals accountable.
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The Finance and Performance Committee’s main responsibilities were to review the Trust’s
financial and operational performance against annual plans and budgets, and to provide an
overview of the development of the Trust’s medium and long-term financial models. Other
responsibilities included reviewing in-year delivery of annual efficiency savings programmes,
and monitoring the effectiveness of the Trust’s financial and operational performance
reporting systems. Key risks identified by the Finance and Performance Committee and
reported to the Board included:






insufficient system plans to achieve the target level of bed occupancy across the
winter period with a significant impact on the ability to deliver the four-hour A&E
standard and to maintain flow of urgent care activity
the ongoing failure to achieve all eight cancer standards
the inability to reverse the increase in the number of patients waiting over 52 weeks
the financial and reputational risk related to the deliverability of the Trust’s
reforecast financial plan.

Significant areas of interest reported from the Committee to the Trust Board included the
following key assurance activities.









The continued monitoring of the NHS Improvement undertakings through the year
Updates on the delivery of the Integrated Improvement Programme
Reports relating to Urgent Care, Elective Care, Quality and Governance, Workforce
Improvement and Finance Delivery programmes leading to the lifting of the
undertakings, except for Finance
Progress against the JR2 Theatres Refresh project
Quality and safety metrics incorporated into the Integrated Performance Report with
a focus on the four-hour wait performance, highlighting breaches, workforce matters
relating to turnover reduction and benchmarking of all these matrices against other
trusts
Business planning and financial forecasting, identifying variances in spend against
budget across Divisions

The Quality Committee was responsible for providing the Trust Board with assurance on all
aspects of the quality of clinical care, on clinical governance systems, and on standards of
quality and safety. The Committee oversaw the Trust’s ongoing compliance with Care
Quality Commission Fundamental Standards of Quality and Safety. It worked closely with the
Audit Committee.
Key risks discussed by the Quality Committee and reported to the Trust Board for
information included:




high bed occupancy levels and the impact on delivery of the four-hour A&E standard
fragility of maintaining staffing levels with increasing operational pressure and
demand on frontline staff due to increased emergency activity
the adverse effect which operational and financial pressures could have on patient
safety and the quality of patient care.

The Quality Committee received assurance in relation to the following.
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Patient experience delivery plan, with regular reports outlining the areas defined by
the Trust to address patient feedback and improve patient and staff experience
within the organisation
Continued review of the Integrated Performance Report, detailing the Emergency
Department’s attendance numbers during the course of the year, information on
sepsis cases and cancer standards
National clinical audit results including improvement in presenting data to show the
comparative performance data for each clinical unit on their most important clinical
outcomes
A review of risk register scores with Divisions to ensure scores remain relevant and
appropriate, so that the risks can have ‘SMART’ actions aligned and effectively
monitored and managed
Continued reviews of all Serious Incidents, including actions in relation to Never
Events

The Investment Committee is responsible for advising the Trust Board in relation to
investments. The Committee advises on the annual capital investment plan, reviews capital
business cases prior to Board consideration, and ensures that there are appropriate
monitoring arrangements in place for investments. The Committee also monitors the Trust’s
commercial activities including significant leases, joint ventures, and the development of
surplus land.
The Remuneration and Appointments Committee is responsible for determining the policy
on executive remuneration, approving contracts of employment for executives and agreeing
arrangements for termination of contracts. The Committee ensures that appropriate
performance management arrangements are in place for Executive Directors.
On behalf of the Trust Board the Trust Management Executive (TME) is responsible for the
achievement of the outcomes set out in the Trust’s Annual Business Plan, and for ensuring
compliance with regulatory and legislative requirements. TME is supported to fulfil this
function by its management groups. These groups are constituted with clear terms of
reference and are required to report to the TME regularly.
Key areas discussed by TME and reported to the Trust Board for information included:






workforce and organisational development matters, such as:
o facilitating faster, professional and streamlined recruitment processes using a
central resource
o review of the workforce and organisation report which supported an initial
investment in the workforce function, to mitigate immediate gaps in service
o oversight on the Culture and Leadership Review
oversight of the CQC action plan following the inspection report in June 2019
risks and opportunities to deliver the changes required to recover the financial
position, following the financial reforecasting for the year
progress on the Strategy Refresh, noting involvement of the Buckinghamshire,
Oxfordshire and Berkshire West (BOB) Integrated Care System (ICS).
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The TME has also focused on the Integrated Improvement Programme, working
closely with local managerial and clinical leads to provide an improvement structure
to build skills locally for sustainable results Trustwide.

Committee Restructure
The Trust Board reviewed the effectiveness of the extant Board Committees during their
September 2019 and January 2020 seminars. The basis of the review and consideration of
changing the Committee structure was to positively identify how to utilise the Trust Board’s
time and resources through:





streamlined agendas and in depth discussions on key issues within the Trust
mitigating duplication of discussion points in different Committees
maintaining greater oversight of Trust business with the correct attendance and
representation
supporting the delivery of key improvement programmes across the Trust.

The result of the review of Board Committees was that the Board agreed to reorganise the
Committee structure, with a view to fully implement changes from 1 April 2020.

Trust Board membership
The Trust’s Council of Governors appointed a new Chair to succeed Dame Fiona Caldicott
whose service to the Trust spanned ten years.
The Trust welcomed Professor Sir Jonathan Montgomery as Chair when he began his first
three-year term of office on 1 April 2019.
The Council is composed of governors elected by public and staff members as well as
appointed representatives from local organisations with which the Trust works. The NonExecutive Directors are accountable to the local community for the performance of the
Board through the Council of Governors. Governors appoint the Non-Executive Directors.
Details of the constitution, purpose, and role of the Council of Governors are available from
the Trust website.
There were additional changes to the membership of the Board during the reporting year.
Board membership at the end of the year consists of seven Executive Directors (EDs),
excluding the Chief Executive Officer, and seven Non-Executive Directors (NEDs), excluding
the Trust Chair. The Foundation Trust Constitution (FTC) states that the Board shall comprise
between five and nine members from both the EDs and the NEDs. To maintain balanced,
unitary decision-making, all Board members hold voting positions; there should be an equal
number of EDs and NEDs, with the Chair holding a casting vote.
Following the 2018 Deloitte review, recommendations were made regarding the Executive
structure of the Trust and a need to strengthen the workforce and digital workstreams,
whilst developing a succinct succession plan at Executive level. The CQC Well-Led inspection
in January 2019 highlighted the need to ensure the right people with the right skills on and
around the Board. This prompted a review of the structure, adoption of consistent job titles
across roles and new appointments to fulfil new portfolios.
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The Executive team now consists of:









Chief Executive Officer
Chief Finance Officer
Chief Nursing Officer
Chief Medical Officer
Chief Operating Officer
Chief Assurance Officer
Chief People Officer (new)
Chief Digital and Partnership Officer (new)

The CQC and Deloitte reports also recommended the Trust engaged with the Council of
Governors in identifying skill gaps in the Non-Executive Director portfolios. This exercise was
completed and assisted the Council of Governors in the process of recruiting Non-Executive
Directors (NEDs). The recruitment of NEDs in 2019-20 was triggered by the expiry of terms of
office of several NEDs. A skills assessment enabled the recruitment of NEDs with
backgrounds in Human Resources, Real Estate, Property Management, Information
Technology, as well as broad Clinical experience.
Due to non-executive director vacancies the membership of the Board was not fully
compliant with the terms of the Trust’s Constitution for the final months of the 2019-20
year. However, the Board has not encountered the need to formally vote during 2019-20
and now intends to resume the required recruitment processes following a delay that was
necessitated by the Covid-19 pandemic. Full details of changes to individual posts are
provided in the Directors’ Report.

Discharging statutory functions
The Trust has arrangements to ensure that it discharges its statutory functions and complies
with legislative requirements. These include, but are not limited to:









use of Internal Audit to consider the systems and processes which support the
management of the Trust’s functions
monitoring compliance with Care Quality Commission requirements and reporting
this to the Board and its Committees
monitoring compliance with quality, operational and financial performance
standards, including the standards set out in the NHS Constitution
consideration of the implication of any proposed service changes, taking legal advice
as required
access to external, independent legal and audit advice to all Board members, should
they require this in line with undertaking their role
oversight of the internal control systems within the Trust by the Audit Committee,
with a particular focus on the management of risk
assurance provided to the Board by the work of the Board Committees
use of external, independent reviewers to provide assurance of the Trust’s systems
where possible issues have been identified.
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Lifting of NHSI undertakings
NHS Improvement agreed a number of undertakings with the Trust Board in June 2018. The
undertakings committed the Board to provide clear plans for improving the performance of
the Trust. Discharging the plans was supported by a Programme Management Office (PMO)
formed in October 2018, overseeing a programme to support the areas identified by NHSI.
The following improvement actions were undertaken.






Governance: Quality governance improvement; effective risk management,
performance management and accountability
Elective Care: Reduction in 52-week waits to zero by March 2019; improved cancer
targets performance; reduced waiting list size
Urgent Care: Improve performance for Emergency Department four-hour access
times
Finance: Achievement of 2018-19 control total; £10m surplus
Workforce: Make OUH a great place to work; improvement of workforce information
and workforce planning

Throughout 2019-20 the completion of actions has been reviewed and evidence provided to
the Trust Board, the Trust Management Executive and the Finance and Performance
Committee. In December 2019, NHSI lifted most of the enforcement undertakings and
issued the Trust with compliance certificates in respect to the following areas:






Governance
Planned care (elective care)
Urgent and emergency care
Strategic workforce planning
The Integrated Improvement Programme developed to co-ordinate the
enforcements

NHSI confirmed that the certificates were issued to recognise the significant progress made
in respect to the enforcements. The Trust was advised that enforcement undertakings
against Finance would remain in place.

Developing workforce safeguards
The Board Committees review and challenge all workforce plans undertaken in different
workstreams so as to align workforce planning to the triangulated approach defined by the
National Quality Board (NQB) and escalate any risks associated with staffing to the Trust
Board for consideration.
Over the past year the Workforce Committee (WFC), a sub-committee of TME, has
established groups to monitor and provide assurance on the delivery of safe staffing that is
financially sustainable while providing high quality and compassionate care to patients, both
short-term and long-term.
The Board’s Strategy Refresh has refocused resources on our patients, our people, and our
population. NHS Improvement and NHS England have identified staffing as one of the key
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risks impacting NHS trusts. The Trust recognises that workforce is a key priority to underpin
the achievement of clinical and financial performance. Workforce planning and making the
Trust a great place to work are at the heart of the revised People Strategy. Progress on this
objective is reported to the TME.
Workforce planning reflects a bottom-up rather than top-down approach and the data
collated from this exercise through 2019-20 will inform the Operational Plan for 2020-21.
Analysis of reported data has continued to identify the substantial risks associated with
workforce matters which are captured on Divisional and Corporate Risk Registers seen by
the TME and the Board.
The Trust has engaged in activities throughout the year to ensure compliance with the
‘developing workforce safeguards’ objective through:






monthly staff briefing sessions led by Executive Directors, involving all staff and
providing updates on ongoing workforce matters
regular TME and Trust Board blogs which aim to improve the link between the Board
and staff by sharing information about what was discussed and decided during
meetings – these blogs were introduced in response to feedback from staff about the
need for the Executives to communicate more
the Strategy Refresh which received input from all Divisions, Directorates and
corporate teams in refining the Strategy
the Culture and Leadership Review Discovery phase, part of the Changing Things for
the Better programme, which engaged staff across the Trust, including the Trust
Board, through one-to-one sessions, surveys, and workshops, to better understand
how to shape the Trust’s culture and identify the type of behaviours, culture and
leadership staff want to see.

COVID-19
The impact on the Trust of the COVID-19 pandemic in Quarter four has been significant. The
Trust has followed Government guidance in dealing with the evolving pandemic. To maintain
a well-led organisation, ensuring staff and patients remain safe, the Trust Board reviewed all
available guidance and advice in managing capacity and introduced revised, responsive
Board governance arrangements to support the management of the Trust’s response.
The Trust established an overarching governance structure to oversee the capacity,
capability, and preparedness of the Trust’s response to COVID-19. An Incident Command and
Control structure was developed to allow for greater scrutiny on all Trustwide activity,
including the provision of ‘real-time’ visibility of the clinical, operational, and people
response to the pandemic. The Trust Board modified the mode and timing of its meetings to
enable Executive Directors to support and manage COVID-19 activity as their primary focus.
For public, staff, and patients, safety precautions have been adopted to allow virtual
attendance to Trust Board and Committees.
The Trust continues to support social distancing, staff testing and remote working by:
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updating and introducing interim policies to support staff to work effectively and
ensuring risk assessments are completed, and to identify health and safety risks
associated with changes to working environments and patterns
providing regular updates to support staff wellbeing, directing staff to government
resources, and sharing Trustwide plans in responding to the demands placed on
resources by the virus.

Regular activities continue to be conducted, including: risk profiling, managing capacity and
educating staff on Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and Infection Prevention and
Control.
The Trust will continue to review the position in relation to elective care, GP routine
referrals, Outpatients and other services which have been paused or deferred. Emergency
and urgent care, care for COVID-19 positive patients, and critical care remain a high priority.
It is expected that these impacts will extend well into 2020-21.

Strategy development
The Trust has engaged in a refresh of the Trust’s strategy, gathering input from staff,
patients and partners to develop a new framework to guide priorities and decisions.
The Strategy Refresh was informed by the national context of the NHS Long Term Plan and
Interim NHS People Plan alongside the shift to more integrated working across local systems.
Locally, this has been driven by changes in the population demographics, challenges in
workforce and staffing. There have been unprecedented opportunities to further develop
system collaboration and to introduce new ways of working, including the use of digital
platforms.
The new strategy has also been developed using:




system priorities – Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire and Berkshire West Integrated
Care System (BOB ICS) and Oxfordshire system plan priorities
input from partners – system discussions with partner organisations, including
healthcare providers within BOB, and University partners
input from patients and communities – detailed survey input from over 500
patients, alongside engagement with patient networks, community groups, the Trust
membership, and the Council of Governors.

The revised strategy was launched at the end of March 2020 by the Trust Board and Council
of Governors. It sets out how the Trust will focus on:





delivering high quality care for Our Patients by focusing on patient safety and
working with patients to improve their health, care and experience
making OUH a great place to work for Our People by improving staff experience and
wellbeing, supporting everyone to achieve their potential and building a sustainable
workforce
improving the health and wellbeing of Our Population by providing integrated care
close to home, reducing health inequalities, tackling environmental impact and
delivering financially sustainable services
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All these changes are supported by a set of five enablers to help achieve the strategic
objectives.






Getting the basics right across the organisation
Delivering care close to home
Building a compassionate and learning culture
Going digital
Strengthening world class research, education and innovation

Compliance with key mandated statements
The Trust is required to make the following mandatory statements each year.






Care Quality Commission (CQC) compliance
Conflicts of interest
NHS Pension Scheme control measures
Equality and Diversity
Carbon Reduction Delivery

CQC Compliance
As a provider of care, the Trust is registered and regulated by the Care Quality Commission
(CQC). The Foundation Trust is fully compliant with the registration requirements of the CQC
and is currently registered with the CQC without restrictions and has an overall ‘Requires
Improvement’ rating.
The CQC conducted the following inspections and reviews during 2018-19 and provided the
Trust with the inspection reports in June 2019.




Unannounced inspection on Core Services (Maternity, Gynaecology, Surgery and
Emergency Department) (unplanned – November 2018)
Well-Led inspection (planned – January 2019)
Use of Resources (conducted by NHSI – December 2018)

The CQC Core Services inspection resulted in a Section 31 enforcement notice placed on the
Trust in relation to the JR2 theatres. The Trust Management Executive formed a task and
finish group to oversee, plan and deliver the JR2 Theatre Refresh Project. As part of the
conditions the Trust was required to report weekly to the CQC enforcement team. The Chief
Operating Officer led the project alongside a multidisciplinary team of senior staff, both
corporate and clinical, to refresh eight theatres, the procedure room and associated storage
areas.
During the planned 20-week theatres refresh which commenced in April 2019, the JR2
Theatre Refresh Group conducted weekly meetings to oversee the development and
implementation of the project plan. The plan comprised 10 overarching actions with a focus
on activities such as re-flooring, wall protection, re-shelving in storage rooms and
refurbishing of doors.
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Throughout the time the enforcement notice was in place, reports were made to the Trust
Board, Trust Management Executive, Quality Committee, and Clinical Governance
Committee in accordance with the Board’s governance requirements.
The work was completed three weeks earlier than planned. CQC inspectors undertook a
practice area visit as part of their planned quarterly engagement meeting activities on 5
November 2019. Following this visit, the Chief Executive Officer was informed on 13
November 2019 that the Section 31 enforcement notice was lifted. CQC inspectors
commented positively on the progress made during the theatre refresh.

Estates compliance
In part prompted by the CQC enforcement action, the Trust began a major review of estates
compliance and has used the Premises Assurance Model as the starting point to provide a
framework for the assessment of compliance. This identified to the Board in July 2019 that
there were gaps in the Trust’s assurance over its estate.
The Trust also reviewed all current expert external assessments of the estate and
commissioned additional assessments in a number of cases where gaps in these assessments
were identified. This identified a backlog of maintenance work. This was followed up by the
development of a comprehensive action plan to clear this backlog, which was ongoing at the
end of the year and the development of the action plan was completed in May 2020.
Alongside this the estates risk register was reviewed with an emphasis on the mitigation of
risks during the period while the action plan was implemented. This review was underway at
year end and the initial results from the review were shared with the Board in May 2020.

Conflicts of interest
The Foundation Trust has published on its website an up-to-date register of interests,
including gifts and hospitality, for decision-making staff, within the past 12 months, as
required by the ‘Managing Conflicts of Interest in the NHS’ guidance.

Pension Scheme
In relation to NHS Pensions, as an employer with staff entitled to membership of the NHS
Pension Scheme, control measures are in place to ensure all employer obligations contained
within the Scheme regulations are complied with. This includes ensuring that deductions
from salary, employer’s contributions and payments into the Scheme are in accordance with
the Scheme rules, and that member Pension Scheme records are accurately updated in
accordance with the timescales detailed in the Regulations.

Equality and Diversity
Control measures are in place to ensure that all the Trust’s obligations under equality,
diversity and human rights legislation are complied with.
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Carbon reduction
In relation to carbon reduction, the Trust has undertaken risk assessments and has a
sustainable development management plan in place which takes account of UK Climate
Projections 2018 (UKCP18). The Trust ensures that its obligations under the Climate Change
Act and the Adaptation Reporting requirements are complied with.

Review of economy, efficiency and effectiveness of the use of resources
The Trust has well developed systems and processes for managing its resources. The annual
Business Plan for 2019-20, including the Trust’s quality, operational, workforce and finance
objectives was approved by the Board in May 2019. The Business Plan was communicated to
all managers and the key objectives were communicated to all staff via staff meetings and
other methods. The Chief Finance Officer and his team have worked closely with divisional
and corporate managers throughout the year to ensure that a robust annual budget was
prepared.
In the 2019-20 financial year, the Trust did not deliver the planned budget that was set for
the year. This was due to a combination of:




reduced elective activity, particularly in the first six months of the year, leading to a
loss of planned income. Elective activity was significantly affected by the 20-week
refresh of the JR2 theatres and by the national shortage of anaesthetic capacity
caused by working patterns changing in response to pension taxation
increased operating costs, particularly in the second six months of the year. The
Trust significantly increased its use of temporary staffing and partnerships with other
providers to reduce the impact of lost elective capacity on waiting times for patients.

In October 2019, the Trust reforecast that without significant improvement it would underachieve its budget by circa £38m. The Board approved a reforecast that assumed that 50% of
this could be mitigated by recovering elective activity at limited additional cost and by
increasing the Trust’s target for commercial income. Unfortunately the Trust could not
undertake the additional activity without the additional costs described above, and
commercial profits, while in line with the budget, could not be increased further in year. As a
result, the Trust was not able to achieve the re-forecast control total. We reported a deficit
of £12.8 million. The Trust Board recognises the need to ensure a robust and sustainable
approach to financial recovery plans and is working closely with NHS England & NHS
Improvement (NHSE&I) on a Financial Governance Review.
The Trust considers that the failure to deliver the planned budget and forecast represents a
loss of control. In assessing whether or not this loss of control was significant, the Trust has
had regard to the guidance in the FT ARM. In particular, the Trust has noted that whilst the
budget and forecast were not delivered, the internal auditors provided a significant
assurance opinion over key financial systems, and that the overall deficit, productivity and
efficiency were all in line with the average for NHS providers.
The Trust has had regard to the fact that the external auditors have issued an ‘except for’
conclusion on arrangements to secure value for money. This conclusion was reached due to
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the Trust’s financial performance triggering a rating of 4 under the Single Oversight
Framework. While this conclusion is concerning, and is largely driven by the failure to deliver
the control total, the Trust noted that it has avoided short-term actions that might have
artificially improved this rating in order to maintain its focus on long term sustainability. It
has taken action by commissioning a review of its financial governance.
Overall, in considering all of these issues, the Trust has concluded that there was not a
significant loss of control in respect of finance.

Information Governance
Incidents related to breaches in the Trust’s information security processes are reported via
the Trust’s incident reporting system. Incidents are reviewed by the Information Governance
and Data Quality Group, which is chaired by the Trust’s Caldicott Guardian/Data Protection
Officer. The table below provides information in relation to serious incidents reported to the
Information Commissioner and the status of the incident.
Incident Detail
date

Investigation Status
type

Lessons learned

July
2019

Viewed family member’s
health record.

External –
reported to
ICO

Investigation
completed

No Trustwide lessons
learned – staff member
aware that actions taken
by them were against
policy.

July
2019

Mail franked wrongly by
3rd party supplier leading
to letters being returned
to wrong address.

Reported to
ICO

No further
action taken
by ICO

No Trustwide lessons
learned.

July
2019

Server decommissioned by External –
Trust which impacted on reported to
electronic delivery of
ICO
discharge letters
generated by 3rd party.

Investigation
completed

Regular meetings to be
held with 3rd parties who
receive IT services from
the Trust.

Failure of messaging
External –
between IT systems due to reported to
inability of system to
ICO
accept special characters
in names.

Investigation
completed

Sep
2019
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Wording of service
agreements to be more
specific and include all
detail of services
provided.
Trust aware about how
to manage similar
incidents in a timely
manner and has worked
with the supplier to

Incident Detail
date

Investigation Status
type

Lessons learned
achieve this. Issue now
resolved.

Sep
2019

HIV diagnosis
External –
inadvertently revealed to reported to
family by staff member.
ICO

Investigation
completed

All staff reminded of
their responsibilities
concerning data
protection and about
being situationally
aware.

Sep
2019

Patient approached by ex- External –
partner (staff member) of reported to
wife. Looked up patient on ICO
staff system.

Investigation
completed

Staff member aware
that actions taken by
them were against
policy.

Oct
2019

Power failure which
disrupted data centre
affecting functioning of
Trust systems.

External –
reported to
ICO

Investigation
completed

Structural issues
concerning power
supply to be addressed
to prevent recurrence.

External –
reported to
ICO

Investigation
completed

Safety bulletin to
organisation concerning
removal devices.

Jan 2020 Loss of removable media
containing data.

Jan 2020 System failure by external External –
provider, resulting in
reported to
reversion to downtime
ICO
arrangements.

Investigation
completed and
findings under
consideration

Data Quality and Governance
The Trust is a Data Controller with responsibility for the accuracy, availability, security, and
lawful processing of staff, patient, and business data used to enable patient care, service,
and performance management, and business administration.
The Trust’s programme for data stewardship is led by two key staff. The Chief Digital and
Partnership Officer is the Trust Executive lead for digital technology, including the provision
of hardware, software, and data processing systems such as data warehousing and business
intelligence services, and is the Senior Information Risk Officer (SIRO). The Caldicott
Guardian is the lead responsible for protecting the confidentiality of health and care
information and making sure it is used properly, i.e. that it is used legally, ethically and
appropriately, and that confidentiality is maintained.
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The Trust’s Information Governance and Data Quality Group is overseen by the Caldicott
Guardian, and has delegated responsibility for ensuring the Trust complies with its legal
obligations for data stewardship. This Group has identified the opportunity to deploy a more
robust process for managing data quality to ensure a sustainable review of data quality
indicators across services. A new role has been defined to support this initiative, and
recruitment is underway to fill the role.
Divisional Directors of Operations lead on data stewardship and quality in their Division to
ensure that matters of data quality are given high priority and that staff responsibilities for
data stewardship and quality are set out clearly in their job descriptions.
Staff are provided with appropriate training at induction to understand their duties and
responsibilities for data stewardship. The Data Quality Policy sets out the legislation to be
complied with and guidance to be utilised to support the use of data for financial, clinical
and managerial decision-making. All staff who input any data into a critical system, this
includes all patient information, receive ongoing additional training to maintain and develop
their skills regardless of experience or length in service. Standard Operating Procedures are
available to support all critical system data input processes.
The Trust has multiple systems in place where data is collected for the purposes of
performance reporting and business analytics. We recognise the existence of legacy systems
which until replaced receive additional oversight.
The Trust undertook an audit of data security and protection toolkit and cyber security. This
audit highlighted areas where strengthening and improvements were required with regards
to processes. These recommendations were accepted and reported to the Audit Committee.
To facilitate this, the Chief Digital and Partnership Officer is reviewing information security
provisions with the intention of bringing together the information governance and security
functions under one umbrella. The information security team will be expanded to support
the Trust’s preparedness against cyber-threat. This will also support the data security
protection toolkit requirements and enable to the Trust to gain ‘cyber-essentials +’
accreditation in due course.

Review of effectiveness
As Accountable Officer, I have responsibility for reviewing the effectiveness of the system of
internal control. My review of the effectiveness of the system of internal control is informed
by the work of the internal auditors, clinical audit and the Executive Directors and clinical
leads within the NHS trust who have responsibility for the development and maintenance of
the internal control framework. I have drawn on performance information available to me.
My review is also informed by comments made by the external auditors in their
management letter and other reports. I have been advised on the implications of the result
of my review of the effectiveness of the system of internal control by the Trust Board, the
Audit Committee, the Quality Committee and Finance and Performance Committee and
plans to address weaknesses and ensure continuous improvement of the systems are in
place.
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The effectiveness of the system of internal control has been reviewed by the Trust Board via
its Committees by officers and managers at Executive and Divisional Director level.
Regular reports have been received from the Board Committees and senior managers in
relation to key risks. Annual reports have been received by the Trust Board relating to all
important areas of activity, and ad-hoc reports in-year wherever these were required and as
mentioned previously in this statement, the annual review of effectiveness of the Board
Committees has resulted in comprehensive reports on compliance to the Board. The reports
demonstrated assurance that they have operated effectively in relation to their terms of
reference.
The following issues were noted as sufficient to highlight within the statement as actions had
to be taken within the year. However it was concluded that these issues, once reviewed did
not constitute a significant gap in control in relation to the delivery of the Trust’s strategic
objectives.










The Trust declared a total of seven never events during 2019-20, this was noted as a
reduction from the previous year’s total of 11; each incident was subject to thorough
investigation and actions have been put in place to address the root causes identified
as a result.
The Trust was subject to a number of CQC inspections during 2018-19. In June 2019,
the CQC rated the Trust ‘Requires Improvement’ without restrictions. Immediate
actions were developed and implemented to rectify areas of concern. The Trust
concluded that its priorities and resources were not impacted by the rating.
The Trust has continued to closely monitor financial performance against budgeted
financial position through Committees and the Trust Board. Despite the ongoing NHSI
enforcement notice relating to financial performance, the Trust has remained explicit
about the constraints in achieving the control total. This has not diverted resources
or impacted in the delivery of quality priorities.
The Trust recognised the need to provide additional support to more fully
understand Estates Compliance during 2019-20, including having Board level estates
expertise to support ongoing estates issues. Processes and mitigations have been put
in place during the year to minimise any service disruptions and manage emerging
estate risks.
The Trust was informed by the results of Internal Audit Reports in relation to process
issues in information technology and management. A review is underway that will
address the issues highlighted but these issues were not deemed to be significant
control issues.

Based on national guidance, the Trust Management Executive and the Audit Committee
have reviewed a number of issues in advising the Board and myself as to the content of this
statement.
It is my view as Accountable Officer, as supported by the Trust Board and Audit Committee,
that the issues reviewed did not constitute significant gaps in control.
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Conclusion
The Trust has faced a number of challenges in terms of organisational and financial
performance over the course of the past year and has worked to maintain the quality of
service provided to its patients and to continue to focus on developing the safety culture of
the organisation.
Subject to the areas highlighted above the Trust has concluded that no significant control
issues have been identified.

Dr Bruno Holthof
Chief Executive Officer
23 June 2020
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Explanation of Financial Terminology
The format of the Accounts is specified by NHS Improvement (the sector regulator) and
reflects the adoption of the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) by the NHS. A
glossary of the terms used in the Annual Report is outlined below. This covers the terms
used in the financial statements and in the review of financial performance.
The four primary statements as specified by the Foundation Trust Annual Reporting Manual
(FT-ARM) are:





Statement of Comprehensive Income
Statement of Financial Position (previously known as the Balance Sheet)
Statement of Changes in Equity
Statement of Cash Flows

The Annual Accounts also include:





A foreword
Notes to the accounts
The Directors’ Statement of Responsibilities
The Auditors’ Report.

Statement of Comprehensive Income
The Statement of Comprehensive Income records the Trust’s income and expenditure for
the year, together with any other recognised gains and losses in summary form. It includes
cash-related items such as expenditure on staff and supplies as well as non-cash items such
as a change in value of the Trust’s assets. The other recognised gains and losses are those
that the Trust has made but not yet realised, for example, if the value of assets has
increased, but the assets have not been sold so there is no cash profit. If income exceeds
expenditure, the Trust has a surplus for the year, and if expenditure exceeds income, there is
a deficit.

Terms used within the Statement of Comprehensive Income







Operating income from patient care activities: includes all income from patient care,
the largest elements of which are from the clinical commissioning groups (CCGs) and
NHS England. Other sources of income include private patient income and overseas
patients.
Other operating income: includes non-patient related income including education,
training and research funding.
Operating expenses: includes the costs of staff, supplies, premises and services
received from other organisations.
Finance income: represents interest received on assets and investments in the
period.
Finance expenses: represents interest and other charges involved in the borrowing
of money.
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Public dividend capital dividends payable: this is the dividend payable to the
Department of Health to reflect the public equity invested in the Trust.
Surplus/(deficit) for the year: is a key measure of the overall financial performance
of the Trust. The Trust can use any retained surplus to develop its business.
Impairments: shows reductions (or impairments) compared to asset values
previously recorded in the Statement of Financial Position.
Revaluations: shows increases compared to asset values previously recorded in the
Statement of Financial Position.
Other recognised gains and losses: any other gains and losses not recorded
elsewhere in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.
Total comprehensive income/(expense) for the period: this is the sum of the
surplus/(deficit) for the year and the other comprehensive income.
Adjusted financial performance surplus/(deficit): the surplus/(deficit) for the period
is measured by NHS Improvement and includes Provider Sustainability Funding.

Statement of Financial Position
The Statement of Financial Position which was formally known as the Balance Sheet
provides a snapshot of the Trust’s financial position at a specific date, which in this case is
the end of the financial year. It lists assets (what the Trust owns or is owed), liabilities (what
the Trust owes) and taxpayer’s equity (the amount of public funds invested in the Trust). At
any given time, the Trust’s total assets less its total liabilities must equal the taxpayer’s
equity.

Terms used in the Statement of Financial Position:











Non-current assets: are assets which the Trust expects to keep for more than one
year.
Intangible assets: are assets such as computer software licenses and patents which,
although they have a continuing value to the Trust, do not have a physical existence.
Receivables: are amounts owed to the Trust and are analysed between those due
over 12 months (non-current) and those due within 12 months (current).
Current assets: which the Trust expects to keep for less than one year.
Inventories: are stock such as theatre consumables.
Non-current assets for sale and assets in disposal groups: long-term assets (such as
land) which the Trust expects to sell shortly.
Current liabilities: monies the Trust owes, including invoices it has not yet paid but
which it expects to pay within a year.
Trade and other payables: amounts which the Trust owes and are analysed between
those due to be paid within 12 months (current) and those due to be paid after more
than 12 months (non-current).
Other liabilities: deferred goods and services income analysed between that due to
be paid within 12 months (current) and that due to be paid after more than 12
months (non-current).
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Borrowings: amounts which the Trust owes and are analysed between those due to
be paid within 12 months (current), and those due to be paid after more than 12
months (non-current); they include items such as bank overdrafts, loans and the loan
element of PFI schemes.
Provisions: liabilities where the amount and/or timing are uncertain. Whilst there
has been no cash payment, the Trust anticipates making a payment at a future date
and so its net assets are reduced accordingly.
Non-current liabilities: monies the Trust owes that it expects to settle after more
than 12 months.
Public dividend capital: the taxpayer’s stake in the Trust, arising from the
government’s original investment in the Trust when it was first created.
Revaluation reserve: shows the decrease in the value of the assets owned by the
Trust.
Financial assets reserve: the reserve comprises the changes in the fair value of
financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income. When
these instruments are derecognized, cumulative gains or losses previously recognised
as other comprehensive income or expenditure are recycled to income or
expenditure.
Other reserves: reflects historical balances when the Horton General Hospital
became part of the Trust.
Income and expenditure reserve: cumulative surplus/(deficit) reported by the FT,
including amounts brought forward from when it was an NHS trust.

Statement of Changes in Equity
The Statement of Changes in Equity essentially shows the movement from the previous year
on reserves and public dividend capital. It represents the taxpayer’s investment in the Trust.


Impairments and reversals: reflects reductions in asset values compared to asset
values previously recorded in the Statement of Financial Position.

Statement of Cash Flows
The Statement of Cash Flows summarises the cash flows of the Trust during the year. It
analyses the cash flows under the headings of operating, investing and financing cash flows.

Terms used in the Statement of Cash Flows




Depreciation and amortisation: the non-cash items included within the operating
surplus that need to be removed to give the movement in cash during the year. As an
example, depreciation is an accounting charge to reflect the use of capital assets and
does not involve cash; hence it is added back to the operating surplus/(deficit).
Net Impairments: reductions in asset values compared to asset values previously
recorded in the Statement of Financial Position. These are the non-cash items
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included within the operating surplus and they need to be removed to give the
movement in cash during the year.
(Increase)/decrease in receivables and other assets: changes in the levels of any of
these impact on the amount of cash the Trust has, so they need to be accounted for
here. The money owed to the Trust will already have been recorded as income in the
Statement of Comprehensive Income, despite the cash not having been received yet.
To understand the cash impact, the operating surplus/(deficit) has to be reduced by
the amount of cash the Trust is still waiting to receive. However, the receivables due
at the end of the previous year are likely to have been received during the year, and
these will not be reflected in the Statement of Comprehensive Income or in the
operating surplus/(deficit). So it is the difference between the receivables owing at
the end of the current and previous years that will impact on the cash held. An
increase in receivables (more cash owing) means the operating surplus/(deficit) has
to be reduced to understand the cash impact.
Increase/(decrease) in inventories: similarly changes in the level of stocks held by
the Trust have to be taken into account when looking at the cash impact. An increase
in stock means the operating surplus/(deficit) has to be increased to understand the
cash impact.
Increase/(decrease) in payables and other liabilities: similarly changes in the level of
money owed by the Trust have to be taken into account when looking at the cash
impact. An increase in payables (more cash owed) means the operating
surplus/(deficit) has to be increased to understand the cash impact.
Increase/(decrease) in provisions: provisions are liabilities where the amount and/or
timing are uncertain. Whilst there has been no cash payment, a change in the
amount set aside for provisions impacts on the operating surplus and hence needs to
be adjusted for to calculate the movement in cash during the year.
Net cash inflow from operating activities: the amount of cash received resulting
from the Trust’s normal operating activities.
Net cash inflow/(outflow) from investing activities: the amount of cash
received/(paid) as a result of cash transactions that are not directly related to
operating activities, for example purchasing new assets.
Capital element of finance leases and PFI: where an asset is financed through PFI or
a finance lease, a liability is shown on the Statement of Financial Position. This is the
annual repayment of the capital part of that loan which is part of the unitary
payment but not recorded as an expense in the Statement of Comprehensive
Income.
Net cash inflow/(outflow) from financing: the amount of cash received/(paid) as a
result of cash transactions that are related to the financing of the Trust.
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Glossary
NHS terms and abbreviations
Academic Health Science Centre / Network (AHSC / AHSN)
An academic health science(s) centre (AHSC) or network (AHSN) is a partnership between
one or more universities and healthcare providers focusing on research, clinical services,
education and training. AHSCs are intended to ensure that medical research breakthroughs
lead to direct clinical benefits for patients.
Acute care
Also known as secondary healthcare, where a patient receives active but short-term
treatment for a severe injury or episode of illness, an urgent medical condition, or during
recovery from surgery. Acute care services are generally delivered by teams of healthcare
professionals from a range of medical and surgical specialties.
Acute trust
A legal entity/organisation formed to provide health services in a secondary care setting,
usually a hospital.
Annual Governance Statement
This is the mechanism by which the NHS trust’s accountable officer (in our case the Chief
Executive Officer) provides assurance about the stewardship of the organisation in his
capacity as accountable officer for the Trust.
The governance statement records the stewardship of the organisation to supplement the
accounts. It will give a sense of how successfully it has coped with the challenges it faces and
of how vulnerable the organisation’s performance is or might be. This statement will draw
together position statements and evidence on governance, risk management and control, to
provide a more coherent and consistent reporting mechanism.
Assurance Framework
The Assurance Framework provides organisations with a simple but comprehensive method
for the effective and focused management of the principal risks to meeting their objectives.
It also provides a structure for the evidence to support the Annual Governance Statement.
Better Payment Practice Code
The Better Payment Practice Code requires the Trust to aim to pay all valid non-NHS invoices
by the due date or within 30 days of receipt of goods or a valid invoice, whichever is later.
Breakeven (duty)
A financial target in its simplest form it requires the Trust to match income and expenditure.
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Capital
Expenditure on the acquisition of land and premises, individual works for the provision,
adaptation, renewal, replacement and demolition of buildings, items or groups of equipment
and vehicles, etc. In the NHS, expenditure on an item is classified as capital if its costs exceed
£5000 and its useful life expectancy is greater than one year.
Care Quality Commission (CQC)
The Care Quality Commission was set up in April 2009 and it replaced the Healthcare
Commission. It is an independent regulator to help improve the quality of healthcare. It does
this by providing an independent assessment of the standards of services, whether provided
by the NHS, the private sector or voluntary organisations.
Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs)
Clinical Commissioning Groups are groups of GPs that are responsible for designing local
health services in England. They do this by commissioning or buying health and care services,
working with patients and healthcare professionals and in partnership with local
communities and local authorities. On their governing body, groups have, in addition to GPs,
at least one registered nurse and a doctor who is a secondary care specialist. Groups have
boundaries that do not normally cross those of local authorities. All GP practices have to
belong to a Clinical Commissioning Group.
Clostridium difficile (C difficile)
Clostridium difficile is a bacterium that can cause an infection of the gut and is the major
infectious cause of diarrhoea that is acquired in hospitals in the UK.
Control Total
The Control Total is the figure which represents the minimum level of financial performance
against which trust boards, governing bodies and chief executives must deliver, and for
which they will be held directly accountable.
Current assets
Debtors, stocks, cash or similar whose value is, or can be converted into, cash within the
next 12 months.
Depreciation
The measure of the wearing out, consumption or other loss of value of a fixed asset whether
arising from use, passage of time or obsolescence through technology, and market changes.
The process of charging the cost of an asset over its useful life as opposed to recording its
cost as a single entry in the income and expenditure records.
Elective inpatient activity
Elective activity is where the decision to admit to hospital could be separated in time from
the actual admission, i.e. planned. This covers waiting list, booked and planned admissions.
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Electronic Patient Record (EPR)
A system of recording patient notes on computer rather than paper.
Emergency inpatient activity
Emergency activity is where admission is unpredictable and at short notice because of
clinical need.
Fixed assets
Land, buildings, equipment and other long-term assets that are expected to have a life of
more than one year.
Foundation Trust (FT)
NHS foundation trusts have been created to devolve decision-making from central
Government control to local organisations and communities so they are more responsive to
the needs and wishes of their local people. Foundation Trusts have a membership drawn
from the community which they serve and an elected Council of Governors. They also enjoy
some financial freedoms not available to NHS trusts.
GP
A doctor (General Practitioner) who, often with colleagues in partnership, works from a local
doctor’s surgery, providing medical advice and treatment to patients.
Health Overview and Scrutiny Committee (HOSC)
A statutory committee of the local social services – in our Trust’s case, Oxfordshire County
Council. The NHS is obliged to consult HOSC on any substantial changes it wants to make to
local health services.
Healthwatch Oxfordshire
Healthwatch Oxfordshire is an independent organisation that listens to people’s views and
experiences of health and social care in Oxfordshire.
Inpatient
A patient whose care involves an overnight stay in hospital.
International Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee (IFRIC) 12.
The International Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee issued an interpretation –
IFRIC 12 – on Service Concession Arrangements. These are arrangements whereby a
government (or the NHS) grants a contract for the supply of public services to private
operators. Hence for the Trust, the PFI is an example of a scheme that is subject to IFRIC 12.
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
The International Financial Reporting Standards provide a framework of accounting policies
which the NHS has adopted since April 2009 and which replace the UK Generally Accepted
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Accounting Practice (UK GAAP) which was the basis of accounting in the UK before
international standards were adopted.
Investors in People
The Investors in People Standard provides a framework that helps organisations to improve
performance and realise objectives through the effective management and development of
their people.
Marginal Rate Emergency Tariff (MRET)
A marginal rate for emergency admissions was introduced in the NHS in 2020-11. It saw NHS
providers paid 30% of the regular tariff price for emergency admissions above a baseline,
which was initially set at activity reported in 2008-09. The marginal rate was introduced to
provide an incentive for closer working between providers and commissioners, to support
the shift of care out of acute hospital settings in order to keep the number of emergency
admissions to a minimum.
Market forces factor
An index used in resource allocation to adjust for unavoidable variation in input costs. It
consists of components to take account of staff costs, regional weighting, land, buildings and
equipment.
Methicillin resistant staphylococcus aureus (MRSA)
This is a strain of a common bacterium, which is resistant to an antibiotic called methicillin.
Monitor
Monitor authorised and regulated NHS foundation trusts, making sure they are wellmanaged and financially strong so that they can deliver excellent healthcare for patients. It
was established in 2004. On 1 April 2016, it came together with the NHS Trust Development
Authority to form NHS Improvement.
National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE)
A body which evaluates drugs and treatments. NICE’s role was set out in the 2004 White
Paper ´Choosing health: making healthier choices easier´. In it the Government set out key
principles for helping people make healthier and more informed choices about their health.
The Government wants NICE to bring together knowledge and guidance on ways of
promoting good health and treating ill health.
National Institute for Health Research (NIHR)
NIHR provides the framework through which the research staff and research infrastructure
of the NHS in England is positioned, maintained and managed as a national research facility.
National service frameworks
National standards for the best way of providing particular services.
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NHS England (NHSE)
NHS England (formally the NHS Commissioning Board) is the body which oversees the dayto-day operation of the NHS as set out in the Health and Social Care Act 2012. It oversees
the Clinical Commissioning Groups and commissions certain specialist services directly.
NHS Digital
NHS Digital (formally the Health and Social Care Information Centre) is an executive nondepartmental body, sponsored by the Department of Health. NHS Digital uses information
and technology to improve health and care.
NHS Improvement
On 1 April 2016, the NHS Trust Development Authority and Monitor came together to form
NHS Improvement. The role of NHS Improvement is to provide governance and
accountability for NHS trusts and foundation trusts in England and delivery of the foundation
trust pipeline. NHS Improvement helps each NHS trust and foundation trust secure
sustainable, high quality services for the patients and communities they serve.
NHS Resolution
NHS Resolution is the operating name of the NHS Litigation Authority, an arm’s length body
of the Department of Health. It changed its name in April 2017 from NHS Litigation Authority
to NHS Resolution. It oversees the operation of a number of indemnity schemes (both
clinical and non-clinical) on behalf of the members of the indemnity schemes.
NHS Trust Development Authority (NHS TDA)
The role of the NHS Trust Development Authority (NHS TDA) was to provide governance and
accountability for NHS trusts in England and delivery of the foundation trust pipeline. On 1
April 2016, it came together with Monitor to form NHS Improvement.
NHS trusts
NHS trusts are hospitals, community health services, mental health services and ambulance
services which are managed by their own boards of directors. NHS trusts are part of the NHS
and provide services based on the requirements of patients as commissioned by CCGs and
NHS England.
Non-Executive Directors
Non-executive Directors, including the Chair, are Trust Board members but not full-time NHS
employees. They are people from other backgrounds who have shown a keen interest in
helping to improve the health of local people. They have a majority on the Board and their
role is to bring a range of varied perspectives and experiences to strategy development and
decision-making, ensure effective management arrangements and an effective management
team is in place and hold the Executive Directors to account for organisational performance.
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Outpatient attendance
An outpatient attendance is when a patient visits a consultant or other medical outpatient
clinic. The attendance can be a first or follow-up.
Oxford Biomedical Research Centre (BRC)
A partnership between the University of Oxford and Oxford University Hospitals, funded by
the National Institute for Health Research (NIHR).
Patient Advice and Liaison Service (PALS)
A service providing support to patients, carers and relatives.
Private Finance Initiative (PFI)
The Private Finance Initiative (PFI) provides a way of funding major capital investments,
without immediate recourse to the public purse. Private consortia, usually involving large
construction firms, are contracted to design, build, and in some cases manage, new projects.
Primary care
Family health services provided by family doctors, dentists, pharmacists, optometrists and
ophthalmic medical practitioners.
Provider Sustainability Funding (PSF)
The Provider Sustainability Fund (PSF) replaced the Sustainability and Transformation Fund
(STF) in 2018 and its receipt is linked to the achievement of financial controls, with 30% of its
value dependent on providers also meeting trust-specific agreed performance trajectories –
for A&E, RTT and 62 day cancer waiting standards.
Public Health England
Public Health England was established on 1 April 2013 to bring together public health
specialists from more than 70 organisations into a single public health service. It is an
executive agency of the Department of Health.
Risk register
A register of all the risks identified by the organisation, each of which is assessed to
determine the likelihood of the risk occurring and the impact on the organisation if it does
occur.
Secondary care
Services provided by medical specialists. Usually they do not have first contact with patients.
Secondary care is mostly provided in hospitals or clinics and patients are generally referred
to secondary care by their primary care provider (usually their GP).
Service Level Agreements
Service Level Agreements (SLA) are the main mechanism for service provision between NHS
trusts and the commissioners (CCGs and NHS England) for NHS services. An SLA is an
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agreement that sets out formally the relationship between service providers and customers
for the supply of a service by one or another.
Sustainability and transformation partnerships (STPs)
NHS organisations and local councils are developing shared proposals to improve health and
care. These sustainability and transformation partnerships (STPs) are designed around the
needs of whole areas, not just individual organisations. In 2016, every sustainability and
transformation partnership published their initial proposals for development. A number of
the partnerships have now evolved into integrated or ‘accountable’ care systems (ACSs).
Over time, some STPs will become accountable care systems (ACSs), in which NHS providers
and commissioners choose to take on collective responsibility for resources and population
health, often in partnership with local authorities.
Thames Valley Local Education and Training Board (Health Education Thames Valley)
Local Education and Training Boards (LETBs) are responsible for workforce planning and
development and education and training of the healthcare and public health workforce.
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ONLINE RESOURCES
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For further information on all our services please visit www.ouh.nhs.uk or follow
developments at Oxford University Hospitals on Twitter @OUHospitals

Useful Websites
Association of Air Ambulances

www.airambulancesuk.org

Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire and Berkshire West
Sustainability and Transformation Partnership

www.bobstp.org.uk

Care Quality Commission

www.cqc.org.uk

Cherwell District Council

www.cherwell.gov.uk

Department of Health

www.gov.uk/dh

General Medical Council (GMC)

www.gmc-uk.org

Health Education England

www.hee.nhs.uk

Healthwatch Oxfordshire

www.healthwatchoxfordshire.co.uk

Medical Sciences at Oxford University

www.medsci.ox.ac.uk

National Institute for Health and Care Excellence

www.nice.org.uk

National Institute for Health Research

www.nihr.ac.uk

NHS website

www.nhs.uk

NHS Confederation

www.nhsconfed.org

NHS Counter Fraud Authority

www.cfa.nhs.uk

NHS Digital

www.digital.nhs.uk

NHS England

www.england.nhs.uk

NHS England South East

www.england.nhs.uk/south-east

NHS Health at Work – occupational health provider

www.nhshealthatwork.co.uk

NHS Improvement

www.improvement.nhs.uk

NHS Providers

www.nhsproviders.org

NHS Resolution

www.resolution.nhs.uk

Oxford Academic Health Science network

www.oxfordahsn.org

Oxford Biomedical Research Centre

www.oxfordbrc.nihr.ac.uk

Oxford Brookes Faculty of Health and Life Sciences

www.hls.brookes.ac.uk

Oxford Brookes University

www.brookes.ac.uk

Oxford City Council

www.oxford.gov.uk

Oxford PGMDE

www.oxforddeanery.nhs.uk

Oxford Health NHS Foundation Trust

www.oxfordhealth.nhs.uk

Oxfordshire Clinical Commissioning Group

www.oxfordshireccg.nhs.uk

Oxfordshire County Council

www.oxfordshire.gov.uk
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Oxfordshire Healthcare Transformation Programme
www.oxonhealthcaretransformation.nhs.uk
Patients’ Association

www.patients-association.org.uk
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
AND ACCOUNTS
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Independent auditor’s report to the Council of Governors of Oxford
University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
Report on the financial statements
Opinion on the financial statements
We have audited the financial statements of Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust (‘the
Trust’) for the year ended 31 March 2020 which comprise the Statement of Comprehensive Income, the
Statement of Financial Position, the Statement of Changes in Taxpayers’ Equity, the Statement of Cash
Flows, and notes to the financial statements, including the summary of significant accounting policies.
The financial reporting framework that has been applied in their preparation is applicable law and
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) as adopted by the European Union, and as
interpreted and adapted by HM Treasury’s Financial Reporting Manual 2019/20 as contained in the
Department of Health and Social Care Group Accounting Manual 2019/20, and the Accounts Direction
issued under the National Health Service Act 2006.
In our opinion, the financial statements:
x give a true and fair view of the financial position of the Trust as at 31 March 2020 and its income
and expenditure for the year then ended;
x have been properly prepared in accordance with the Department of Health and Social Care
Group Accounting Manual 2019/20; and
x have been properly prepared in accordance with the requirements of the National Health Service
Act 2006.
Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (UK) (ISAs (UK)) and
applicable law. Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s
responsibilities section of our report. We are independent of the Trust in accordance with the ethical
requirements that are relevant to our audit of the financial statements in the UK, including the FRC’s
Ethical Standard, and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these
requirements. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for our opinion.

Material uncertainty relating to going concern
We draw attention to Note 1.2 in the financial statements, which sets out the Directors’ view concerning
the Trust’s ability to continue as a going concern and the uncertain funding arrangements over the
forecast timefame. As stated in Note 1.2, these events or conditions, along with the other matters as set
forth in Note 1.2, indicate that a material uncertainty exists that may cast significant doubt on the Trust’s
ability to continue as a going concern. Our opinion is not modified in respect of this matter.
Explanation of Material Uncertainty
At Note 1.2 the Trust reports that directors have concluded that there are material uncertainties related
to the financial sustainability of the Trust, in relation to commissioning income and the reimbursement for
Covid-19 related costs, which may cast doubt about the ability of the Trust to continue as a going concern.
What audit procedures we performed
In forming our conclusion that there is a material uncertainty related to going concern, we:
x reviewed the Trust's going concern assessments reported to the Audit Committee;
x obtained an understanding of the Trust's 2020/21 financial plan;

x
x

reviewed correspondence with NHS Improvement and NHS England relating to future funding
arrangements; and
assessed the appropriateness of the disclosures relating to going concern within Note 1.2 of the
financial statements, which concluded the appropriateness of the financial statements being
prepared on a going concern basis.

Key audit matters
Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgement, were of most significance in our
audit of the financial statements of the current period and include the most significant assessed risks of
material misstatement (whether or not due to fraud) we identified, including those which had the greatest
effect on: the overall audit strategy, the allocation of resources in the audit; and directing the efforts of
the engagement team. These matters were addressed in the context of our audit of the financial
statements as a whole, and in forming our opinion thereon, and we do not provide a separate opinion on
these matters.
Key audit matter

Our response and key observations

Property Valuations
Note 17 to the financial statements
discloses information on the Trust’s
holding of property, plant and equipment
(PPE) which includes £477.2m of land and
buildings held at current value at 31 March
2020. Note 20.1 to the financial statements
discloses £32.3m of Investment Properties
held at fair value at 31 March 2020. These
assets are subject to periodic revaluation
in line with the requirements of the Group
Accounting Manual (GAM). Note 1.9 to the
financial statements describes the Trust’s
accounting policy with respect to the
valuation of land, buildings and investment
properties and note 19 discloses further
information on the balance, which includes
disclosure of a material valuation
uncertainty as a result of the Covid-19
pandemic.
Management engage a valuation expert
(‘the valuer’) to provide the Trust with
valuations in accordance with Royal
Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS)
requirements.
We consider there to be a significant risk
of material misstatement in relation to the
valuation of the Trust’s land, buildings and
investment properties as a result of the:
x high degree of estimation
uncertainty associated with the
valuations;

Our audit procedures included, but were not limited to:
• obtaining an understanding of the skills, experience
and qualifications of the valuer;
• obtaining an updated understanding of the basis of
valuation applied by the valuer in the year. This
included understanding and assessing the
methodology applied to estimate the gross
replacement cost of the Trust's operational land and
buildings and the fair value of investment properties;
• sample testing the completeness and accuracy of
underlying data provided by the Trust and used by
the valuer as part of their valuations;
• testing the accuracy of how valuation movements
were presented and disclosed in the financial
statements;
• making direct enquiries with the valuer to understand
the nature of the material valuation uncertainty
disclosed in his valuation report; and
• using relevant market and cost data to assess the
reasonableness of the valuation as at 31 March
2020. In doing so, we utilised information provided by
an auditor’s expert to assess the effect of the material
valuation uncertainty disclosed by the valuer and the
Trust in the financial statements.
Key observations
Whilst drawing attention to Note 19 in the financial
statements, where the Trust has highlighted the material
valuation uncertainty raised by its valuation expert
caused by the impact of Covid-19, we obtained sufficient
appropriate evidence to conclude that the valuation of
land, buildings and investment properties included in the
financial statements is reasonable.

x

level of judgement applied by
management and the valuer in
estimating current values; and
x extent to which the valuations are
reliant on complete and accurate
source data on individual assets
being provided to the valuer.
The risk of material misstatement is further
impacted due to the additional estimation
uncertainty arising from the Covid-19
pandemic.
Revenue recognition
The Trust recognised £1,139.5m of
revenue from activities as part of the
Statement of Comprehensive Income. The
Trust’s primary source of revenue is
through contracts with commissioning
bodies in respect of the provision of acute
and community healthcare services. Notes
3.1 and 3.2 provide further information on
the nature and source of the Trust’s
revenue.
ISA (UK) 240 incudes a rebuttable
presumption that there is a risk of fraud in
relation to revenue recognition.
The pressure to manage income to deliver
forecast performance in a challenging
financial environment increases the risk of
fraudulent financial reporting leading to
material misstatement and means we are
unable to rebut the presumption in respect
of the income of the Trust.

Our audit procedures included, but were not limited to:
• testing a sample of revenue by agreeing the
transactions to appropriate source documentation
and obtaining assurance that each item was
recorded in the correct financial year and at the
correct value
• testing a sample of year-end receivables to ensure
these were recorded in the correct financial year and
at the correct value;
• testing a sample of receipts in the pre and post yearend period to ensure that associated revenue has
been recognised in the correct financial year;
• testing that Covid-19 income in March 2020 was
consistent with expenditure in the period; and
• Considering information provided by the Department
of Health and Social Care in respect of year-end
intra-NHS transactions. We identified any significant
differences between the Trust’s position and that of
the counterparty and obtained assurance that the
Trust’s position was supported by appropriate
evidence.
Key observations
We obtained sufficient appropriate evidence to conclude
that revenue recognised in the financial statements is
reasonable.

Our application of materiality
The scope of our audit was influenced by our application of materiality. We set certain quantitative
thresholds for materiality. These, together with qualitative considerations, helped us to determine the
scope of our audit and the nature, timing and extent of our audit procedures on the individual financial
statement line items and disclosures, and in evaluating the effect of misstatements, both individually and
on the financial statements as a whole. Based on our professional judgement, we determined materiality
for the financial statements as follows:

Trust
Overall materiality
Basis for determining
materiality
Rationale for
benchmark applied
Performance
materiality
Reporting threshold

£17.13m
1.5% of gross operating expenses of continuing operations.
Operating expenses of continuing operations was chosen as the
appropriate benchmark for overall materiality as this is a key measure of
financial performance for users of the financial statements.
£13.70m
£0.3m

An overview of the scope of our audit
As part of designing our audit, we determined materiality and assessed the risk of material misstatement
in the financial statements. In particular, we looked at where the Accounting Officer made subjective
judgements such as making assumptions on significant accounting estimates.
We gained an understanding of the legal and regulatory framework applicable to the Trust and the sector
in which they operate. We considered the risk of acts by the Trust which were contrary to the applicable
laws and regulations including fraud. We designed our audit procedures to respond to those identified
risks, including non-compliance with laws and regulations (irregularities) that are material to the financial
statements.
We focused on laws and regulations that could give rise to a material misstatement in the financial
statements, including, but not limited to, the National Health Service Act 2006.
We tailored the scope of our audit to ensure that we performed sufficient work to be able to give an
opinion on the financial statements as a whole. We used the outputs of our risk assessment, our
understanding of the Trust’s accounting processes and controls and its environment, and considered
qualitative factors in order to ensure that we obtained sufficient coverage across all financial statement
line items.
Our tests included, but were not limited to:
x obtaining evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements sufficient to
give reasonable assurance that the financial statements are free from material misstatement,
whether caused by irregularities including fraud or error;
x review of minutes of board meetings in the year;
x discussions with the Trust’s internal auditor; and
x enquiries of management.
As a result of our procedures, we did not identify any Key Audit Matters relating to irregularities, including
fraud, other than the key audit matters on revenue and expenditure recognition outlined above.
The risks of material misstatement, including due to fraud, that had the greatest effect on our audit,
including the allocation of resources and effort, are discussed under ‘Key audit matters’ within this report.

Other information
The Directors are responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the information
included in the Annual Report, other than the financial statements and our auditor’s report thereon. Our
opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and, except to the extent
otherwise explicitly stated in our report, we do not express any form of assurance conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other information
and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the financial
statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If we
identify such material inconsistencies or apparent material misstatements, we are required to determine
whether there is a material misstatement in the financial statements or a material misstatement of the
other information. If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a material
misstatement of this other information, we are required to report that fact.
We are also required to consider whether we have identified any inconsistencies between our knowledge
acquired during the audit and the Directors’ statement that they consider the Annual Report is fair,
balanced and understandable and whether the Annual Report appropriately discloses those matters that
we communicated to the Audit Committee which we consider should have been disclosed.
We have nothing to report in these regards.
Responsibilities of the Accounting Officer for the financial statements
As explained more fully in the Statement of Accounting Officer's Responsibilities, the Accounting Officer
is responsible for the preparation of the financial statements and for being satisfied that they give a true
and fair view, and for such internal control as the Accounting Officer determines is necessary to enable
the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or
error.
The Accounting Officer is required to comply with the Department of Health and Social Care Group
Accounting Manual and prepare the financial statements on a going concern basis, unless the Trust is
informed of the intention for dissolution without transfer of services or function to another entity. The
Accounting Officer is responsible for assessing each year whether or not it is appropriate for the Trust to
prepare financial statements on the going concern basis and disclosing, as applicable, matters related to
going concern.
Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that
includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an
audit conducted in accordance with ISAs (UK) will always detect a material misstatement when it exists.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the
aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the
basis of these financial statements.
A further description of our responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements is located on the
Financial Reporting Council’s website at www.frc.org.uk/auditorsresponsibilities. This description forms
part of our auditor’s report.

Opinion on other matters prescribed by the Code of Audit Practice
In our opinion:
x the parts of the Remuneration and Staff Report subject to audit have been properly prepared in
accordance with the requirements of the NHS Foundation Trust Annual Reporting Manual
2019/20; and
x the other information published together with the audited financial statements in the Annual
Report for the financial year for which the financial statements are prepared is consistent with
the financial statements.

Matters on which we are required to report by exception
Annual Governance Statement
We are required to report to you if, in our opinion:
x the Annual Governance Statement does not comply with the
NHS Foundation Trust Annual Reporting Manual 2019/20; or
x the Annual Governance Statement is misleading or is not
consistent with our knowledge of the Trust and other
information of which we are aware from our audit of the
financial statements.

We have nothing to report
in respect of these
matters.

Reports to the regulator and in the public interest
We are required to report to you if:
x we refer a matter to the regulator under Schedule 10(6) of the
National Health Service Act 2006 because we have a reason to
believe that the Trust, or a Director or officer of the Trust, is
about to make, or has made, a decision involving unlawful
expenditure, or is about to take, or has taken, unlawful action
likely to cause a loss or deficiency; or
x we issue a report in the public interest under Schedule 10(3) of
the National Health Service Act 2006.

We have nothing to report
in respect of these
matters.

The Trust’s arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in
the use of resources
Matter on which we are required to report by exception
We are required to report to you if, in our opinion, we are not satisfied that the Trust has made proper
arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources for the year
ended 31 March 2020.
Except for conclusion
On the basis of our work, having regard to the guidance issued by the Comptroller and Auditor General
in April 2020, with the exception of the matters described in the ‘Basis for except for conclusion’ paragraph
below, we are satisfied that, in all significant respects, Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
put in place proper arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources
for the year ended 31 March 2020.

Basis for except for conclusion
In considering the Trust’s arrangements for securing sustainable resource deployment, we identified the
following matters:
x The Trust’s overall rating under NHS Improvement’s Use of Resources assessment for finance
for the financial year ending 31 March 2020 is “4- Inadequate.” The Use of Resources rating’s
metrics include measures relating to the Income and Expenditure margin and margin from
financial plan, and the level of Agency Staff costs. The Trust’s 2019/20 outturn in these areas,
with the Trust reporting a year end deficit of £12.8m against an agreed a control total surplus for
2019/20 of £37.9m, has contributed to this rating.
These matters are evidence of significant weaknesses in the Trust’s arrangements for planning finances
effectively to support the sustainable delivery of strategic priorities and maintain statutory functions.
Responsibilities of the Accounting Officer
The Chief Executive as Accounting Officer is responsible for putting in place proper arrangements to
secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in the Trust’s use of resources, to ensure proper
stewardship and governance, and to review regularly the adequacy and effectiveness of these
arrangements.
Auditor’s responsibilities for the review of arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and
effectiveness in the use of resources
We are required by Schedule 10(1) of the National Health Service Act 2006 to satisfy ourselves that the
Trust has made proper arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of
resources. We are not required to consider, nor have we considered, whether all aspects of the Trust’s
arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources are operating
effectively.
We have undertaken our review in accordance with the Code of Audit Practice, having regard to the
guidance on the specified criterion issued by the Comptroller and Auditor General in April 2020, as to
whether the Trust had proper arrangements to ensure it took properly informed decisions and deployed
resources to achieve planned and sustainable outcomes for taxpayers and local people. The Comptroller
and Auditor General determined this criterion as that necessary for us to consider under the Code of
Audit Practice in satisfying ourselves whether the Trust put in place proper arrangements for securing
economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources for the year ended 31 March 2020.
We planned our work in accordance with the Code of Audit Practice. Based on our risk assessment, we
undertook such work as we considered necessary.

Use of the audit report
This report is made solely to the Council of Governors of Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation
Trust as a body in accordance with Schedule 10(4) of the National Health Service Act 2006. Our audit
work has been undertaken so that we might state to the Council of Governors of the Trust those matters
we are required to state to them in an auditor’s report and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent
permitted by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than the Council of
Governors of the Trust as a body for our audit work, for this report, or for the opinions we have formed.

Certificate
We certify that we have completed the audit of the financial statements of Oxford University Hospitals
NHS Foundation Trust in accordance with the requirements of chapter 5 of part 2 of the National Health
Service Act 2006 and the Code of Audit Practice.

Mark Surridge, Key Audit Partner
For and on behalf of Mazars LLP

45 Church Street
Birmingham
B3 2RT

25 June 2020
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Foreword to the accounts

Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust

These accounts, for the year ended 31 March 2020, have been prepared by Oxford University
Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust in accordance with paragraphs 24 & 25 of Schedule 7 within the
National Health Service Act 2006.

Signed

…………………………………………….

Name: Dr Bruno Holthof
Job title: Chief Executive Officer
Date
23 June 2020
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Statement of Comprehensive Income
Note

2019/20

2018/19

£000

£000

Operating income from patient care activities

3

959,536

887,633

Other operating income

4

179,999

185,915

(1,142,349)

(1,079,933)

(2,814)

(6,385)

Operating expenses

7, 9

Operating surplus/(deficit) from continuing operations
Finance income

12

632

407

Finance expenses

13

(20,263)

(22,688)

PDC dividends payable
Net finance costs

(6,555)

(6,805)

(26,186)

(29,086)

Other gains / (losses)

14

10,180

31,868

Share of profit / (losses) of associates / joint arrangements

21

7,163

-

Gains / (losses) arising from transfers by absorption

45

-

-

-

-

(11,657)

(3,603)

Corporation tax expense
Surplus / (deficit) for the year from continuing operations
Surplus / (deficit) on discontinued operations and the gain / (loss) on disposal
of discontinued operations

16

Surplus / (deficit) for the year

-

-

(11,657)

(3,603)

Other comprehensive income
Will not be reclassified to income and expenditure:
Impairments

8

(3,168)

(24,455)

Revaluations

19

46,614

4,245

Share of comprehensive income from associates and joint ventures
Fair value gains / (losses) on equity instruments designated at fair value
through OCI

21

-

-

22

(7,453)

113

-

-

Other recognised gains and losses
Remeasurements of the net defined benefit pension scheme liability / asset

38

-

-

Gain / (loss) arising from on transfers by modified absorption

45

-

-

-

-

Other reserve movements
May be reclassified to income and expenditure when certain conditions are met:
Fair value gains/(losses) on financial assets mandated at fair value through
OCI

22

-

-

Recycling gains/(losses) on disposal of financial assets mandated at fair
value through OCI

14

-

-

-

-

24,336

(23,700)

Foreign exchange gains / (losses) recognised directly in OCI
Total comprehensive income / (expense) for the period

Adjusted financial performance* (control total basis):
Surplus / (deficit) for the period
Remove net impairments not scoring to the Departmental expenditure limit

8

(11,657)

(3,603)

(811)

21,224

Remove (gains) / losses on transfers by absorption

-

-

Remove I&E impact of capital grants and donations

529

1,313

Prior period adjustments

-

18,390

Remove non-cash element of on-SoFP pension costs

-

-

(839)
(12,778)

37,324

Remove 2018/19 post audit PSF reallocation (2019/20 only)
Adjusted financial performance surplus / (deficit)

* Note this table is additional information for readers of the accounts and doesn't form part of the primary statement
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Statement of Financial Position
Note

31 March
2020
£000

31 March
2019
£000

Non-current assets
Intangible assets

16

11,706

10,670

Property, plant and equipment

17

569,374

513,188

Investment property

20

32,280

18,135

Investments in associates and joint ventures

21

13,206

-

Other investments / financial assets

22

2,707

15,510

Receivables

25

8,109

6,076

Other assets

26

Total non-current assets

-

-

637,382

563,579

Current assets
Inventories

24

22,625

23,890

Receivables

25

76,408

64,048

Other investments / financial assets

22

-

-

Other assets
Non-current assets for sale and assets in disposal groups

26
27

-

181
-

Cash and cash equivalents

28

36,348

53,001

135,381

141,120

Total current assets
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables

29

(144,342)

(115,470)

Borrowings

31

(6,381)

(3,356)

Other financial liabilities

32

-

-

Provisions

34

(4,146)

(3,702)

Other liabilities

30

(4,833)

(4,537)

Liabilities in disposal groups

27

-

-

(159,702)

(127,065)

613,061

577,634

Total current liabilities
Total assets less current liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Trade and other payables

29

-

-

Borrowings

31

(245,154)

(251,599)

Other financial liabilities

32

-

-

Provisions

34

(5,561)

(2,674)

Other liabilities

30

(3,387)

(3,146)

(254,102)
358,959

(257,419)
320,215

Public dividend capital

241,445

227,037

Revaluation reserve

148,235

104,980

Total non-current liabilities
Total assets employed
Financed by

Financial assets reserve
Other reserves
Merger reserve
Income and expenditure reserve
Total taxpayers' equity
The notes on pages 9 to 62 form part of these accounts.
Name: Dr Bruno Holthof
Position: Chief Executive Officer
Date
23 June 2020
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(7,340)

113

1,743

1,743

-

-

(25,124)
358,959

(13,658)
320,215
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Statement of Changes in Taxpayers' Equity for the year ended 31 March 2020
Public
dividend
capital
£000
Taxpayers' and others' equity at 1 April 2019 - brought forward

Revaluation
reserve
£000

Financial
assets
reserve
£000

Income and
Other expenditure
reserves
reserve
£000
£000

Total
£000

227,037

104,980

113

1,743

(13,658)

320,215

Surplus/(deficit) for the year
Gain/(loss) arising from transfers by modified absorption

-

-

-

-

(11,657)

(11,657)

-

-

-

-

-

-

Transfers by absorption: transfers between reserves
Transfer from revaluation reserve to income and expenditure reserve for
impairments arising from consumption of economic benefits

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Other transfers between reserves

-

-

-

-

-

-

Impairments

-

(3,168)

-

-

-

(3,168)

Revaluations

-

46,614

-

-

-

46,614

Transfer to retained earnings on disposal of assets

-

(191)

-

-

191

-

Share of comprehensive income from associates and joint ventures

-

-

-

-

-

-

Fair value gains/(losses) on financial assets mandated at fair value through
OCI

-

-

-

-

-

-

Fair value gains/(losses) on equity instruments designated at fair value
through OCI

-

-

(7,453)

-

-

(7,453)

Recycling gains/(losses) on disposal of financial assets mandated at fair
value through OCI

-

-

-

-

-

-

Foreign exchange gains/(losses) recognised directly through OCI

-

-

-

-

-

-

Other recognised gains and losses

-

-

-

-

-

-

Remeasurements of the defined net benefit pension scheme liability/asset

-

-

-

-

-

-

14,408

-

-

-

-

14,408

Public dividend capital repaid

-

-

-

-

-

-

Public dividend capital written off

-

-

-

-

-

-

Other movements in public dividend capital in year

-

-

-

-

-

-

241,445

148,235

(7,340)

1,743

(25,124)

358,959

Public dividend capital received

Other reserve movements
Taxpayers' and others' equity at 31 March 2020
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Statement of Changes in Taxpayers' Equity for the year ended 31 March 2019

Taxpayers' and others' equity at 1 April 2018 - brought forward

Public
dividend
capital

Revaluation
reserve

Financial
assets
reserve

£000

£000

£000

Income and
Other expenditure
reserves
reserve
£000

£000

Total
£000

223,045

125,552

-

1,743

(10,325)

340,015

Impact of implementing IFRS 15 on 1 April 2018

-

-

-

-

-

-

Impact of implementing IFRS 9 on 1 April 2018

-

-

-

-

(92)

(92)

Surplus/(deficit) for the year

-

-

-

-

(3,603)

(3,603)

Transfers by absorption: transfers between reserves

-

-

-

-

-

-

Transfer from revaluation reserve to income and expenditure reserve for
impairments arising from consumption of economic benefits

-

-

-

-

-

-

Other transfers between reserves

-

-

-

-

-

-

Impairments

-

(24,455)

-

-

-

(24,455)

Revaluations

-

4,245

-

-

-

4,245

Transfer to retained earnings on disposal of assets

-

(362)

-

-

362

-

Share of comprehensive income from associates and joint ventures
Fair value gains/(losses) on financial assets mandated at fair value through
OCI
Fair value gains/(losses) on equity instruments designated at fair value
through OCI
Recycling gains/(losses) on disposal of financial assets mandated at fair
value through OCI

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

113

-

-

113

-

-

-

-

-

-

Foreign exchange gains/(losses) recognised directly through OCI

-

-

-

-

-

-

Other recognised gains and losses

-

-

-

-

-

-

Remeasurements of the defined net benefit pension scheme liability/asset
Public dividend capital received

-

-

-

-

-

-

3,992

-

-

-

-

3,992

Public dividend capital repaid

-

-

-

-

-

-

Public dividend capital written off

-

-

-

-

-

-

Other movements in public dividend capital in year

-

-

-

-

-

-

227,037

104,980

113

1,743

(13,658)

320,215

Other reserve movements
Taxpayers' and others' equity at 31 March 2019
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Information on reserves
Public dividend capital
Public dividend capital (PDC) is a type of public sector equity finance based on the excess of assets over liabilities at the
time of establishment of the predecessor NHS organisation. Additional PDC may also be issued to trusts by the
Department of Health and Social Care. A charge, reflecting the cost of capital utilised by the trust, is payable to the
Department of Health as the public dividend capital dividend.
Revaluation reserve
Increases in asset values arising from revaluations are recognised in the revaluation reserve, except where, and to the
extent that, they reverse impairments previously recognised in operating expenses, in which case they are recognised in
operating income. Subsequent downward movements in asset valuations are charged to the revaluation reserve to the
extent that a previous gain was recognised unless the downward movement represents a clear consumption of economic
benefit or a reduction in service potential.
Financial assets reserve
This reserve comprises changes in the fair value of financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive
income. When these instruments are derecognised, cumulative gains or losses previously recognised as other
comprehensive income or expenditure are recycled to income or expenditure, unless the assets are equity instruments
measured at fair value through other comprehensive income as a result of irrevocable election at recognition.
Other reserves
This reserve reflects historical balances formed when the Horton General Hospital became a part of the Trust.
Income and expenditure reserve
The balance of this reserve is the accumulated surpluses and deficits of the trust.
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Statement of Cash Flows

Cash flows from operating activities
Operating surplus / (deficit)

2019/20

2018/19

Note

£000

£000

SoCI

(2,814)

(6,385)

7.1

27,950

30,509

8

(716)

21,227

4
4

(1,666)
(86)

(1,081)
(86)

-

-

Non-cash income and expense:
Depreciation and amortisation
Net impairments
Income recognised in respect of capital donations
Amortisation of PFI deferred credit
Non-cash movements in on-SoFP pension liability
(Increase) / decrease in receivables and other assets

(3,550)

1,111

1,265

(1,226)

13,802

8,786

3,322

2,435

Tax (paid) / received

-

-

Operating cash flows from discontinued operations

-

-

(Increase) / decrease in inventories
Increase / (decrease) in payables and other liabilities
Increase / (decrease) in provisions

Other movements in operating cash flows
Net cash flows from / (used in) operating activities

-

-

37,507

55,290

632

407

Cash flows from investing activities
Interest received
Purchase and sale of financial assets / investments
Purchase of intangible assets
Sales of intangible assets

-

-

(2,913)

(6,416)

-

-

(36,122)

(17,156)

Sales of PPE and investment property

11

23,504

Receipt of cash donations to purchase assets

73

517

Prepayment of PFI capital contributions

-

-

Investing cash flows from discontinued operations

-

-

Purchase of PPE and investment property

Cash from acquisitions / disposals of subsidiaries
Net cash flows from / (used in) investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities
Public dividend capital received

SoCIE

212

(4,788)

(38,107)

(3,932)

14,408

3,992

Public dividend capital repaid

-

-

Movement on loans from DHSC

-

(790)

(227)

-

-

-

Movement on other loans
Other capital receipts
Capital element of finance lease rental payments
Capital element of PFI, LIFT and other service concession payments
Interest on loans
Other interest
Interest paid on finance lease liabilities
Interest paid on PFI, LIFT and other service concession obligations
PDC dividend (paid) / refunded
Financing cash flows of discontinued operations
Cash flows from (used in) other financing activities

(277)

(295)

(2,813)

(11,134)

(412)

(332)

(28)

(52)

(40)

(61)

(19,875)

(22,201)

(6,789)

(7,394)

-

-

-

-

Net cash flows from / (used in) financing activities

(16,053)

(38,267)

Increase / (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

(16,653)

13,091

53,001

39,910

-

-

36,348

53,001

Cash and cash equivalents at 1 April - brought forward
Cash and cash equivalents transferred under absorption accounting

45

Unrealised gains / (losses) on foreign exchange
28.1

Cash and cash equivalents at 31 March
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Notes to the Accounts
Note 1 Accounting policies and other information
Note 1.1 Basis of preparation

NHS Improvement, in exercising the statutory functions conferred on Monitor, has directed that the financial statements
of the Trust shall meet the accounting requirements of the Department of Health and Social Care Group Accounting
Manual (GAM), which shall be agreed with HM Treasury. Consequently, the following financial statements have been
prepared in accordance with the GAM 2019/20 issued by the Department of Health and Social Care. The accounting
policies contained in the GAM follow International Financial Reporting Standards to the extent that they are meaningful
and appropriate to the NHS, as determined by HM Treasury, which is advised by the Financial Reporting Advisory
Board. Where the GAM permits a choice of accounting policy, the accounting policy that is judged to be most
appropriate to the particular circumstances of the Trust for the purpose of giving a true and fair view has been selected.
The particular policies adopted are described below. These have been applied consistently in dealing with items
considered material in relation to the accounts
Accounting convention

These accounts have been prepared under the historical cost convention modified to account for the revaluation of
property, plant and equipment, intangible assets, inventories and certain financial assets and financial liabilities.
Note 1.2 Going concern

The Trust is forecasting on the basis of the continuation of current financial arrangements in place during the NHS
response to Covid-19, as directed by NHS England and NHS Improvement. This means it has assumed the receipt of
income to cover all costs over this period. It anticipates that there is likely to be a change to these arrangements over
the forecast timeframe, but currently has no formal guidance with which to assess this in terms of scale or speed of
impact. It assesses that any move back to financial arrangements in place before the implementation of changes to
support the NHS response to Covid-19 could have a material negative impact on both profitability and liquidity.
The Board of Directors has carefully considered the principle of ‘Going Concern’ and the directors have concluded that
there are material uncertainties related to the financial sustainability (profitability and liquidity) of the Trust, in relation to
commissioning income and the reimbursement for Covid-19 related costs, which may cast doubt about the ability of the
Trust to continue as a Going Concern.
Nevertheless, the Going Concern basis remains appropriate. This is because the Board of Directors has a reasonable
expectation that the Trust will have access to adequate resources in the form of financial support from the Department
of Health and Social Care (NHS Act 2006, s42a) to continue to deliver the full range of mandatory services for the
foreseeable future. The assessment accords with the statutory guidance contained in the NHS Foundation Trust Annual
Reporting Manual and the Department of Health and Social Care Group Accounting Manual (GAM).

Note 1.3 Interests in other entities
The Trust holds interests in a number of other entities. These are accounted for using equity accounting to update the
fair value of the Trust's investment.
Associates
Associate entities are those over which the trust has the power to exercise a significant influence. Associate entities are
recognised in the trust’s financial statement using the equity method. The investment is initially recognised at cost. It is
increased or decreased subsequently to reflect the trust’s share of the entity’s profit or loss or other gains and losses
(eg revaluation gains on the entity’s property, plant and equipment) following acquisition. It is also reduced when any
distribution, eg, share dividends are received by the trust from the associate.
Associates which are classified as held for sale are measured at the lower of their carrying amount and “fair value less
costs to sell”.
Joint ventures
Joint ventures are arrangements in which the trust has joint control with one or more other parties, and where it has the
rights to the net assets of the arrangement. Joint ventures are accounted for using the equity method.
Joint operations
Joint operations are arrangements in which the trust has joint control with one or more other parties and has the rights
to the assets, and obligations for the liabilities, relating to the arrangement. The trust includes within its financial
statements its share of the assets, liabilities, income and expenses.
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Note 1.4 Revenue from contracts with customers
Where income is derived from contracts with customers, it is accounted for under IFRS 15. The GAM expands the
definition of a contract to include legislation and regulations which enables an entity to receive cash or another financial
asset that is not classified as a tax by the Office of National Statistics (ONS).
Revenue in respect of goods/services provided is recognised when (or as) performance obligations are satisfied by
transferring promised goods/services to the customer and is measured at the amount of the transaction price allocated
to those performance obligations. At the year end, the Trust accrues income relating to performance obligations
satisfied in that year. Where the Trust’s entitlement to consideration for those goods or services is unconditional a
contract receivable will be recognised. Where entitlement to consideration is conditional on a further factor other than
the passage of time, a contract asset will be recognised. Where consideration received or receivable relates to a
performance obligation that is to be satisfied in a future period, the income is deferred and recognised as a contract
liability.
Revenue from NHS contracts
The main source of income for the Trust is contracts with commissioners for health care services. A performance
obligation relating to delivery of a spell of health care is generally satisfied over time as healthcare is received and
consumed simultaneously by the customer as the Trust performs it. The customer in such a contract is the
commissioner, but the customer benefits as services are provided to their patient. Even where a contract could be
broken down into separate performance obligations, healthcare generally aligns with paragraph 22(b) of the Standard
entailing a delivery of a series of goods or services that are substantially the same and have a similar pattern of
transfer. At the year end, the Trust accrues income relating to activity delivered in that year, where a patient care spell
is incomplete. This accrual is disclosed as a contract receivable as entitlement to payment for work completed is usually
only dependent on the passage of time.
Revenue is recognised to the extent that collection of consideration is probable. Where contract challenges from
commissioners are expected to be upheld, the Trust reflects this in the transaction price and derecognises the relevant
portion of income.
Where the Trust is aware of a penalty based on contractual performance, the Trust reflects this in the transaction price
for its recognition of revenue. Revenue is reduced by the value of the penalty.
The Trust does not receive income where a patient, who has their operation cancelled on or after the day of admission
for non-clinical reasons, is not offered another date within 28 days. This is considered an additional performance
obligation to be satisfied under the original transaction price. Any actual activity that satisfies this criteria forms part of
the Forecast Outturn Position shared with Commissioners. Where commissioners have not formally agreed a year end
position, an estimate that includes these cancellations is made at the year end.
The Trust receives income from commissioners under Commissioning for Quality and Innovation (CQUIN) schemes.
The Trust agrees schemes with its commissioner and submits evidence to demonstrate achievement of the quarterly
milestones. Where it has been agreed that a CQUIN scheme has been achieved, the actual impact is reflected in the
contract baseline. Where no agreement has been reached, particularly for schemes undertaken in Q4, the Trust
reflects this in the transaction price and derecognises any relevant portion of income associated with any risks to
achievement of the outstanding CQUIN
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Revenue from research contracts
Where research contracts fall under IFRS 15, revenue is recognised as and when performance obligations are
satisfied. For some contracts, it is assessed that the revenue project constitutes one performance obligation over the
course of the multi-year contract. In these cases it is assessed that the Trust’s interim performance does not create an
asset with alternative use for the Trust, and the Trust has an enforceable right to payment for the performance
completed to date. It is therefore considered that the performance obligation is satisfied over time, and the Trust
recognises revenue each year over the course of the contract.
Where income is received for a specific performance obligation that is to be satisfied in the following year, that income
is deferred. The method adopted to assess progress towards the complete satisfaction of a performance obligation is to
review at a contract level which performance obligations that are outstanding.
NHS injury cost recovery scheme
The Trust receives income under the NHS injury cost recovery scheme, designed to reclaim the cost of treating injured
individuals to whom personal injury compensation has subsequently been paid, for instance by an insurer. The Trust
recognises the income when performance obligations are satisfied. In practical terms this means that treatment has
been given, it receives notification from the Department of Work and Pension's Compensation Recovery Unit, has
completed the NHS2 form and confirmed there are no discrepancies with the treatment. The income is measured at the
agreed tariff for the treatments provided to the injured individual, less an allowance for unsuccessful compensation
claims and doubtful debts in line with IFRS 9 requirements of measuring expected credit losses over the lifetime of the
asset.
Provider sustainability fund (PSF) and Financial recovery fund (FRF)
The PSF and FRF enable providers to earn income linked to the achievement of financial controls and performance
targets. Income earned from the funds is accounted for as variable consideration.
Note 1.5 Other forms of income
Grants and donations
Government grants are grants from government bodies other than income from commissioners or trusts for the
provision of services. Where a grant is used to fund revenue expenditure it is taken to the Statement of Comprehensive
Income to match that expenditure. Where the grants is used to fund capital expenditure, it is credited to the
consolidated statement of comprehensive income once conditions attached to the grant have been met. Donations are
treated in the same way as government grants.
Apprenticeship service income
The value of the benefit received when accessing funds from the Government's apprenticeship service is recognised as
income at the point of receipt of the training service. Where these funds are paid directly to an accredited training
provider from the Trust's Digital Apprenticeship Service (DAS) account held by the Department for Education, the
corresponding notional expense is also recognised at the point of recognition for the benefit.
Note 1.6 Expenditure on employee benefits
Short-term employee benefits
Salaries, wages and employment-related payments such as social security costs and the apprenticeship levy are
recognised in the period in which the service is received from employees. The cost of annual leave entitlement earned
but not taken by employees at the end of the period is recognised in the financial statements to the extent that
employees are permitted to carry-forward leave into the following period.
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Pension costs
NHS Pension Scheme
Past and present employees are covered by the provisions of the two NHS Pension Schemes. Both schemes are
unfunded, defined benefit schemes that cover NHS employers, general practices and other bodies, allowed under the
direction of Secretary of State for Health and Social Care in England and Wales. The scheme is not designed in a way
that would enable employers to identify their share of the underlying scheme assets and liabilities. Therefore, the
scheme is accounted for as though it is a defined contribution scheme: the cost to the trust is taken as equal to the
employer's pension contributions payable to the scheme for the accounting period. The contributions are charged to
operating expenses as and when they become due.
Additional pension liabilities arising from early retirements are not funded by the scheme except where the retirement is
due to ill-health. The full amount of the liability for the additional costs is charged to the operating expenses at the time
the trust commits itself to the retirement, regardless of the method of payment.
Note 1.7 Expenditure on other goods and services
Expenditure on goods and services is recognised when, and to the extent that they have been received, and is
measured at the fair value of those goods and services. Expenditure is recognised in operating expenses except where
it results in the creation of a non-current asset such as property, plant and equipment.
Note 1.8 Discontinued operations
Discontinued operations occur where activities either cease without transfer to another entity, or transfer to an entity
outside of the boundary of Whole of Government Accounts, such as private or voluntary sectors. Such activities are
accounted for in accordance with IFRS 5. Activities that are transferred to other bodies within the boundary of Whole of
Government Accounts are ‘machinery of government changes’ and treated as continuing operations.
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9 Note 1.9 Property, plant and equipment
Recognition
Property, plant and equipment is capitalised where:
• it is held for use in delivering services or for administrative purposes
• it is probable that future economic benefits will flow to, or service potential be provided to, the trust
• it is expected to be used for more than one financial year
• the cost of the item can be measured reliably
• the item has cost of at least £5,000, or
• collectively, a number of items have a cost of at least £5,000 and individually have cost of more than £250, where the
assets are functionally interdependent, had broadly simultaneous purchase dates, are anticipated to have similar
disposal dates and are under single managerial control.
• IT equipment that has to be connected to the network to function is capitalised irrespective of individual item value.
Where a large asset, for example a building, includes a number of components with significantly different asset lives,
eg, plant and equipment, then these components are treated as separate assets and depreciated over their own useful
lives.
Subsequent expenditure
Subsequent expenditure relating to an item of property, plant and equipment is recognised as an increase in the
carrying amount of the asset when it is probable that additional future economic benefits or service potential deriving
from the cost incurred to replace a component of such item will flow to the enterprise and the cost of the item can be
determined reliably. Where a component of an asset is replaced, the cost of the replacement is capitalised if it meets
the criteria for recognition above. The carrying amount of the part replaced is de-recognised. Other expenditure that
does not generate additional future economic benefits or service potential, such as repairs and maintenance, is
charged to the Statement of Comprehensive Income in the period in which it is incurred.
Measurement
Valuation
All property, plant and equipment assets are measured initially at cost, representing the costs directly attributable to
acquiring or constructing the asset and bringing it to the location and condition necessary for it to be capable of
operating in the manner intended by management.
Assets are measured subsequently at valuation. Assets which are held for their service potential and are in use (ie
operational assets used to deliver either front line services or back office functions) are measured at their current value
in existing use. Assets that were most recently held for their service potential but are surplus with no plan to bring them
back into use are measured at fair value where there are no restrictions on sale at the reporting date and where they do
not meet the definitions of investment properties or assets held for sale.
Revaluations of property, plant and equipment are performed with sufficient regularity to ensure that carrying values are
not materially different from those that would be determined at the end of the reporting period. Current values in existing
use are determined as follows:
• Land and non-specialised buildings – market value for existing use
• Specialised buildings – depreciated replacement cost on a modern equivalent asset basis.
For specialised assets, current value in existing use is interpreted as the present value of the asset's remaining service
potential, which is assumed to be at least equal to the cost of replacing that service potential. Specialised assets are
therefore valued at their depreciated replacement cost (DRC) on a modern equivalent asset (MEA) basis. An MEA
basis assumes that the asset will be replaced with a modern asset of equivalent capacity and meeting the location
requirements of the services being provided.
In agreement with the Trust's appointed expert valuer, the Trust has applied an 'optimal site' valuation where
appropriate which recognises any efficiencies that could be obtained if the site/sites were to be rebuilt, whilst allowing
the current level of service provision to be maintained. This valuation approach is based on a detailed review by
qualified valuation staff of the land and buildings on the Trust’s John Radcliffe, Churchill and Nuffield Orthopaedic
Centre sites and Horton General Hospital site. This approach is consistent with the concepts provided under
Depreciated Replacement Cost valuation based on modern equivalent assets. For non-operational buildings, including
surplus land, the valuations are carried out at open market value.
Valuation guidance issued by the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors states that valuations are performed net of
VAT where the VAT is recoverable by the entity. This basis has been applied to the trust’s Private Finance Initiative
(PFI) scheme where the construction is completed by a special purpose vehicle and the costs have recoverable VAT
for the trust.
Properties in the course of construction for service or administration purposes are carried at cost, less any impairment
loss. Cost includes professional fees and, where capitalised in accordance with IAS 23, borrowings costs. Assets are
revalued and depreciation commences when the assets are brought into use.
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IT equipment, transport equipment, furniture and fittings, and plant and machinery that are held for operational use are
valued at depreciated historic cost where these assets have short useful lives or low values or both, as this is not
considered to be materially different from current value in existing use.
Depreciation
Items of property, plant and equipment are depreciated over their remaining useful lives in a manner consistent with the
consumption of economic or service delivery benefits. Freehold land is considered to have an infinite life and is not
depreciated.
Property, plant and equipment which has been reclassified as ‘held for sale’ cease to be depreciated upon the
reclassification. Assets in the course of construction and residual interests in off-Statement of Financial Position PFI
contract assets are not depreciated until the asset is brought into use or reverts to the trust, respectively.
Revaluation gains and losses
Revaluation gains are recognised in the revaluation reserve, except where, and to the extent that, they reverse a
revaluation decrease that has previously been recognised in operating expenses, in which case they are recognised in
operating expenditure.
Revaluation losses are charged to the revaluation reserve to the extent that there is an available balance for the asset
concerned, and thereafter are charged to operating expenses.
Gains and losses recognised in the revaluation reserve are reported in the Statement of Comprehensive Income as an
item of ‘other comprehensive income’.
Impairments
In accordance with the GAM, impairments that arise from a clear consumption of economic benefits or of service
potential in the asset are charged to operating expenses. A compensating transfer is made from the revaluation reserve
to the income and expenditure reserve of an amount equal to the lower of (i) the impairment charged to operating
expenses; and (ii) the balance in the revaluation reserve attributable to that asset before the impairment.
An impairment that arises from a clear consumption of economic benefit or of service potential is reversed when, and to
the extent that, the circumstances that gave rise to the loss is reversed. Reversals are recognised in operating
expenditure to the extent that the asset is restored to the carrying amount it would have had if the impairment had never
been recognised. Any remaining reversal is recognised in the revaluation reserve. Where, at the time of the original
impairment, a transfer was made from the revaluation reserve to the income and expenditure reserve, an amount is
transferred back to the revaluation reserve when the impairment reversal is recognised.
Other impairments are treated as revaluation losses. Reversals of ‘other impairments’ are treated as revaluation gains.
De-recognition
Assets intended for disposal are reclassified as ‘held for sale’ once all of the following criteria are met. The sale must be
highly probable and the asset available for immediate sale in its present condition.
Following reclassification, the assets are measured at the lower of their existing carrying amount and their ‘fair value
less costs to sell’. Depreciation ceases to be charged. Assets are de-recognised when all material sale contract
conditions have been met.
Property, plant and equipment which is to be scrapped or demolished does not qualify for recognition as ‘held for sale’
and instead is retained as an operational asset and the asset’s useful life is adjusted. The asset is de-recognised when
scrapping or demolition occurs.
Donated and grant funded assets
Donated and grant funded property, plant and equipment assets are capitalised at their fair value on receipt. The
donation/grant is credited to income at the same time, unless the donor has imposed a condition that the future
economic benefits embodied in the grant are to be consumed in a manner specified by the donor, in which case, the
donation/grant is deferred within liabilities and is carried forward to future financial years to the extent that the condition
has not yet been met.
The donated and grant funded assets are subsequently accounted for in the same manner as other items of property,
plant and equipment.
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Private Finance Initiative (PFI) and Local Improvement Finance Trust (LIFT) transactions
PFI and LIFT transactions which meet the IFRIC 12 definition of a service concession, as interpreted in HM Treasury’s
FReM , are accounted for as ‘on-Statement of Financial Position’ by the trust. In accordance with HM Treasury’s FReM,
the underlying assets are recognised as property, plant and equipment, together with an equivalent liability.
Subsequently, the assets are accounted for as property, plant and equipment and/or intangible assets as appropriate.
The annual contract payments are apportioned between the repayment of the liability, a finance cost, the charges for
services and lifecycle replacement of components of the asset. The element of the annual unitary payment increase
due to cumulative indexation is treated as contingent rent and is expensed as incurred.
The service charge is recognised in operating expenses and the finance cost is charged to finance costs in the
Statement of Comprehensive Income.
Lifecycle replacements are capitalised as per the accounting model unless the Trust is aware of specific items which,
due to timing issues are yet to be completed to the original schedule. In those cases, a prepayment is carried forward to
reflect the asset is yet to be lifecycled.
Useful lives of property, plant and equipment
Useful lives reflect the total life of an asset and not the remaining life of an asset. The range of useful lives are shown in
the table below:
Min life

Max life

Years

Years

Not applicable

Not applicable

Buildings, excluding dwellings

10

50

Dwellings

10

21

Plant & machinery

5

25

Transport equipment

7

7

Information technology

3

8

Furniture & fittings

5

10

Land

Land is not depreciated as it is assumed to have infinite life.
Finance-leased assets (including land) are depreciated over the shorter of the useful life or the lease term, unless the
trust expects to acquire the asset at the end of the lease term in which case the assets are depreciated in the same
manner as owned assets above.
# Note 1.10 Intangible assets
Recognition
Intangible assets are non-monetary assets without physical substance which are capable of being sold separately from
the rest of the trust’s business or which arise from contractual or other legal rights. They are recognised only where it is
probable that future economic benefits will flow to, or service potential be provided to, the trust and where the cost of
the asset can be measured reliably.
Internally generated intangible assets
Internally generated goodwill, brands, mastheads, publishing titles, customer lists and similar items are not capitalised
as intangible assets.
Expenditure on research is not capitalised. Expenditure on development is capitalised where it meets the requirements
set out in IAS 38.
Software
Software which is integral to the operation of hardware, eg an operating system, is capitalised as part of the relevant
item of property, plant and equipment. Software which is not integral to the operation of hardware, eg application
software, is capitalised as an intangible asset.
Measurement
Intangible assets are recognised initially at cost, comprising all directly attributable costs needed to create, produce and
prepare the asset to the point that it is capable of operating in the manner intended by management.
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Subsequently intangible assets are measured at current value in existing use. Where no active market exists, intangible
assets are valued at the lower of depreciated replacement cost and the value in use where the asset is income
generating. Revaluation gains and losses and impairments are treated in the same manner as for property, plant and
equipment. An intangible asset which is surplus with no plan to bring it back into use is valued at fair value where there
are no restrictions on sale at the reporting date and where they do not meet the definitions of investment properties or
assets held for sale.
Intangible assets held for sale are measured at the lower of their carrying amount or fair value less costs to sell.
Amortisation
Intangible assets are amortised over their expected useful lives in a manner consistent with the consumption of
economic or service delivery benefits.
Useful lives of intangible assets
Useful lives reflect the total life of an asset and not the remaining life of an asset. The range of useful lives are shown
in the table below:
Min life
Max life
Years

Years

Information technology

3

8

Software licences

3

8
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# Note 1.11 Inventories
Inventories are valued at the lower of cost and net realisable value. The cost of inventories is measured using the first in,
first out (FIFO) method.
# Note 1.12 Investment properties
Investment properties are measured at fair value. Changes in fair value are recognised as gains or losses in
income/expenditure.
Only those assets which are held solely to generate a commercial return are considered to be investment properties.
Where an asset is held, in part, for support service delivery objectives, then it is considered to be an item of property,
plant and equipment. Properties occupied by employees, whether or not they pay rent at market rates, are not classified
as investment properties.
# Note 1.13 Cash and cash equivalents
Cash is cash in hand and deposits with any financial institution repayable without penalty on notice of not more than 24
hours. Cash equivalents are investments that mature in 3 months or less from the date of acquisition and that are readily
convertible to known amounts of cash with insignificant risk of change in value.
In the Statement of Cash Flows, cash and cash equivalents are shown net of bank overdrafts that are repayable on
demand and that form an integral part of the Trust’s cash management. Cash, bank and overdraft balances are recorded
at current values.
# Note 1.14 Carbon Reduction Commitment scheme (CRC)
The CRC scheme is a mandatory cap and trade scheme for non-transport CO2 emissions. The trust is registered with
the CRC scheme, and is therefore required to surrender to the Government an allowance for every tonne of CO2 it emits
during the financial year. A liability and related expense is recognised in respect of this obligation as CO2 emissions are
made.
The carrying amount of the liability at the financial year end will therefore reflect the CO2 emissions that have been made
during that financial year, less the allowances (if any) surrendered voluntarily during the financial year in respect of that
financial year.
The liability will be measured at the amount expected to be incurred in settling the obligation. This will be the cost of the
number of allowances required to settle the obligation.
# Note 1.15 Financial assets and financial liabilities
Recognition
Financial assets and financial liabilities arise where the Trust is party to the contractual provisions of a financial
instrument, and as a result has a legal right to receive or a legal obligation to pay cash or another financial instrument.
The GAM expands the definition of a contract to include legislation and regulations which give rise to arrangements that
in all other respects would be a financial instrument and do not give rise to transactions classified as a tax by ONS.
This includes the purchase or sale of non-financial items (such as goods or services), which are entered into in
accordance with the Trust’s normal purchase, sale or usage requirements and are recognised when, and to the extent
which, performance occurs, ie, when receipt or delivery of the goods or services is made.
Classification and measurement
Financial assets and financial liabilities are initially measured at fair value plus or minus directly attributable transaction
costs except where the asset or liability is not measured at fair value through profit and loss. Fair value is taken as the
transaction price, or otherwise determined by reference to quoted market prices or valuation techniques.
Financial assets or financial liabilities in respect of assets acquired or disposed of through finance leases are recognised
and measured in accordance with the accounting policy for leases described below.
Financial assets are classified as subsequently measured at amortised cost, fair value through profit and loss or fair
value through other comprehensive income depending upon type.
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Financial liabilities classified as subsequently measured at amortised cost or fair value through profit and loss.
Financial assets and financial liabilities at amortised cost
Financial assets and financial liabilities at amortised cost are those held with the objective of collecting contractual cash
flows and where cash flows are solely payments of principal and interest. This includes cash equivalents, contract and
other receivables, trade and other payables, rights and obligations under lease arrangements and loans receivable and
payable.
After initial recognition, these financial assets and financial liabilities are measured at amortised cost using the effective
interest method less any impairment (for financial assets). The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts
estimated future cash payments or receipts through the expected life of the financial asset or financial liability to the
gross carrying amount of a financial asset or to the amortised cost of a financial liability.
Interest revenue or expense is calculated by applying the effective interest rate to the gross carrying amount of a financial
asset or amortised cost of a financial liability and recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income and a financing
income or expense. In the case of loans held from the Department of Health and Social Care, the effective interest rate
is the nominal rate of interest charged on the loan.
Financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income

A financial asset is measured at fair value through other comprehensive income where business model objectives are
met by both collecting contractual cash flows and selling financial assets and where the cash flows are solely payments
of principal and interest. Movements in the fair value of financial assets in this category are recognised as gains or losses
in other comprehensive income except for impairment losses. On derecognition, cumulative gains and losses previously
recognised in other comprehensive income are reclassified from equity to profit and loss, except where the Trust elected
to measure an equity instrument in this category on initial recognition.

The Trust has irrevocably elected to measure the following equity instruments at fair value through other comprehensive
income:
- Equity investment in one private company obtained by the Trust in recognition of its part in establishing the company.
This is held as a strategic asset and the Trust is not able to liquidise the asset.
Financial assets and financial liabilities at fair value through profit and loss

Financial assets measured at fair value through profit or loss are those that are not otherwise measured at amortised
cost or at fair value through other comprehensive income. This category also includes financial assets and liabilities
acquired principally for the purpose of selling in the short term (held for trading) and derivatives. Derivatives which are
embedded in other contracts, but which are separable from the host contract are measured within this category.
Movements in the fair value of financial assets and liabilities in this category are recognised as gains or losses in the
Statement of Comprehensive income.
Impairment of financial assets
For all financial assets measured at amortised cost including lease receivables, contract receivables and contract assets
or assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income, the Trust recognises an allowance for expected
credit losses.
The Trust adopts the simplified approach to impairment for contract and other receivables, contract assets and lease
receivables, measuring expected losses as at an amount equal to lifetime expected losses. For other financial assets, the
loss allowance is initially measured at an amount equal to 12-month expected credit losses (stage 1) and subsequently at
an amount equal to lifetime expected credit losses if the credit risk assessed for the financial asset significantly increases
(stage 2).
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Expected credit losses are determined by reference to past experience within separate categories of debt, classified by
level of risk. Judgement is also applied, where the expectation of future credit losses is anticipated to impact upon the
recoverable amount of the asset. The age of a receivable is taken into account and the more overdue a receivable
becomes, the higher the value of expected credit loss. A different risk classification has been applied to a specific group
of private patient billing that is at higher risk of not being collected than usual.
HM Treasury has ruled that central government bodies may not recognise stage 1 or stage 2 impairments against other
government departments, their executive agencies, the Bank of England, Exchequer Funds, and Exchequer Funds’
assets where repayment is ensured by primary legislation. The Trust therefore does not recognise loss allowances for
stage 1 or stage 2 impairments against these bodies. Additionally, the Department of Health and Social Care provides a
guarantee of last resort against the debts of its arm’s length bodies and NHS bodies (excluding NHS charities), and the
Trust does not recognise loss allowances for stage 1 or stage 2 impairments against these bodies.
For financial assets that have become credit impaired since initial recognition (stage 3), expected credit losses at the
reporting date are measured as the difference between the asset’s gross carrying amount and the present value of
estimated future cash flows discounted at the financial asset’s original effective interest rate.
Expected losses are charged to operating expenditure within the Statement of Comprehensive Income and reduce the
net carrying value of the financial asset in the Statement of Financial Position.
Derecognition
Financial assets are de-recognised when the contractual rights to receive cash flows from the assets have expired or the
Trust has transferred substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership.
Financial liabilities are de-recognised when the obligation is discharged, cancelled or expires.
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# Note 1.16 Leases
Leases are classified as finance leases when substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership are transferred to the
lessee. All other leases are classified as operating leases.
The trust as a lessee
Finance leases
Where substantially all risks and rewards of ownership of a leased asset are borne by the trust, the asset is recorded as
property, plant and equipment and a corresponding liability is recorded. The value at which both are recognised is the
lower of the fair value of the asset or the present value of the minimum lease payments, discounted using the interest
rate implicit in the lease. The implicit interest rate is that which produces a constant periodic rate of interest on the
outstanding liability.
The asset and liability are recognised at the commencement of the lease. Thereafter the asset is accounted for an item
of property plant and equipment.
The annual rental charge is split between the repayment of the liability and a finance cost so as to achieve a constant
rate of finance over the life of the lease. The annual finance cost is charged to finance costs in the Statement of
Comprehensive Income.
Operating leases
Operating lease payments are recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over the lease term. Lease incentives
are recognised initially in other liabilities on the statement of financial position and subsequently as a reduction of
rentals on a straight-line basis over the lease term. Contingent rentals are recognised as an expense in the period in
which they are incurred.
Leases of land and buildings
Where a lease is for land and buildings, the land component is separated from the building component and the
classification for each is assessed separately.
The trust as a lessor
Finance leases
Amounts due from lessees under finance leases are recorded as receivables at the amount of the Trust's net
investment in the leases. Finance lease income is allocated to accounting periods to reflect a constant periodic rate of
return on the trust's net investment outstanding in respect of the leases.
Operating leases
Rental income from operating leases is recognised on a straight-line basis over the term of the lease. Initial direct costs
incurred in negotiating and arranging an operating lease are added to the carrying amount of the leased asset and
recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over the lease term.
# Note 1.17 Provisions
The Trust recognises a provision where it has a present legal or constructive obligation of uncertain timing or amount;
for which it is probable that there will be a future outflow of cash or other resources; and a reliable estimate can be
made of the amount. The amount recognised in the Statement of Financial Position is the best estimate of the
resources required to settle the obligation. Where the effect of the time value of money is significant, the estimated riskadjusted cash flows are discounted using HM Treasury's discount rates effective for 31 March 2020:
Short-term
Up to 5 years
0.51%
Medium-term
After 5 years up to 10 years
0.55%
Long-term
Exceeding 10 years
1.99%

HM Treasury provides discount rates for general provisions on a nominal rate basis. Expected future cash flows are
therefore adjusted for the impact of inflation before discounting using nominal rates. The following inflation rates are set
by HM Treasury, effective 31 March 2020:
Inflation rate
Year 1
1.90%
Year 2
2.00%
Into perpetuity
2.00%
Early retirement provisions and injury benefit provisions both use the HM Treasury's pension discount rate of minus
0.5% in real terms.
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Clinical negligence costs

NHS Resolution operates a risk pooling scheme under which the trust pays an annual contribution to NHS Resolution,
which, in return, settles all clinical negligence claims. Although NHS Resolution is administratively responsible for all
clinical negligence cases, the legal liability remains with the Trust. The total value of clinical negligence provisions carried
by NHS Resolution on behalf of the trust is disclosed at note 34.2 but is not recognised in the Trust’s accounts.
Non-clinical risk pooling
The trust participates in the Property Expenses Scheme and the Liabilities to Third Parties Scheme. Both are risk pooling
schemes under which the trust pays an annual contribution to NHS Resolution and in return receives assistance with the
costs of claims arising. The annual membership contributions, and any excesses payable in respect of particular claims
are charged to operating expenses when the liability arises.
# Note 1.18 Contingencies
Contingent assets (that is, assets arising from past events whose existence will only be confirmed by one or more future
events not wholly within the entity’s control) are not recognised as assets, but are disclosed in note 35 where an inflow of
economic benefits is probable.
Contingent liabilities are not recognised, but are disclosed in note 35, unless the probability of a transfer of economic
benefits is remote.
Contingent liabilities are defined as:
• possible obligations arising from past events whose existence will be confirmed only by the occurrence of one or more
uncertain future events not wholly within the entity’s control; or
• present obligations arising from past events but for which it is not probable that a transfer of economic benefits will arise
or for which the amount of the obligation cannot be measured with sufficient reliability.
# Note 1.19 Public dividend capital
Public dividend capital (PDC) is a type of public sector equity finance based on the excess of assets over liabilities at the
time of establishment of the predecessor NHS organisation. HM Treasury has determined that PDC is not a financial
instrument within the meaning of IAS 32.
The Secretary of State can issue new PDC to, and require repayments of PDC from, the trust. PDC is recorded at the
value received.
A charge, reflecting the cost of capital utilised by the trust, is payable as public dividend capital dividend. The charge is
calculated at the rate set by HM Treasury (currently 3.5%) on the average relevant net assets of the trust during the
financial year. Relevant net assets are calculated as the value of all assets less the value of all liabilities, except for
(i) donated and grant funded assets and assets purchased in response to COVID-19,
(ii) average daily cash balances held with the Government Banking Services (GBS) and National Loans Fund (NLF)
deposits, excluding cash balances held in GBS accounts that relate to a short-term working capital facility, and
(iii) any PDC dividend balance receivable or payable.
In accordance with the requirements laid down by the Department of Health and Social Care (as the issuer of PDC), the
dividend for the year is calculated on the actual average relevant net assets as set out in the “pre-audit” version of the
annual accounts. The dividend calculated is not revised should any adjustment to net assets occur as a result the audit of
the annual accounts.
# Note 1.20 Value added tax
Most of the activities of the trust are outside the scope of VAT and, in general, output tax does not apply and input tax on
purchases is not recoverable. Irrecoverable VAT is charged to the relevant expenditure category or included in the
capitalised purchase cost of fixed assets. Where output tax is charged or input VAT is recoverable, the amounts are
stated net of VAT.
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# Note 1.21 Corporation tax
The Trust's activities relate to the provision of goods and services relating to healthcare and the Trust is not registered as
a limited company. On this basis the Trust is not liable for corporation tax.
# Note 1.22 Foreign exchange
The functional and presentational currency of the trust is sterling.
A transaction which is denominated in a foreign currency is translated into the functional currency at the spot exchange
rate on the date of the transaction.
Where the trust has assets or liabilities denominated in a foreign currency at the Statement of Financial Position date:
• monetary items are translated at the spot exchange rate on 31 March
• non-monetary assets and liabilities measured at historical cost are translated using the spot exchange rate at the date
of the transaction and
• non-monetary assets and liabilities measured at fair value are translated using the spot exchange rate at the date the
fair value was determined.
Exchange gains or losses on monetary items (arising on settlement of the transaction or on re-translation at the
Statement of Financial Position date) are recognised in income or expense in the period in which they arise.
Exchange gains or losses on non-monetary assets and liabilities are recognised in the same manner as other gains and
losses on these items.
# Note 1.23 Third party assets
Assets belonging to third parties in which the Trust has no beneficial interest (such as money held on behalf of patients)
are not recognised in the accounts. However, they are disclosed in a separate note to the accounts in accordance with
the requirements of HM Treasury’s FReM .
# Note 1.24 Losses and special payments
Losses and special payments are items that Parliament would not have contemplated when it agreed funds for the health
service or passed legislation. By their nature they are items that ideally should not arise. They are therefore subject to
special control procedures compared with the generality of payments. They are divided into different categories, which
govern the way that individual cases are handled. Losses and special payments are charged to the relevant functional
headings in expenditure on an accruals basis.
The losses and special payments note is compiled directly from the losses and compensations register which reports on
an accrual basis with the exception of provisions for future losses.
# Note 1.25 Gifts
Gifts are items that are voluntarily donated, with no preconditions and without the expectation of any return. Gifts include
all transactions economically equivalent to free and unremunerated transfers, such as the loan of an asset for its
expected useful life, and the sale or lease of assets at below market value.
# Note 1.26 Transfers of functions to / from other NHS bodies / local government bodies
For functions that have been transferred to the trust from another public body, the assets and liabilities transferred are
recognised in the accounts as at the date of transfer. The assets and liabilities are not adjusted to fair value prior to
recognition. The net gain / loss corresponding to the net assets/ liabilities transferred is recognised within income /
expenses, but not within operating activities.
For property, plant and equipment assets and intangible assets, the cost and accumulated depreciation / amortisation
balances from the transferring entity’s accounts are preserved on recognition in the trust’s accounts. Where the
transferring body recognised revaluation reserve balances attributable to the assets, the trust makes a transfer from its
income and expenditure reserve to its revaluation reserve to maintain transparency within public sector accounts.
For functions that the trust has transferred to another public body, the assets and liabilities transferred are de-recognised
from the accounts as at the date of transfer. The net loss / gain corresponding to the net assets/ liabilities transferred is
recognised within expenses / income, but not within operating activities. Any revaluation reserve balances attributable to
assets de-recognised are transferred to the income and expenditure reserve. Adjustments to align the acquired function
to the trust's accounting policies are applied after initial recognition and are adjusted directly in taxpayers’ equity.
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# Note 1.27 Early adoption of standards, amendments and interpretations
No new accounting standards or revisions to existing standards have been early adopted in 2019/20.
# Note 1.28 Standards, amendments and interpretations in issue but not yet effective or adopted
IFRS 16 Leases will replace IAS 17 Leases, IFRIC 4 Determining whether an arrangement contains a lease and other
interpretations and is applicable in the public sector for periods beginning 1 April 2021. The standard provides a single
accounting model for lessees, recognising a right of use asset and obligation in the statement of financial position for
most leases: some leases are exempt through application of practical expedients explained below. For those
recognised in the statement of financial position the standard also requires the remeasurement of lease liabilities in
specific circumstances after the commencement of the lease term. For lessors, the distinction between operating and
finance leases will remain and the accounting will be largely unchanged.

IFRS 16 changes the definition of a lease compared to IAS 17 and IFRIC 4. The trust will apply this definition to new
leases only and will grandfather its assessments made under the old standards of whether existing contracts contain a
lease.
On transition to IFRS 16 on 1 April 2021, the trust will apply the standard retrospectively with the cumulative effect of
initially applying the standard recognised in the income and expenditure reserve at that date. For existing operating
leases with a remaining lease term of more than 12 months and an underlying asset value of at least £5,000, a lease
liability will be recognised equal to the value of remaining lease payments discounted on transition at the trust’s
incremental borrowing rate. The trust’s incremental borrowing rate will be a rate defined by HM Treasury. Currently this
rate is 1.27% but this may change between now and adoption of the standard. The related right of use asset will be
measured equal to the lease liability adjusted for any prepaid or accrued lease payments. For existing peppercorn
leases not classified as finance leases, a right of use asset will be measured at current value in existing use or fair
value. The difference between the asset value and the calculated lease liability will be recognised in the income and
expenditure reserve on transition. No adjustments will be made on 1 April 2021 for existing finance leases.

For leases commencing in 2021/22, the trust will not recognise a right of use asset or lease liability for short term
leases (less than or equal to 12 months) or for leases of low value assets (less than £5,000). Right of use assets will
be subsequently measured on a basis consistent with owned assets and depreciated over the length of the lease term.

The Trust is making progress on its IFRS16 implementation plan. This includes internal preparation, communication,
system implementation and detailed review of new and existing contracts analysing for their IFRS16 impact.
The Trust is not yet in a position to be able to accurately estimate the impact of applying IFRS 16 in 2021/22.
Other standards, amendments and interpretations
The following is a list of recently issued IFRS Standards and amendments that have not yet been adopted within the
FReM, and are therefore not applicable to DHSC group accounts in 2019-20. The Trust is not yet in a position to be
able to accurately estimate the impact of applying these standards.

IFRS 14 Regulatory Deferral Accounts - Not EU-endorsed.* Applies to first time adopters of IFRS after 1 January
2016. Therefore not applicable to DHSC group bodies.
IFRS 17 Insurance Contracts - Application required for accounting periods beginning on or after 1 January 2021, but
not yet adopted by the FReM: early adoption is not therefore permitted.
* The European Financial Reporting Advisory Group recommended in October 2015 that the Standard should not be
endorsed as it is unlikely to be adopted by many EU countries.
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# Note 1.29 Critical judgements in applying accounting policies
The following are the judgements, apart from those involving estimations (see below) that management has made in
the process of applying the trust accounting policies and that have the most significant effect on the amounts
recognised in the financial statements:
1.29.1 PFI and service concessions classification
The Trust has assessed the three PFI schemes, Welcome Centre, and Carbon Energy Scheme against the
international financial reporting standards and relevant NHS accounting guidance and judges that all are capitalised
under the IFRIC 12 criteria. Estimates for the assets, liabilities and amounts chargeable to the SOCI are determined as
per the estimation paragraph in the section below. The Welcome Centre has no economic outflow from the Trust so is
reported under deferred income following the guidance.

1.29.2 Leases
New operating leases are considered against the criteria to determine whether substantially all the risks and rewards of
ownership have been transferred to the Trust. More detail is contained in 1.16.
1.29.3 Capitalisation of staff costs
The Trust makes judgements about which of its staff costs are related to capital improvements that meet the definitions
in 1.9. These judgements are based on timesheets and the Trust's understanding of what is being achieved by the
individuals carrying out the work.
1.29.4 Valuation of Estate
The assessment of the optimal site for the market equivalent assessment (MEA) value. Please see note 19 for details.
# Note 1.30 Sources of estimation uncertainty
The following are assumptions about the future and other major sources of estimation uncertainty that have a
significant risk of resulting in a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next
financial year:

1.30.1 Estimation of contract income
Achieving early closure of accounts means that the accounts must be prepared before the normal cycle for contract
income is complete. Contract income includes some estimated values and assessment of income risk based on actual
activity for the first 10 months of the Financial Year. Actual amounts may differ from the estimate depending on actual
activity levels, but not materially so. Included in the income figure is an estimate for partially completed spells.
1.30.2 Estimation of payments for the PFI and service concession assets, including finance costs
The assets and liabilities relating to the three PFI schemes have been brought onto the statement of financial position
based on estimations from the DH financial model as required by the Department of Health guidance. The models also
provide estimates for interest payable and contingent rent. A similar model has been developed to estimate the
accounting entries for the Trust's Carbon Energy Scheme which is capitalised under IFRIC12 as a service concession.
A liability also exists for future commitments and the model estimates the interest payable.
1.30.3 Estimation of asset lives as the basis for depreciation calculations
Depreciation of equipment is based on asset lives, which have been estimated upon recognition of the assets.
Managers have adjusted estimated lives at the end of the accounting period, where their estimate of useful life is
significantly different to the original. The estimate of asset lives may differ to the actual period the trust utilises the asset
but any difference would not be material.
1.30.4 Impairment of receivables
The trust is required to judge how to impair receivables. It does this based on the aged profile and class of the
receivables. Different classes of receivables attract different rates of impairment depending on the trust's assessment
of the level of risk associated with the collection of the debt. The trust adopts a prudent policy of increases the expected
credit loss the older the debt is. The trust makes every effort to collect the debt, even when it has been impaired, and
only writes off the debt as a final course of action after all possible collection efforts have been made. The actual level
of debt written off may be different to that which had been judged as impaired, but not materially so.
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1.30.5 Accruals and prepayments
Each year the trust sets detailed guidance for its managers in order to assist them in calculating accruals and
prepayments including de-Minimis levels. The trust uses a number of techniques to calculate its best estimate for
accruals. Techniques that are used include:• Trend analysis
• Expert judgement of Finance Managers
• Supplier statements
• Formulaic approach based on historical cost information
Prepayments are not normally sensitive to future events, and they can be reliably estimated. Accruals are a matter of
judgement, based on past experience and information available at the time. Once realised, accruals can be different to
the original estimate, but not materially so.
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Note 2 Operating Segments

The nature of the Trust's services is the provision of healthcare. Similar methods are used to provide services across all
locations and the appropriate policies, procedures and governance arrangements are Trust wide. As an NHS
Foundation Trust, all services are subject to the same regulatory environment and standards set by external
performance managers. The Trust operates one segment and in the period to 31 March 2020 reported to the Board in
this format. No discrete activities of the business have individual revenue exceeding 10% of the total combined revenue
or assets.
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3 Note 3 Operating income from patient care activities
All income from patient care activities relates to contract income recognised in line with accounting policy 1.4.
3 Note 3.1 Income from patient care activities (by nature)

2019/20

2018/19

£000

£000

Acute services
Elective income

166,949

166,972

Non elective income

248,883

218,858

First outpatient income

56,206

55,408

Follow up outpatient income

85,417

77,542

A & E income

26,959

23,121

330,168

327,006

8,067
-

6,834
8,310

24,707
12,180

3,582

959,536

887,633

High cost drugs income from commissioners (excluding pass-through costs)
Other NHS clinical income
All services
Private patient income
Additional non-tariff income*
Additional pension contribution central funding**
Other clinical income***
Total income from activities

*Additional non-tariff income in 2018/19 was central funding, from 2019/20 this funding is incorporated into tariff for
individual services.

**The employer contribution rate for NHS pensions increased from 14.3% to 20.6% (excluding administration charge)
from 1 April 2019. For 2019/20, NHS providers continued to pay over contributions at the former rate with the
additional amount being paid over by NHS England on providers' behalf. The full cost and related funding have been
recognised in these accounts.
***Other clinical income includes £8.5m for Covid-19 specific activities of the Trust.

3 Note 3.2 Income from patient care activities (by source)
2019/20
£000

Income from patient care activities received from:

2018/19
£000

NHS England

466,039

409,167

Clinical commissioning groups

472,098

448,637

779

8,310

Department of Health and Social Care
Other NHS providers

-

-

177

178

Local authorities

7,688

10,214

Non-NHS: private patients

8,067

6,834

Non-NHS: overseas patients (chargeable to patient)

1,845

1,459

Injury cost recovery scheme

1,818

2,123

Non NHS: other
Total income from activities

1,025
959,536

711
887,633

959,536

887,633

-

-

NHS other

Of which:
Related to continuing operations
Related to discontinued operations
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Note 3.3 Overseas visitors (relating to patients charged directly by the provider)
2019/20
£000

2018/19
£000

Income recognised this year

1,845

1,459

Cash payments received in-year

1,290

843

Amounts added to provision for impairment of receivables

259

71

Amounts written off in-year

213

91

Note 4 Other operating income

2019/20

2018/19

Contract Non-contract
income
income
£000
£000

Total
£000

Contract Non-contract
income
income
£000
£000

Total
£000

Research and development

58,310

-

58,310

58,509

-

58,509

Education and training
Non-patient care services to other bodies

48,728
23,115

814
-

49,542
23,115

47,104
24,844

-

47,104
24,844

2,989

-

2,989

24,340

-

24,340

-

-

-

-

-

-

Marginal rate emergency tariff funding (MRET)

15,958

-

15,958

-

-

-

Income in respect of employee benefits accounted on a gross basis

Provider sustainability fund (PSF)
Financial recovery fund (FRF)

10,437

-

10,437

9,950

-

9,950

Receipt of capital grants and donations

-

1,666

1,666

-

1,081

1,081

Charitable and other contributions to expenditure

-

381

381

-

500

500

Support from the Department of Health and Social Care for mergers

-

-

-

-

-

-

Rental revenue from finance leases

-

-

-

-

-

-

Rental revenue from operating leases

-

2,318

2,318

-

2,465

2,465

-

86

86

-

86

86

15,197
174,734

5,265

15,197
179,999

17,036
181,783

4,132

17,036
185,915

Amortisation of PFI deferred income / credits
Other income
Total other operating income
Of which:
Related to continuing operations
Related to discontinued operations

179,999
-
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Note 5.1 Additional information on contract revenue (IFRS 15) recognised in the period

Revenue recognised in the reporting period that was included within contract liabilities
at the previous period end
Revenue recognised from performance obligations satisfied (or partially satisfied) in
previous periods

2019/20

2018/19

£000

£000

2,702

3,084

-

-

Note 5.2 Transaction price allocated to remaining performance obligations
The trust has exercised the practical expedients permitted by IFRS 15 paragraph 121 in preparing this disclosure.
Revenue from (i) contracts with an expected duration of one year or less and (ii) contracts where the trust recognises
revenue directly corresponding to work done to date is not disclosed.
Note 5.3 Income from activities arising from commissioner requested services
Under the terms of its provider licence, the trust is required to analyse the level of income from activities that has arisen
from commissioner requested and non-commissioner requested services. Commissioner requested services are
defined in the provider licence and are services that commissioners believe would need to be protected in the event of
provider failure. This information is provided in the table below:
2019/20

2018/19

£000
Income from services designated as commissioner requested services
Income from services not designated as commissioner requested services
Total

£000

949,624

879,340

9,912
959,536

8,293
887,633

Note 5.4 Profits and losses on disposal of property, plant and equipment
Land with net book value of £1.0m was invested into a newly established joint venture with Oxford Hospitals Charity
called "Oxford Heading Holdings LLP". Please see notes 21 and 23 for more information.

Note 6 Fees and charges
HM Treasury requires disclosure of fees and charges income. The following disclosure is of income from charges to
service users where income from that service exceeds £1 million and is presented as the aggregate of such income.
The cost associated with the service that generated the income is also disclosed.
2019/20
2018/19
£000

£000

Income

12,966

11,777

Full cost

(8,351)
4,615

(7,992)
3,785

Surplus / (deficit)

Note that this relates to private patient income of £8.1m (2018/19: £6.8m), car parking income of £3.1m (2018/19:
£3.4m) and overseas patient income of £1.8m (2018/19: £1.5m).
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Note 7.1 Operating expenses
2019/20
£000

2018/19
£000

Purchase of healthcare from NHS and DHSC bodies

6,680

8,808

Purchase of healthcare from non-NHS and non-DHSC bodies

8,326

10,476

Purchase of social care
Staff and executive directors costs
Remuneration of non-executive directors
Supplies and services - clinical (excluding drugs costs)
Supplies and services - general
Drug costs (drugs inventory consumed and purchase of non-inventory drugs)
Inventories written down
Consultancy costs

-

-

648,751

570,281

169

154

114,258

119,899

7,199

7,856

128,502

115,795

197

163

2,757

4,160

Establishment

12,344

10,632

Premises

31,082

29,291

4,777

4,511

26,065

27,521

1,885

2,988

Transport (including patient travel)
Depreciation on property, plant and equipment
Amortisation on intangible assets
Net impairments

(716)

21,227

Movement in credit loss allowance: contract receivables / contract assets

1,035

(479)

Movement in credit loss allowance: all other receivables and investments

-

-

Increase/(decrease) in other provisions

-

-

202

(50)

90

90

Change in provisions discount rate(s)
Audit fees payable to the external auditor
audit services- statutory audit
other auditor remuneration (external auditor only)

-

11

Internal audit costs

266

342

Clinical negligence

29,127

31,154

900

894

Legal fees
Insurance

36

23

52,466

48,236

Education and training

9,883

8,420

Rentals under operating leases

1,805

1,057

Research and development

Early retirements

-

-

284

639

40,801

39,189

-

-

1,334

1,380

Hospitality

11

27

Losses, ex gratia & special payments

32

18

Redundancy
Charges to operating expenditure for on-SoFP IFRIC 12 schemes (e.g. PFI / LIFT)
Charges to operating expenditure for off-SoFP PFI / LIFT schemes
Car parking & security

Grossing up consortium arrangements
Other services, eg external payroll
Other
Total

-

-

5,630

5,522

6,171
1,142,349

9,698
1,079,933

1,142,349

1,079,933

-

-

Of which:
Related to continuing operations
Related to discontinued operations
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Note 7.2 Other auditor remuneration
2019/20
£000

2018/19
£000

Other auditor remuneration paid to the external auditor:
1. Audit of accounts of any associate of the trust

-

-

2. Audit-related assurance services

-

11

3. Taxation compliance services

-

-

4. All taxation advisory services not falling within item 3 above

-

-

5. Internal audit services

-

-

6. All assurance services not falling within items 1 to 5

-

-

7. Corporate finance transaction services not falling within items 1 to 6 above

-

-

-

11

8. Other non-audit services not falling within items 2 to 7 above
Total

Note that the spend is nil this year because the equirement for the Quality Account has been removed due to the impact
of Covid-19
Note 7.3 Limitation on auditor's liability
There is no limitation on auditor's liability for external audit work carried out for the financial years 2019/20 or 2018/19.

Note 8 Impairment of assets
2019/20
£000

2018/19
£000

Net impairments charged to operating surplus / deficit resulting from:
Loss or damage from normal operations

-

-

Over specification of assets

-

-

Abandonment of assets in course of construction

95

3

Unforeseen obsolescence

-

-

Loss as a result of catastrophe

-

-

(811)

21,224

(716)

21,227

3,168
2,452

24,455
45,682

Changes in market price
Other
Total net impairments charged to operating surplus / deficit
Impairments charged to the revaluation reserve
Total net impairments

There are three reasons for the impairments above:
i. impairment on revaluation to a modern equivalent asset basis when a new building or enhancement to an existing
building is first brought into use
ii. changes in market price arising from the annual revaluation exercise which results in impairments and reverse
impairments
iii. changes in the overall footprint in 2018/19 assessed by the trust as being its operational space requirement in the
Modern Equivalent Asset (MEA)
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Note 9 Employee benefits
2019/20

2018/19

Total
£000

Total
£000

Salaries and wages

519,252

478,781

Social security costs

46,133

42,648

Apprenticeship levy

2,311

2,160

80,780

51,150

45

11

Other post employment benefits

-

-

Other employment benefits

-

-

284

639

58,545
707,350

49,109
624,498

707,350

624,498

2,235

2,164

Bank staff

36,527

31,107

Agency staff

22,018
58,545

18,002
49,109

Employer's contributions to NHS pensions
Pension cost - other

Termination benefits
Temporary staff (including agency)
Total gross staff costs
Recoveries in respect of seconded staff
Total staff costs
Of which
Costs capitalised as part of assets
Temporary staff includes:

Note 9.1 Retirements due to ill-health
During 2019/20 there were no early retirements from the trust agreed on the grounds of ill-health (6 in the year ended
31 March 2019). The estimated additional pension liabilities of these ill-health retirements is nil (£0.2m in 2018/19).
These estimated costs are calculated on an average basis and will be borne by the NHS Pension Scheme.
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Note 10 Pension costs

Past and present employees are covered by the provisions of the two NHS Pension Schemes. Details of the benefits
payable and rules of the Schemes can be found on the NHS Pensions website at www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/pensions. Both
are unfunded defined benefit schemes that cover NHS employers, GP practices and other bodies, allowed under the
direction of the Secretary of State in England and Wales. They are not designed to be run in a way that would enable
NHS bodies to identify their share of the underlying scheme assets and liabilities. Therefore, each scheme is accounted
for as if it were a defined contribution scheme: the cost to the NHS body of participating in each scheme is taken as
equal to the contributions payable to that scheme for the accounting period
In order that the defined benefit obligations recognised in the financial statements do not differ materially from those
that would be determined at the reporting date by a formal actuarial valuation, the FReM requires that “the period
between formal valuations shall be four years, with approximate assessments in intervening years”. An outline of these
follows:
a) Accounting valuation
A valuation of scheme liability is carried out annually by the scheme actuary (currently the Government Actuary’s
Department) as at the end of the reporting period. This utilises an actuarial assessment for the previous accounting
period in conjunction with updated membership and financial data for the current reporting period, and is accepted as
providing suitably robust figures for financial reporting purposes. The valuation of the scheme liability as at 31 March
2020, is based on valuation data as at 31 March 2019, updated to 31 March 2020 with summary global member and
accounting data. In undertaking this actuarial assessment, the methodology prescribed in IAS 19, relevant FReM
interpretations, and the discount rate prescribed by HM Treasury have also been used.

The latest assessment of the liabilities of the scheme is contained in the report of the scheme actuary, which forms part
of the annual NHS Pension Scheme Accounts. These accounts can be viewed on the NHS Pensions website and are
published annually. Copies can also be obtained from The Stationery Office.
b) Full actuarial (funding) valuation
The purpose of this valuation is to assess the level of liability in respect of the benefits due under the schemes (taking
into account recent demographic experience), and to recommend contribution rates payable by employees and
employers.

The latest actuarial valuation undertaken for the NHS Pension Scheme was completed as at 31 March 2016. The
results of this valuation set the employer contribution rate payable from April 2019 to 20.6%, and the Scheme
Regulations were amended accordingly.

The 2016 funding valuation was also expected to test the cost of the Scheme relative to the employer cost cap set
following the 2012 valuation. Following a judgment from the Court of Appeal in December 2018 Government announced
a pause to that part of the valuation process pending conclusion of the continuing legal process.

Non-NHS Pension Scheme
By law all employers are required to automatically enrol certain workers in a pension scheme. If employees meet the
scheme's eligibility criteria they will be enrolled in the NHS Pension Scheme. If an employee cannot be enrolled in the
NHS Pension Scheme for whatever reason, they are automatically enrolled in an alternative qualifying pension scheme.
For OUH employees this scheme is the National Employee's Savings Trust (NEST). At the present time there are very
few employees (<1%) in this scheme.
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# Note 11 Operating leases
# Note 11.1 Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust as a lessor
This note discloses income generated in operating lease agreements where Oxford University Hospitals NHS
Foundation Trust is the lessor.
The Trust has a number of areas within properties where it acts as a lessor. These are generally buildings or areas
within buildings on the various hospital sites where space has been let to universities, charities or other organisations.
2019/20
£000

2018/19
£000

2,318

2,465

-

-

2,318

2,465

Operating lease revenue
Minimum lease receipts
Contingent rent
Other
Total

31 March
2020

31 March
2019

£000

£000

Future minimum lease receipts due:
- not later than one year;

1,159

- later than one year and not later than five years;
- later than five years.
Total

1,155

4,154

4,378

16,269
21,582

17,245
22,778

# Note 11.2 Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust as a lessee
This note discloses costs and commitments incurred in operating lease arrangements where Oxford University
Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust is the lessee.

The Trust's operating leases fall into two categories:
a) Leases of items of plant and equipment which are not treated as finance leases. These are predominantly items of
office equipment or motor vehicles. There is no material contingent rental, and the leases are for fixed terms. There are
no restrictions in these leases other than those which would commonly be found in commercial leases of this kind.
b) Leases of property. Typically these are leases of space in other NHS facilities. These leases are negotiated for fixed
terms.
2019/20
2018/19
£000

£000

Operating lease expense
Minimum lease payments
Contingent rents
Less sublease payments received
Total

1,805

1,057

-

-

1,805

1,057

31 March
2020

31 March
2019

£000

£000

Future minimum lease payments due:
- not later than one year;
- later than one year and not later than five years;
- later than five years.
Total
Future minimum sublease payments to be received
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Note 12 Finance income
Finance income represents interest received on assets and investments in the period.
2019/20
£000
Interest on bank accounts

2018/19
£000

620

400

Interest income on finance leases

-

-

Interest on other investments / financial assets

-

-

12
632

7
407

Other finance income
Total finance income
Note 13.1 Finance expenditure

Finance expenditure represents interest and other charges involved in the borrowing of money or asset financing.
2019/20
£000

2018/19
£000

Interest expense:
Loans from the Department of Health and Social Care
Other loans
Overdrafts
Finance leases
Interest on late payment of commercial debt
Main finance costs on PFI and LIFT schemes obligations
Contingent finance costs on PFI and LIFT scheme obligations
Total interest expense
Unwinding of discount on provisions
Other finance costs
Total finance costs

-

15

311

355

-

-

40

62

28

52

13,921

14,326

5,954
20,254

7,875
22,685

9

3

20,263

22,688

Note 13.2 The late payment of commercial debts (interest) Act 1998 / Public Contract Regulations 2015
2019/20
£000
Total liability accruing in year under this legislation as a result of late payments
Amounts included within interest payable arising from claims made under this
legislation
Compensation paid to cover debt recovery costs under this legislation

2018/19
£000

-

-

28

52

-

-

Note 14 Other gains / (losses)
2019/20

2018/19

Gains on disposal of assets

£000
13

£000
20,051

Losses on disposal of assets

(200)

(5)

(187)

20,046

Total gains / (losses) on disposal of assets
Gains / (losses) on foreign exchange
Fair value gains / (losses) on investment properties
Fair value gains / (losses) on financial assets / investments
Fair value gains / (losses) on financial liabilities
Recycling gains / (losses) on disposal of financial assets mandated as fair value
through OCI
Other gains / (losses)
Total other gains / (losses)
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-

10,306

4,812

61

7,010

-

-

-

-

10,180

31,868
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Note 15 Discontinued operations
The Trust does not have any operations that are classified as discontinued in the year ended 31 March 2020.
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Note 16.1 Intangible assets - 2019/20

Valuation / gross cost at 1 April 2019 - brought forward
Transfers by absorption
Additions

Software
licences

Patents

£000

£000

Internally
generated
Intangible
information assets under
technology construction
£000

£000

Total
£000

4,063

9

25,897

2,563

32,532

-

-

-

-

-

223

-

2,117

581

2,921

Impairments

-

-

-

-

-

Reversals of impairments

-

-

-

-

-

Revaluations

-

-

-

-

-

Reclassifications

-

-

-

-

-

Transfers to / from assets held for sale

-

-

-

-

-

Valuation / gross cost at 31 March 2020

(301)
3,985

(9)
-

(2,547)
25,467

3,144

(2,857)
32,596

Amortisation at 1 April 2019 - brought forward

1,730

9

20,123

-

21,862

-

-

-

-

-

Disposals / derecognition

Transfers by absorption
Provided during the year

666

-

1,219

-

1,885

Impairments

-

-

-

-

-

Reversals of impairments

-

-

-

-

-

Revaluations

-

-

-

-

-

Reclassifications

-

-

-

-

-

Transfers to / from assets held for sale

-

-

-

-

-

Amortisation at 31 March 2020

(301)
2,095

(9)
-

(2,547)
18,795

-

(2,857)
20,890

Net book value at 31 March 2020

1,890

-

6,672

3,144

11,706

Net book value at 1 April 2019

2,333

-

5,774

2,563

10,670

Disposals / derecognition
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Note 16.2 Intangible assets - 2018/19

Valuation / gross cost at 1 April 2018 - brought forward
Transfers by absorption

Software
licences

Patents

£000

£000

3,080

9

Internally
generated
Intangible
information assets under
technology construction
£000
22,697

£000
883

Total
£000
26,669

-

-

-

-

-

1,510

-

3,078

1,828

6,416

Impairments

-

-

-

-

-

Reversals of impairments

-

-

-

-

-

Revaluations

-

-

-

-

-

(53)

-

148

(148)

(53)

-

-

-

-

-

Valuation / gross cost at 31 March 2019

(474)
4,063

9

(26)
25,897

2,563

(500)
32,532

Amortisation at 1 April 2018 - brought forward

1,673

9

17,702

-

19,384

-

-

-

-

-

Additions

Reclassifications
Transfers to / from assets held for sale
Disposals / derecognition

Transfers by absorption
Provided during the year

541

-

2,447

-

2,988

Impairments

-

-

-

-

-

Reversals of impairments

-

-

-

-

-

Revaluations

-

-

-

-

-

(10)

-

-

-

(10)

Reclassifications
Transfers to / from assets held for sale

-

-

-

-

-

Amortisation at 31 March 2019

(474)
1,730

9

(26)
20,123

-

(500)
21,862

Net book value at 31 March 2019

2,333

-

5,774

2,563

10,670

Net book value at 1 April 2018

1,407

-

4,995

883

7,285

Disposals / derecognition
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Note 17.1 Property, plant and equipment - 2019/20

Valuation/gross cost at 1 April 2019 - brought forward
Transfers by absorption
Additions
Impairments
Reversals of impairments
Revaluations
Reclassifications
Transfers to / from assets held for sale
Disposals / derecognition
Valuation/gross cost at 31 March 2020
Accumulated depreciation at 1 April 2019 - brought
forward

Land

Buildings
excluding
dwellings

Dwellings

Assets under
construction

£000

£000

£000

£000

42,144

7,732

Plant & Transport
machinery equipment
£000
212,929

£000
707

Information Furniture &
technology
fittings
£000
14,353

£000
4,088

Total
£000

405,404

855

688,212

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5,538

-

23,632

10,486

4

2,962

350

42,972

(7,885)

(33,830)

-

-

-

-

-

-

(41,715)

2,082

36,607

-

-

-

-

-

-

38,689

35

30,983

2

-

-

-

-

-

31,020

(568)

(2,314)

-

(1,957)

797

-

5

198

(3,839)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(1,008)
34,800

442,388

857

(95)
29,312

(3,071)
221,141

711

(2,388)
14,932

4,636

(6,562)
748,777

-

2,374

7

-

160,815

619

7,722

3,487

175,024

Transfers by absorption

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Provided during the year

-

13,838

44

-

9,360

16

2,588

219

26,065

Impairments

-

(669)

-

95

-

-

-

-

(574)

Reversals of impairments

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Revaluations

-

(15,543)

(51)

-

-

-

-

-

(15,594)

Reclassifications

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Transfers to / from assets held for sale

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Disposals / derecognition

-

-

-

(95)

(3,035)

-

(2,388)

-

(5,518)

-

-

-

-

167,140

635

7,922

3,706

179,403

Net book value at 31 March 2020

34,800

442,388

857

29,312

54,001

76

7,010

930

569,374

Net book value at 1 April 2019

42,144

403,030

848

7,732

52,114

88

6,631

601

513,188

Accumulated depreciation at 31 March 2020
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Note 17.2 Property, plant and equipment - 2018/19

Valuation / gross cost at 1 April 2018 - brought forward
Transfers by absorption
Additions
Impairments
Reversals of impairments
Revaluations
Reclassifications
Transfers to / from assets held for sale
Disposals / derecognition
Valuation/gross cost at 31 March 2019
Accumulated depreciation at 1 April 2018 - brought
forward

Land

Buildings
excluding
dwellings

Dwellings

Assets under
construction

£000

£000

£000

£000

Plant & Transport
machinery equipment
£000

£000

Information Furniture &
technology
fittings
£000

£000

Total
£000

58,831

437,703

624

9,687

204,489

654

12,573

3,832

728,393

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

7,223

-

2,186

6,451

53

3,595

251

19,759

(16,072)

(53,220)

-

-

-

-

-

-

(69,292)

975

10,986

-

-

-

-

-

-

11,961

-

3,474

231

-

-

-

-

-

3,705

(538)

1,656

-

(4,138)

2,469

-

61

5

(485)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(1,052)
42,144

(2,418)
405,404

855

(3)
7,732

(480)
212,929

707

(1,876)
14,353

4,088

(5,829)
688,212

-

-

-

-

150,592

597

7,595

3,264

162,048

Transfers by absorption

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Provided during the year

-

14,554

31

-

10,698

22

1,993

223

27,521

Impairments

-

(11,652)

-

3

-

-

-

-

(11,649)

Reversals of impairments

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Revaluations

-

(516)

(24)

-

-

-

-

-

(540)

Reclassifications

-

-

-

-

-

-

10

-

10

Transfers to / from assets held for sale

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(12)
2,374

7

(3)
-

(475)
160,815

619

(1,876)
7,722

3,487

(2,366)
175,024

Net book value at 31 March 2019

42,144

403,030

848

7,732

52,114

88

6,631

601

513,188

Net book value at 1 April 2018

58,831

437,703

624

9,687

53,897

57

4,978

568

566,345

Disposals / derecognition
Accumulated depreciation at 31 March 2019
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Note 17.3 Property, plant and equipment financing - 2019/20

Land
£000

Buildings
excluding
dwellings
£000

Assets under
Dwellings construction
£000
£000

Plant & Transport
machinery equipment
£000
£000

Information Furniture &
technology
fittings
£000
£000

Total
£000

Net book value at 31 March 2020
Owned - purchased

31,739

200,822

857

28,486

31,801

76

6,994

898

301,673

Finance leased

-

-

-

-

917

-

-

-

917

On-SoFP PFI contracts and other service concession
arrangements

-

197,694

-

-

19,640

-

-

-

217,334

Off-SoFP PFI residual interests

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Owned - government granted

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3,061
34,800

43,872
442,388

857

826
29,312

1,643
54,001

76

16
7,010

32
930

49,450
569,374

Owned - donated
NBV total at 31 March 2020

Note 17.4 Property, plant and equipment financing - 2018/19

Land
£000

Buildings
excluding
dwellings
£000

Assets under
Dwellings construction
£000
£000

Plant & Transport
machinery equipment
£000
£000

Information Furniture &
technology
fittings
£000
£000

Total
£000

Net book value at 31 March 2019
Owned - purchased

37,626

171,050

848

7,732

27,492

88

6,607

548

251,991

Finance leased

-

-

-

-

1,451

-

-

-

1,451

On-SoFP PFI contracts and other service concession
arrangements

-

190,543

-

-

21,699

-

-

-

212,242

Off-SoFP PFI residual interests

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Owned - government granted

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4,518
42,144

41,437
403,030

848

7,732

1,472
52,114

88

24
6,631

53
601

47,504
513,188

Owned - donated
NBV total at 31 March 2019
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Note 18 Donations of property, plant and equipment
The donated assets acquired in the year were mostly donated by Oxford Hospitals Charity, and other trust funds
associated with Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust. There were no restrictions or conditions imposed
by the donor on the use of the donated assets.
Note 19 Revaluations of property, plant and equipment
The Trust’s land and buildings were revalued as at 31 March 2020 by the Trust's appoinited expert valuer. The full
movements as a result of revaulations are disclosed at note 17.
The valuation was an open market value using the modern equivalent asset basis of valuation. In assessing the value
of the Trust’s land it was assumed that should the existing buildings be replaced by a modern equivalent asset, certain
buildings would be rebuilt on a more intensive basis, on an alternative 'optimal site'. Therefore a smaller landholding
and buildings footprint is required while still maintaining the current level of service provision.
Asset lives of buildings are updated at the end of each statutory reporting period on the expert advice of the Trust's
appoinited expert valuer. The update does not affect depreciation in the current period of accounts and does not have
a material impact on future accounting periods.
The valuation exercise was carried out in February 2020 with a valuation date of 31 March 2020. In applying the Royal
Institute of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) Valuation Global Standards 2020 (‘Red Book’), the valuer has declared a
‘material valuation uncertainty’ in the valuation report. This is on the basis of uncertainties in markets caused by
COVID-19. The values in the report have been used to inform the measurement of property assets at valuation in
these financial statements. With the valuer having declared this material valuation uncertainty, the valuer has
continued to exercise professional judgement in providing the valuation and this remains the best information available
to the Trust.
Note 20.1 Investment Property

Carrying value at 1 April - brought forward

2019/20

2018/19

£000

£000

18,135

12,785

Transfers by absorption

-

-

Acquisitions in year
Movement in fair value

-

-

10,306

4,812

3,839

538

-

-

32,280

18,135

Reclassifications to/from PPE
Transfers to/from assets held for sale
Disposals
Carrying value at 31 March

The disclosure in Note 19 on "material valuation uncertainty" applies similarly to investment property valuations.
Note 20.2 Investment property income and expenses
2019/20

2018/19

£000

£000

Direct operating expense arising from investment property which generated rental
income in the period

(176)

(27)

Direct operating expense arising from investment property which did not generate
rental income in the period

-

-

Total investment property expenses
Investment property income
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Note 21 Investments in associates and joint ventures
2019/20
£000
Carrying value at 1 April - brought forward

2018/19
£000

-

-

-

-

Reclassifications from other investments *

7,699

-

Acquisitions in year **

1,008

-

Share of profit / (loss)

7,163

-

-

-

Transfers by absorption

Net impairments
Transfers to / from assets held for sale
Disbursements / dividends received
Disposals
Share of Other Comprehensive Income
Other equity movements
Carrying value at 31 March

-

-

(2,500)

-

(164)

-

-

-

13,206

-

*Reclassifications includes:- the completion of a £7m investment in "Mayo Clinic Healthcare in partnership with Oxford University Clinic LLP"
(cost of investment as at 31 March 2019 was £5m and was recorded in Note 22 below last year) - the Oxford
University Clinic LLP decided to dispose of its interests in this particular joint venture during 2019/20 and OUH
received £2.5m for its share of this transaction. OUH took an equity accounting loss of £4.4m in 2019/20.
- the completion of a £0.6m investment in Oxford University Clinic LLP (cost of investment as at 31 March 2019 was
£0.3m and was recorded in Note 22 below last year). OUH took an equity accounting loss of £0.3m in 2019/20
representing two years of accumulated losses since the entity was not trading last year.
** Acquisitions includes:- £1m investment of land into a new joint venture, Oxford Heading Holdings LLP established in 2019/20 in 50:50
partnership with Oxford Hospitals Charity. OUH took an equity accounting profit of £11.9m in 2019/20.
Note 22 Other investments / financial assets (non-current)

Carrying value at 1 April - brought forward

2019/20
£000

2018/19
£000

15,510

3,600

Impact of implementing IFRS 9 on 1 April 2018

-

Transfers by absorption
Acquisitions in year
Movement in fair value through profit and loss
Movement in fair value through OCI *

-

-

2,288

4,787

61

7,010

(7,453)

113

Net impairments

-

-

Transfers to / from assets held for sale

-

-

Amortisation at the effective interest rate

-

-

Current portion of loans receivable transferred to current financial assets

-

-

(7,699)
2,707

15,510

Reclassifications to joint ventures **
Disposals
Carrying value at 31 March

* The impairment of a share holding in Sensyne Health PLC, due to falling share price over the year
** Reclassifications represents the transfer of entities into note 21 above that became trading/operational during
2019/20.
Other investments includes the Trust's equity shareholding in research and development spin-out companies for
which the fair value is updated using the most recent price another stakeholder has invested at. The total value
attributed to OUH is £2.7m.
Note 22.1 Other investments / financial assets (current)
The Trust does not have any other investments or financial assets that would be classified as current.
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Note 23 Disclosure of interests in other entities
The Trust holds the following interests in key entities, as well as interests in a number of intermediary "shell"
companies which are not trading. Further detail on financial performance is contained within the preceding notes.
Oxford Headington Holdings LLP - 50% voting rights, with priority access to the first £12m of profits, thereafter 75%
profit/loss share.
Oxford University Clinic LLP - 50% voting rights, with 50% share of profits.
Note 24 Inventories
31 March
2020
£000
Drugs

5,602

Work In progress
Consumables
Energy
Other
Total inventories

31 March
2019
£000
4,877

-

-

15,710

17,590

218

319

1,095
22,625

1,104
23,890

-

-

of which:
Held at fair value less costs to sell

Inventories recognised in expenses for the year were £92.3m (2018/19: £75.0m). Write-down of inventories
recognised as expenses for the year were £0.2m (2018/19: £0.2m).
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Note 25.1 Receivables
31 March
2020
£000

31 March
2019
£000

Current
Contract receivables
Contract assets
Capital receivables

62,985

60,304

-

-

-

-

(7,466)

(6,833)

Allowance for other impaired receivables

-

-

Deposits and advances

-

-

Prepayments (non-PFI)

6,186

7,038

Allowance for impaired contract receivables / assets

PFI prepayments - capital contributions

67

67

10,830

402

Interest receivable

-

-

Finance lease receivables

-

-

PFI lifecycle prepayments

PDC dividend receivable
VAT receivable
Corporation and other taxes receivable
Other receivables
Total current receivables

237

3

2,935

2,841

-

-

634
76,408

226
64,048

Non-current
Contract receivables

-

-

4,318

5,001

Capital receivables

-

-

Allowance for impaired contract receivables / assets

-

-

Allowance for other impaired receivables

-

-

Deposits and advances

-

-

Prepayments (non-PFI)

2

5

PFI prepayments - capital contributions

-

-

PFI lifecycle prepayments

1,003

1,070

Interest receivable
Finance lease receivables

-

-

VAT receivable

-

-

Contract assets

Corporation and other taxes receivable
Other receivables
Total non-current receivables

-

-

2,786
8,109

6,076

42,574

38,299

2,786

-

Of which receivable from NHS and DHSC group bodies:
Current
Non-current
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# Note 25.2 Allowances for credit losses
2019/20
Contract
receivables
and contract
assets
£000
Allowances as at 1 April - brought forward
Impact of implementing IFRS 9 (and IFRS 15) on 1
April 2018

6,833

2018/19

All other
receivables
£000
-

Contract
receivables
and contract
assets
£000

All other
receivables
£000

-

7,320

7,412

(7,320)

Transfers by absorption

-

-

-

-

New allowances arising

5,442

-

3,672

-

Changes in existing allowances
Reversals of allowances
Utilisation of allowances (write offs)
Changes arising following modification of contractual
cash flows
Foreign exchange and other changes
Allowances as at 31 March 2020

-

-

-

-

(4,407)

-

(4,151)

-

(402)

-

(100)

-

-

-

-

-

7,466

-

6,833

-

# Note 25.3 Exposure to credit risk
Because the majority of the Trust’s revenue comes from contracts with other public sector bodies, the Trust has low
exposure to credit risk. The maximum exposures as at 31 March 2020 are in receivables from customers, as
disclosed in the trade and other receivables note.
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# Note 26 Other assets
31 March
2020
£000

Current
EU emissions trading scheme allowance
Other assets
Total other current assets

31 March
2019
£000

-

181

-

181

-

-

-

-

Non-current
Net defined benefit pension scheme asset
Other assets
Total other non-current assets

# Note 27.1 Non-current assets held for sale and assets in disposal groups
The assets sold during the year did not meet the criteria to be classified as assets held for sale.
# Note 27.2 Liabilities in disposal groups
The Trust does not have any liabilities in disposal groups.
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# Note 28.1 Cash and cash equivalents movements
Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash at bank, in hand and cash equivalents. Cash equivalents are readily
convertible investments of known value which are subject to an insignificant risk of change in value.

At 1 April
Transfers by absorption
Net change in year
At 31 March

2019/20
£000

2018/19
£000

53,001

39,910

-

-

(16,653)
36,348

13,091
53,001

30

29

36,318

52,972

-

-

Broken down into:
Cash at commercial banks and in hand
Cash with the Government Banking Service
Deposits with the National Loan Fund
Other current investments
Total cash and cash equivalents as in SoFP
Bank overdrafts (GBS and commercial banks)
Drawdown in committed facility
Total cash and cash equivalents as in SoCF

# Note 28.2 Third party assets held by the trust
The Trust does not hold any third party assets.
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Note 29.1 Trade and other payables
31 March
2020
£000

31 March
2019
£000

Current
Trade payables

59,060

58,927

Capital payables

22,721

7,028

Accruals

38,417

27,936

-

-

Receipts in advance and payments on account
PFI lifecycle replacement received in advance
Social security costs
VAT payables
Other taxes payable
PDC dividend payable

-

-

6,954

6,317

5

4

6,349

5,845

-

-

10,836
144,342

9,413
115,470

Trade payables

-

-

Capital payables

-

-

Accruals

-

-

Receipts in advance and payments on account

-

-

PFI lifecycle replacement received in advance

-

-

VAT payables

-

-

Other taxes payable

-

-

Other payables

-

-

11,940

12,665

-

-

Other payables
Total current trade and other payables
Non-current

Total non-current trade and other payables
Of which payables from NHS and DHSC group bodies:
Current
Non-current

Note 29.2 Early retirements in NHS payables above
There are no early retirements in NHS payables above.
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Note 30 Other liabilities
31 March
2020
£000

31 March
2019
£000

Current
Deferred income: contract liabilities
Deferred grants
Deferred PFI credits / income
Lease incentives
Other deferred income
Total other current liabilities

4,747

4,451

-

-

86

86

-

-

4,833

4,537

858

532

Non-current
Deferred income: contract liabilities
Deferred grants

-

-

2,529

2,614

Lease incentives

-

-

Other deferred income

-

-

3,387

3,146

Deferred PFI credits / income

Net pension scheme liability
Total other non-current liabilities

Note 31.1 Borrowings
31 March
2020
£000

31 March
2019
£000

Current
Bank overdrafts

-

-

Drawdown in committed facility

-

-

Loans from DHSC
Other loans
Obligations under finance leases
Obligations under PFI, LIFT or other service concession contracts
Total current borrowings

-

-

360

328

85

252

5,936
6,381

2,776
3,356

-

-

6,913

7,273

452

563

237,789
245,154

243,763
251,599

Non-current
Loans from DHSC
Other loans
Obligations under finance leases
Obligations under PFI, LIFT or other service concession contracts
Total non-current borrowings
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Note 31.2 Reconciliation of liabilities arising from financing activities - 2019/20
Loans
from
DHSC
£000

Other
loans
£000

Finance
leases
£000

PFI and
LIFT
schemes
£000

Total
£000

Carrying value at 1 April 2019

-

7,601

815

246,539

254,955

Cash movements:
Financing cash flows - payments and receipts of
principal

-

(227)

(277)

(2,813)

(3,317)

-

(412)

(41)

(13,922)

(14,375)

Transfers by absorption

-

-

-

-

-

Additions

-

-

-

-

-

Application of effective interest rate

-

311

40

13,921

14,272

Change in effective interest rate

-

-

-

-

-

Changes in fair value

-

-

-

-

-

Early terminations

-

-

-

-

-

-

7,273

537

243,725

251,535

Financing cash flows - payments of interest
Non-cash movements:

Other changes
Carrying value at 31 March 2020

Note 31.3 Reconciliation of liabilities arising from financing activities - 2018/19
Loans
from
DHSC
£000
Carrying value at 1 April 2018

790

Other
loans
£000

Finance
leases
£000

PFI and
LIFT
schemes
£000

Total
£000

7,500

1,109

257,679

267,078

(790)

-

(295)

(11,134)

(12,219)

(16)

(316)

(61)

(14,332)

(14,725)

1

62

-

-

63

-

-

-

-

-

Cash movements:
Financing cash flows - payments and receipts of
principal
Financing cash flows - payments of interest
Non-cash movements:
Impact of implementing IFRS 9 on 1 April 2018
Transfers by absorption
Additions

-

-

-

-

-

15

355

62

14,326

14,758

Change in effective interest rate

-

-

-

-

-

Changes in fair value

-

-

-

-

-

Early terminations

-

-

-

-

-

-

7,601

815

246,539

254,955

Application of effective interest rate

Other changes
Carrying value at 31 March 2019
Note 32 Other financial liabilities
The Trust does not have any other financial liabilities.
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# Note 33 Finance leases
# Note 33.1 Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust as a lessor
The Trust does not have any finance lease receivables as a lessor.
# Note 33.2 Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust as a lessee
Obligations under finance leases where the trust is the lessee.

Gross lease liabilities

31 March
2020

31 March
2019

£000

£000

553

871

of which liabilities are due:
- not later than one year;
- later than one year and not later than five years;
- later than five years.
Finance charges allocated to future periods
Net lease liabilities

91

292

462

468

-

111

(16)
537

(56)
815

of which payable:
- not later than one year;

85

252

452

452

-

111

Total of future minimum sublease payments to be received at the reporting date

-

-

Contingent rent recognised as expense in the period

-

-

- later than one year and not later than five years;
- later than five years.

The Trust has a number of finance lease arrangements which have been typically used to acquire items of medical
equipment. Often, these leases provide for an option to purchase at the end of the primary term. The leases do not
include any escalation clauses, nor do they include any restrictions other than those which would be expected to apply
in a normal lease contract on normal commercial terms.
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# Note 34.1 Provisions for liabilities and charges analysis

Pensions:
early
departure
costs
£000
At 1 April 2019
Transfers by absorption

Pensions:
injury
benefits
£000

Legal claims
£000

Other
£000

Total
£000

993

1,879

74

3,430

6,376

-

-

-

-

-

Change in the discount rate

41

161

-

-

202

Arising during the year

54

58

67

3,329

3,508

Utilised during the year

(104)
-

(106)
-

(32)
-

-

(242)
-

Reclassified to liabilities held in disposal groups
Reversed unused

-

-

(4)

(142)

(146)

3

6

-

-

9

At 31 March 2020

987

1,998

105

6,617

9,707

Expected timing of cash flows:
- not later than one year;

104

106

105

3,831

4,146

Unwinding of discount

- later than one year and not later than five years;
- later than five years.

408

424

-

2,786

3,618

475

1,468

-

-

1,943

Total

987

1,998

105

6,617

9,707

The Trust is reasonably certain about the amounts and timings of Pensions relating to staff and former Directors as the calculation is based on NHS Pension Agency
payments and determined nationally on an actuarial basis.
The Trust is reasonably certain about the amounts and timings of legal claims as the information is provided by NHS Resolution.
Included within other provisions is a back-to-back (i.e. fully funded and not a cost to the Trust) provision in respect of consultants who may take up the option to have their
addditional tax charge, due as a result of work undertaken during 2019/20, paid for by the NHS Pension Scheme. This is known as a "Scheme Pays" arrangement. It has
been estimated using headcount data and applying an average figure calculated by Government Actuary's Departmentm the Business Services Authority and the
Department of Health and Social Care.
Other provisions reflect commercial claims for which the value carries some uncertainty and the timing is dependent on final resolution.
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# Note 34.2 Clinical negligence liabilities
At 31 March 2020, £560.0m was included in provisions of NHS Resolution in respect of clinical negligence liabilities of
Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust (31 March 2019: £556.0m).
# Note 35 Contingent liabilities
31 March
2020
£000

31 March
2019
£000

(46)

(50)

(689)

-

-

-

Value of contingent liabilities
NHS Resolution legal claims
Employment tribunal and other employee related litigation
Redundancy
Other

-

-

Gross value of contingent liabilities

(735)

(50)

Amounts recoverable against liabilities
Net value of contingent liabilities

(735)

(50)

-

-

Net value of contingent assets

Contingent liabilities are the legal claims under the liability to third parties and property expenses schemes
administered by NHS Resolution (formerly NHS Litigation Authority) amounting to £0.05m and an estimate of £0.7m for
an employment matter ongoing at another NHS Trust which might have implications for all NHS bodies.
# Note 36 Contractual capital commitments
31 March
2020
£000
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets
Total

31 March
2019
£000

4,515

9,768

4,515

9,768

# Note 37 Other financial commitments
The Trust has non-cancellable contracts (which are not leases, PFI contracts or other service concession
arrangement), payments are primarily made based upon usage as opposed to there being contractual commitments
irrespective of goods or services provided.
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# Note 38 Defined benefit pension schemes
The Trust does not operate any material defined benefit pension schemes other than the statutory NHS Pension
Scheme.
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# Note 39 On-SoFP PFI, LIFT or other service concession arrangements

The Trust has three PFI schemes being the John Radcliffe West Wing, Churchill Cancer Centre and the Nuffield
Orthopaedic Centre. In addition the Trust has service concession arrangements in respect of the John Radcliffe
Welcome Centre and the Trust’s Carbon Energy Scheme.
The West Wing and Children’s Hospital was built in 2006 at an overall cost of approximately £160m as part of a 30
year contract with The Hospital Company (Oxford John Radcliffe) Ltd who built these buildings and operate across
most of the site. The West Wing and Children’s Hospital are located on the John Radcliffe site and will revert to Trust
ownership at the end of the contract period.
The Cancer Centre was completed in 2008 at an overall cost of approximately £150m at part of a 30 year contract with
Ochre Solutions Limited who built and operate across most of the site. The Cancer Centre is located on the Churchill
site and will revert to Trust ownership at the end of the contract period.
The Nuffield Orthopaedic Centre was built in 2006 at an overall cost of approximately £35m as part of a 30 year
contract with Albion Healthcare (Oxford) Ltd who built and operate across most of the site. The Nuffield Orthopaedic
Centre will revert to Trust ownership at the end of the contract period.
The John Radcliffe Welcome Centre opened in 2015 following an approximate build project of £3m as part of a 35 year
lease with Larkstoke Properties Limited and is recognised as an asset with no liability as there are no payments being
made by the Trust, instead a deferred income balance is recognised. The arrangement includes sub-leases where
tenants pay rent to Larkstoke and a profit share element that entitles the Trust to an element of surpluses over and
above a defined level.
The Trust's Carbon Energy Scheme which was built in 2017 as part of a 25 year lease with Vital Energi Solutions
Limited is recognised as an IFRIC12 asset with corresponding liability. The overall cost was approximately £18m. The
equipment reverts to Trust ownership at the end of the contract period.
# Note 39.1 On-SoFP PFI, LIFT or other service concession arrangement obligations
The following obligations in respect of the PFI, LIFT or other service concession arrangements are recognised in the
statement of financial position:
31 March
2020
£000

31 March
2019
£000

392,964

409,621

- not later than one year;

19,596

16,690

- later than one year and not later than five years;

92,490

90,231

Gross PFI, LIFT or other service concession liabilities
Of which liabilities are due

- later than five years.
Finance charges allocated to future periods
Net PFI, LIFT or other service concession arrangement obligation
- not later than one year;
- later than one year and not later than five years;
- later than five years.

280,878

302,700

(149,239)
243,725

(163,082)
246,539

5,936

2,776

43,213

38,738

194,576

205,025

# Note 39.2 Total on-SoFP PFI, LIFT and other service concession arrangement commitments
Total future commitments under these on-SoFP schemes are as follows:

Total future payments committed in respect of the PFI, LIFT or other service
concession arrangements

31 March
2020

31 March
2019

£000

£000

1,490,715

1,556,397

Of which payments are due:
- not later than one year;
- later than one year and not later than five years;
- later than five years.
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# Note 39.3 Analysis of amounts payable to service concession operator
This note provides an analysis of the unitary payments made to the service concession operator:
2019/20
£000
Unitary payment payable to service concession operator

66,907

2018/19
£000
64,934

Consisting of:
- Interest charge
- Repayment of balance sheet obligation
- Service element and other charges to operating expenditure
- Capital lifecycle maintenance
- Revenue lifecycle maintenance
- Contingent rent

13,921

14,326

2,813

11,139

30,301

29,018

3,285

2,201

404

375

5,954

7,875

10,229

-

Other amounts paid to operator due to a commitment under the service concession
contract but not part of the unitary payment

10,096

9,796

Total amount paid to service concession operator

77,003

74,730

- Addition to lifecycle prepayment

# Note 40 Off-SoFP PFI, LIFT and other service concession arrangements
The Trust does not have any off-SoFP PFI, LIFT or other service concession arrangements.
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Note 41 Financial instruments
Note 41.1 Financial risk management
Financial reporting standard IFRS 7 requires disclosure of the role that financial instruments have had during the period
in creating or changing the risks a body faces in undertaking its activities. Because of the continuing service provider
relationship that the NHS Trust has with commissioners and the way those commissioners are financed, the NHS Trust
is not exposed to the degree of financial risk faced by business entities. Also financial instruments play a much more
limited role in creating or changing risk than would be typical of listed companies, to which the financial reporting
standards mainly apply. Financial assets and liabilities are generated by day-to-day operational activities rather than
being held to change the risks facing the NHS Trust in undertaking its activities.
The Trust’s treasury management operations are carried out by the finance department, within parameters defined
formally within the Trust’s standing financial instructions and policies agreed by the board of directors. Trust treasury
activity is subject to review by the Trust’s internal auditors.

Currency risk
The Trust is principally a domestic organisation with the great majority of transactions, assets and liabilities being in the
UK and sterling based. The Trust has no overseas operations. The Trust therefore has low exposure to currency rate
fluctuations.
Interest rate risk
The Trust borrows from government for capital expenditure, subject to affordability as confirmed by the Trust's
regulators. The borrowings are for 1 – 25 years, in line with the life of the associated assets, and interest is charged at
the National Loans Fund rate, fixed for the life of the loan. The Trust therefore has low exposure to interest rate
fluctuations.

Credit risk
Because the majority of the Trust’s revenue comes from contracts with other public sector bodies, the Trust has low
exposure to credit risk. The maximum exposures as at 31 March are in receivables from customers, as disclosed in the
trade and other receivables note.
Liquidity risk
The Trust’s operating costs are incurred under contracts with Commissioners, which are financed from resources voted
annually by Parliament. The Trust funds its capital expenditure from funds obtained within its prudential borrowing limit.
The Trust is not, therefore, exposed to significant liquidity risks.
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Note 41.2 Carrying values of financial assets

Carrying values of financial assets as at 31 March 2020

Held at
Held at
Held at
amortised
fair value
fair value
cost through P&L through OCI
£000

Trade and other receivables excluding non financial assets
Other investments / financial assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Total at 31 March 2020

Carrying values of financial assets as at 31 March 2019

£000

£000

63,257

-

-

63,257

-

-

2,707

2,707

36,348
99,605

-

2,707

36,348
102,312

Held at
Held at
Held at
amortised
fair value
fair value
cost through P&L through OCI
£000

Trade and other receivables excluding non financial assets

£000

£000

Total
book value
£000

58,698

-

-

58,698

-

5,516

9,994

15,510

53,001
111,699

5,516

9,994

53,001
127,209

Other investments / financial assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Total at 31 March 2019

£000

Total
book value

Note 41.3 Carrying values of financial liabilities

Carrying values of financial liabilities as at 31 March 2020

Held at
Held at
amortised
fair value
cost through P&L
£000

Loans from the Department of Health and Social Care
Obligations under finance leases
Obligations under PFI, LIFT and other service concession contracts
Other borrowings
Trade and other payables excluding non financial liabilities
Other financial liabilities
Provisions under contract
Total at 31 March 2020

Carrying values of financial liabilities as at 31 March 2019

Obligations under finance leases
Obligations under PFI, LIFT and other service concession contracts
Other borrowings
Trade and other payables excluding non financial liabilities
Other financial liabilities
Provisions under contract
Total at 31 March 2019
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£000

-

-

-

537

-

537

243,725

-

243,725

7,273

-

7,273

131,034

-

131,034

-

-

-

5,177
387,746

-

5,177
387,746

Held at
Held at
amortised
fair value
cost through P&L
£000

Loans from the Department of Health and Social Care

£000

Total
book value

£000

-

-

Total
book value
£000
-

815

-

815

246,539

-

246,539

7,601

-

7,601

103,304

-

103,304

-

-

-

2,433
360,692

-

2,433
360,692

Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust - Statutory Accounts for the Year Ended 31 March 2020
# Note 41.4 Maturity of financial liabilities

In one year or less

31 March
2020

31 March
2019

£000

£000

141,235

109,093

In more than one year but not more than two years

8,722

6,378

In more than two years but not more than five years

43,213

34,448

194,576
387,746

210,773
360,692

In more than five years
Total
# Note 41.5 Fair values of financial assets and liabilities

The book value (carrying value) is considered to be a reasonable approximation of fair value of the financial assets and
liabilities the Trust has disclosed.
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Note 42 Losses and special payments
2019/20

2018/19

Total
number of
cases

Total value
of cases

Total
number of
cases

Total value
of cases

Number

£000

Number

£000

Losses
Cash losses

47

Fruitless payments
Bad debts and claims abandoned
Stores losses and damage to property

56

5

5

-

-

-

-

201

360

35

95

2

197

2

169

250

613

42

269

Compensation under court order or legally binding
arbitration award

-

-

-

-

Extra-contractual payments

-

-

-

-

57

18

48

18

-

-

-

-

Total losses
Special payments

Ex-gratia payments
Special severance payments
Extra-statutory and extra-regulatory payments
Total special payments
Total losses and special payments
Compensation payments received

-

-

-

-

57
307

18
631

48
90

18
287

-

Details of cases individually over £300k
There were no individual cases over £300k.
Note 43 Gifts
There were no gifts made over £300k.
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# Note 44 Related parties
During the accounting period none of the Department of Health Ministers, Trust board members or members of the
key management staff, or parties related to any of them, has undertaken any material transactions with Oxford
University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust.The Department of Health is regarded as a related party. During the
accounting period Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust has had a significant number of material
transactions with the Department, and with other entities for which the Department is regarded as the parent
Department.
Related parties include but are not limited to:
Other NHS Foundation Trusts
Other NHS Trusts
CCGs and NHS England
Other health bodies
NHS Resolution
NHS Business Services Authority

In addition, the Trust had a number of material transactions with other government departments and other central
and local government bodies.
Statutory payments were made to NHS Pensions and HMRC in respect of payroll costs and an outstanding payable
balance exists as at 31 March in line with normal business.
The Trust made payments to NHS Professionals in respect of temporary staffing and an outstanding payable balance
exists as at 31 March in line with normal business.
Most of the trading-type transactions have been with Oxfordshire County Council and are for various services
including Genito-Urinary Medicine services, salary recharges associated with social services and supported hospital
discharges as well as sub-lease arrangements for rental of property space.
The Trust has also received revenue and capital payments from a number of charitable funds, none of these are
material, certain of the trustees for which are also members of the Trust board.
Consolidated accounts to include Oxford Hospitals Charity are not prepared as this entity is a company limited by
guarantee, independent from Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust and therefore the charity is not
controlled by the Trust.
Please see notes 21 to 23 for details of the Trust's joint ventures in partnership with a number of other entities and
their corresponding accounting treatments. This includes details of the arrangements and key financial information
related to OUH's joint ventures.
During the period none of the Board Members or members of the key management staff or parties related to them
has undertaken any material transactions with Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust.
# Note 45 Transfers by absorption
The Trust did not have any transfers by absorption during the accounting period.
#
Note 46 Prior period adjustments
The Trust did not have any prior period adjustments.
# Note 47 Events after the reporting date
There have been no material events after the reporting date which require disclosure.
# Note 48 Final period of operation as a trust providing NHS healthcare
This is not the Trust's final period of operation as a provider of NHS healthcare.
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